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IMPLICATION OF SUPREME COURT DECISION
IN SUTER v. ARTIST M.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1992

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY

AND FAMILY POLICY,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 2:00 p.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Riegle and Durenberger.
[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]

[Press Release No. H-47, Sept. 9, 1992]

SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE TO EXAMINE SUTER CASE, SENATOR MOYNIHAN
CITES POTENTIAL RAMIFICATIONS

WASHINGTON, DC.-Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Chairman of the Senate
Finance Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy, announced a hearing
to discuss a Supreme Court ruling that limits the right of beneficiaries under the
Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 to go to court to enforce its pro-
visions.

The hearing will be at 2 p.m., Thursday, September 17, 1992 in Room SD-215 of
the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

"The Supreme Court ruling in the Suter case presents the Congress with a critical
choice that could have enormous ramifications for states, recipients of services and
taxpayers alike. So it's imperative that we look at this carefully, and make the right
decision," Senator Moynihan (D., N.Y.) said.

The House of Representatives responded to the Court's decision in the case of
Suter v. Artist M. with legislation to ensure a private cause of action under all state
plan programs of the Social Security Act, including Aid to Families with Dependent
Children, Medicaid and other major social welfare programs.

The Subcommittee will hear from those on both sides of the issue to discuss their
concerns about the impact of the Suter ruling and their recommendations for action.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUB-
COMMITTEE
Senator MOYNIHAN. The hour of 2:00 o'clock having arrived, we

will commence a regular hearing of the Subcommittee on Social Se-
curity and Family Policy, a hearing on the Suter case.

Our distinguished panelists will know that on the 25th of March
the Supreme Court decided, in Suter v. Artist M., that beneficiaries
of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 do not
have a private right, under the act, to sue to enforce its provisions.

In effect, this means that the beneficiaries of the Federal law
cannot sue States for failure to live up to the provisions of State



plans. This has something to do with the arcana of federalism in
our system.

The Social Security Act of 1935 had a mix of provisions, but fol-
lowed what was there a fairly standard understanding of federal-
ism: that if the Federal Government were to lay down a national
program of any particular kind, it would be administered by the
tates.
Some provisions of the Social Security Act let States set benefit

levels, in contrast to the retirement provisions. Unemployment ben-
efits were to be set at the State level, as were the Aid to Dependent
Children benefits.

And then, inevitably, I suppose, this question arises, and it is
well beyond the range of this Senator's understanding. In H.R. 11,
the tax bill, called an Urban Aid Bill, for some reason-it has noth-
ing to do with urban aid that I can tell, but that is what we call
it-the House Committee on Ways and Means included language
overturning Suter, saying this was not the law and giving recipi-
ents of all services-all services-under the Social Security Act the
right to sue.

I have here from my respected colleague, Senator Offner, the
suggestion that we need to determine whether the House position
is correct. Is there such a thing as correct in the law? Is it sustain-
able, arguable, admirable, desirable, inevitable, probable? And if it
is, whether the Ways and Means language goes too far.

In this bicentennial year, I will go back to my youth and tell you
that I was in the United Kingdom on a GI bill and Fulbright Fel-
lowship in the 1940's when the Oxford Union had a large debate
in which the question was, resolved, Columbus went too far.
[Laughter.]

Senator MOYNIHAN. And that will be the last merry note in this
discussion. We are going to call our very able panelists who have
very generously come from very far and near to speak. I would like
you all to come forward and sort of be collegial in this matter. Pro-
fessor Erwin Chemerinsky, you are the Legion Lex Professor of
Law?

Professor CHEMERINSKY. Yes, I am.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Lex means law. Or is that a name?
Professor CHEMERINSKY. It is the name of the alumni group.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Oh. A Mr. Lex.
Professor CHEMERINSKY. Well, I think it comes from Latin, but

they have donated the money for the chair that I am lucky enough
to hold.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, we are very happy that you are here.
And Mr. Howard Talenfeld, who will be speaking on behalf of the
State of Florida. Ms. Christina Tchen, of Chicago, will be here on
behalf of the State of Illinois. We welcome Mr. Talenfeld and Ms.
Tchen. And, finally, Mr. James Weill, who is a friend of this com-
mittee, who is General Counsel of the Children's Defense Fund.

We will follow our practice, which is just to look at the list and
see who comes first. Professor Chemerinsky, you do. We will pro-
ceed just as follows. Perhaps everyone could keep themselves in the
range of 10 or 15 minutes, as elsewise we are having a busy after-
noon and I do not want to miss the chance to hear what you think



of one another's views. So, welcome, and thank you for coming from
Los Angeles.

STATEMENT OF ERWIN CHEMERINSKY, LEGION LEX PROFES-
SOR OF LAW, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAW
CENTER, LOS ANGELES, CA
Professor CHEMERINSKY. Thank you, Senator Moynihan, for the

invitation to come here today. I am a law professor at the Univer-
sity of Southern California Law Center.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Excuse me, Professor. If you would not mind,
my very learned colleague, Senator Durenberger, has arrived. I
have just been making clear how little I know about this subject,
and I wondered if you would not try to offset that imbalance.

Senator DURENBERGER. No. In fact, I would dig us both in deep-
er. Mr. Chairman, I do have a statement that may make up for
some of that, but I, too, came here to hear the panel.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, your statement will be put in the
record as if read.

[The prepared statement of Senator Durenberger appears in the
appendix.]

Senator MOYNIHAN. Proceed, sir.
Professor CHEMERINSKY. Thank you. I specialize in the issues of

Federal Court jurisdiction. Among other writings, I have written a
textbook, Federal Jurisdiction, which examines the law concerning
private rights of action and the use of Section 1983 to enforce Fed-
eral laws.

Although I am not an expert on the details of the Social Security
Act, I am very familiar with the law concerning the ability of the
courts to enforce its provisions.

This afternoon I would like to make two points. First, Suter v.
Artist M. will have a devastating effect on the ability of the courts
to ensure compliance with the Social Security Act. Second, amend-
ment of the Social Security Act can restore the courts to their
rightful place of enforcing the law without expanding the scope of
the act or imposing new obligations on the States.

Long ago, the Supreme Court said that laws have little meaning
unless they are enforceable. Two weeks ago, I had the wonderful
opportunity to be in the Republic of Belasus, one of the newly-inde-
pendent States of the former Soviet Lnion, as part of a American
Bar Association delegation to help them draft a new constitution.
Above all, what the American delegation emphasized was that, for
the document to have any meaning, it must be judicially enforce-
able. Otherwise it would just be words on paper.

The effect of Suter v. Artist M. is to render many provisions of
the Social Security Act-those found in the State plan sections-
unenforceable words on paper.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Could you repeat that? What section did you
say?

Professor CHEMERINSKY. Well, what I was saying is, the effect of
Suter is to render those parts of the Social Security Act-the State
plans sections-unenforceable.

Senator MOYNIHAN. State plan sections.
Professor CHEMERINSKY. Right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
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Professor CHEMERINSKY. For more than 25 years the Supreme
Court has said the courts can enforce the Social Security Act. In
line with this tradition, in Maine v. Thiboutot, the Supreme Court-----
said Section 1983 suits could be brought to enforce Federal laws,
particularly the Social Security Act.

Section 1983 litigation has been indispensable in protecting the
beneficiaries of the act-children, the elderly, and the disabled.
Suter v. Artist M. is a radical change in the law.

The Supreme Court there did not just construe the Reasonable
Efforts provision of the Adoption Assistance Act, the court went
much further. It said that when a Federal law, such as the Adop-
tion Assistance Act, requires a State plan, the only requirement is
for the creation and approval of a State plan.

That is, once the State has written a plan and it is approved,
then 1983 suits cannot be used even if the plan contravenes Fed-
eral law, or even if the State blatantly disregards Federal law.
Suter v. Artist M., thus, truly will have a devastating effect on liti-
gation to enforce the Social Security Act.

No longer can beneficiaries-children, the elderly, the disabled-
bring suits under Section 1983 to enforce any of the requirements
and provisions that obligate States to draft plans. Already, numer-
ous lawsuits through the country have been dismissed based on
Suter v. Artist M., and, in countless more cases, there are Motions
to Dismiss pending.

Although the States are now arguing to Congress that Suter is
a limited decision, the States' Attorneys throughout the country are
vigo ously urging courts to take the broadest possible interpreta-
tion. Indeed, the States of Florida and Illinois, represented here
today, have, in briefs filed in courts, argued that Suter means that
once a law requires a State plan and there is a State plan, no fur-
ther Section 1983 enforcement is allowed.

All that is necessary to overrule Suter and to allow judicial en-
forcement again is for Congress to make clear that it believes that
Suter was wrongly decided and that the courts should be able to
enforce all of the requirements of the Social Security Act that were
previously enforceable, even when they are in State plan sections.

Before Suter, some of the provisions of the Social Security Act
were enforceable whether or not they were in sections requiring
State plans. After Suter, any requirements that are found in State
plan sections are no longer enforceable.

The goal of the amendment should be to restore the law to what
it was before Suter. Because the proposed amendment would only
restore the law to its pre-Suter state, there is no reason to fear a
flood of new or meritless litigation.

Specifically, Section 7104 of H.R. 11 would accomplish this pur-
pose. Creating an enforceable right would mean that the State plan
sections are enforceable through Section 1983 suits and judicial en-
forcement would be possible. The legislative history to H.R. 11
makes clear that it is not meant in any way to expand the scope
of the Social Security Act, and it does not impose any new obliga-
tions on the States. This is all that needs to be done; it is all that
should be done.

Judicial enforcement of the Social Security Act, like judicial en-
forcement of all laws, is essential to ensure executive and State
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compliance. The court should be restored to the classic and tradi-
tional position, especially here, se as to protect the beneficiaries of
-theSocialSecurity Act:- children, families, the elderly, the disabled;

those most desperately in need of government assistance.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I think, for succinctness, you are well ahead

of the average. But we will not make any decisions until we have
heard the counter arguments.

[The prepared statement of Professor Chemerinsky appears in
the appendix.]

Senator MOYNIHAN. I think we will do that in sequence. Mr.
Talenfeld, you are going to speak on behalf of the State of Florida,
and we welcome you, sir.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD M. TALENFELD, NORTH MIAMI, FL,
ON BEHALF OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. TALENFELD. Thank you very much, Senator Moynihan, Sen-
ator Durenberger, and staff. I have come here on behalf of the
State of Florida as a litigator in these cases; a State that is ex-
tremely concerned about the fact that its child welfare system is on
the brink of failure; a State that has been also subject to two State-
wide class-action litigations-the case of M.E. v. Chiles, and also
the case of Children A through F v. Chiles.

The State of Florida is not unique in being besieged by this type
of class-action litigation. There are a number of other States, as
well. In fact, a survey done by the Institute for Health and Human
Services, which I understand has been provided here, it recounts
24 States that are exposed to this very same type of litigation. This
is not a typical situation involving separation of powers in which
one, or two, or three States are subject to these types of suits. And
this is not a situation where th- impact has been minimal.

In fact, States like Connecticut, Alabama, the State of New Mex-
ico, and seven other States, have entered into consent decrees
State-wide with respect to these actions that have been brought on
a number of bases, including title IV, IV-B, IV-E, and also includ-
ing the Due Process Clause, the Equal Protection Clause, and
many other individual Federal statutes.

The reason I am describing this backdrop is because the impact
of these cases are extraordinary on the States. They are extraor-
dinary on the States because their sovereignty is very, very much
at stake in the context of their ability to administer these child
welfare programs. And the balance between having the State exec-
utive authorities administer this and the courts supervise this
process has changed.

This balance means public policy in many States is being set by
the courts. These consent decrees in 10 States, these permanent in-
junctions, in the States of Massachusetts, Maryland, and Illinois,
mean the decisions of our human service leaders, our child welfare
advocates from the inside, must turn to the plaintiffs counsel in
these cases and turn to the Federal courts to try to implement
their public policy.

They must obtain court permission, oftentimes, when these in-
junctions, these court orders, are entered. And they spend much of
their time-a very large percentage of their time-dealing with



lawyers, both on the defense side, the plaintiff side, and court mon-
itors, as well.

The--problems -that we are experiencing go far beyond the inabil-
ity to implement good human services policy. They extend to the
point that there are financial drains on these systems caused by
this litigation. These financial drains are caused by pre-judgment
attorneys' fees, which usually, in the child welfare arena, run from
$500,000 to $600,000 pre-suit in many of these cases.

Similarly, the post-judgment impact is even more devastating.
You have monitoring fees, and I have enclosed a reference to a
mental health study that was done by the plaintiff's counsel in the
Pennhurst case in which they range anywhere from as low as
$20,000 a year to well up to $3 million per year for monitoring the
Wyatt case out of Alabama.

In child welfare, the State of Connecticut has expended $600,000
to date with the Federal monitoring panel. And post-judgment en-
forcement actions are constantly seen in the State of New Mexico,
where they were regular.

I realize that I am addressing the extreme cases, but I think they
may be representative if the Suter Amendment is passed without
close scrutiny in a way to restore to the pre-Suter status quo in-
stead of to enlarge the rights.

These class-action litigations have been described by plaintiffs
counsel in these cases as blunt instruments to effectuate systemic
reform when, in fact, what is needed is good, sound policy, policy
that emanates from this Congress and from the State legislatures,
as well. That is what is needed: the policy and the programs.

The pre-Suter atmosphere was anything-was anything-but
unconfusing. These rights were not clearly recognized, particularly
in the areas of housing, the reasonable efforts clause.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Sir, would you just help me? Did you say,
was anything but unconfusing?

Mr. TALENFELD. It was very confusing.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It was confusing.
Mr. TALENFELD. Very confusing. In fact, in the housing cases,

there were a number of cases that were decided contrary to the
children's advocates, in fact, in the area of placement in the least
restrictive environment, which shows up in title IV-D as well.

In the area of damages, damages is a very big area. In Florida,
damage cases are constantly brought against our department. And
what I would suggest is that we have to be extremely careful in
trying to return to this environment.

Because what we had under the Pennhurst test was an examina-
tion of each and every discrete right under title IVT-B and IV-E, and
then the courts would look at the entire statute and the entire leg-
islative history to determine if it was enforceable so that the courts
did not determine under the reasonable efforts clauses, in many in-
stances, that the right to housing was enforceable, the right to
placement in the least restrictive environment, that damages cases
and other rights as well were enforceable.

I do not mean to sound cruel, because, if anything, we are fight-
ing from the inside for our children. What we are asking is that,
when you look at the rights that you create, that carte blanche, you



do not determine that every element of the State plan, some of
which you did not believe were enforceable, are to be enforced.

The financial burden on the States will be extraordinary if you
determine that every single right under title IV-E is enforceable,
or under title IV-B is enforceable.

In Florida, for example, in the case of M.E. v. Chiles, the plain-
tiffs have used the provisions of title IV-D to try to argue the right
to an adequate placement in the least restrictive environment and
to adequate services. And we have estimated that, in general reve-
nue, the State of Florida will have to spend $47 million, after de-
ducting the Federal financial participation, if the plaintiffs have ev-
erything that they want.

We would ask that ycu consider that, in looking at a right and
expanding a right, that it is necessary for you, there is a Federal/
State partnership to consider as well. Returning to the pre-Suter
environment, there are problems with the amendment. It says,"dany service or benefit." It does not say, just the ones that existed
prior to the Suter decision. These are regardless of Congressional
intent.

Child welfare services are capped; attorneys' fees in individual
cases can be draining. And it is the State court where you said that
these cases should be heard in the first place. And the issue of sov-
ereignty is at stake.

Finally, I would say to you that legislation like S. 4 amd H.R.
3603, are moving in the right direction. We want to see these
rights, but we also want to see programs. We need rights and pro-
grams, not just empty rights. Thank you very much.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Talenfeld appeal: s in the appen-

dix.]
Senator MoyIiHAN. Senator Riegle, would you like to make some

opening remarks? We are just halfway through our panel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD W. RIEGLE, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MICHIGAN

Senator RIEGLE. I thank the Chairman very much. And, as al-
ways, his graciousness is manifest. I want to thank you for holding
this hearing today and for giving me the opportunity to participate
in the hearing. This is a matter of keen interest to me, and you
are very kind to conduct this hearing.

I think this case, Suter v. Artist M., reflects a certain insensitiv-
ity of the Supreme court to the needs of some of the most vulner-
able members of our society.

And, in effect, they have really kind of shut the door to low-in-
come children in State custody who are denied the services called
for in a State plan mandated by the Adoption Assistance and Child
Welfare Program of the Social Security Act.

And I can remember the time-I think almost everyone here
can-when the Supreme Court was really the place that you could
finally hope to get a remedy of justice if it failed at every other
point. So, it is troubling in that respect.

I think the court here has dealt a devastating blow to thousands
of low-income children who are potentially being denied benefits
and services that Congress intended for them to receive. But, what



is troubling now even more to me, is that the Suter holding is being
used to dismiss lawsuits in other Social Security Act programs that
have nothing to do with child welfare.

For example, there was a recent Court of Appeals case where
Suter was used to dismiss an AFDC case-so we are starting to see
this, I think, sort of expand out. I think the people who need our
social welfare programs have to be able to have their rights pro-
tected under the system.

I think we have an important and necessary assignment here to
see that that is done with respect to curing this problem. I know
that we need reforms in a lot of these programs. I know that many
of the difficulties the St.ates have been having in running these
programs has been caused by a lack of funding, so I am very sym-
pathetic to the States in that regard, and there is really no excuse
for why our National priorities are so far off-line ir terms of really
meeting our pressing human needs. And that is something that has
got to be corrected a different way, and I am hopeful that, on No-
vember 3rd, we will take a big step in that direction.

I very much want to work with all of the groups that also have
a concern in this area. But, until there is a solution, I do not think
we can leave the people in these programs without any way to pro-
tect their interests.

So, I have appreciated what I have already heard of our wit-
nesses, and I look forward to hearing from the rest. I would like
to find an answer here that can be made to work. We need one.
Again, I am very much in your debt for your leadership today on
this issue.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Senator. We are going to have
the two States in the middle of the sequence, and Mr. Chemerinsky
and Mr. Weill on either end. Ms. Tchen, we welcome you to this
committee. I believe this is the first time you have appeared.

Ms. TCHEN. Yes, it is, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I observe that you are representing the State

of Illinois, but you are with the firm of Skadden and Arps on
Wacker Drive, a New York City law firm. I just had lunch with
Chester Straub, whom I am sure you know, from New York. We
welcome you. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTINA M. TCHEN, CHICAGO, IL, ON
BEHALF OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Ms. TCHEN. Thank you, Senator Moynihan and Senator Riegle.
My name is Christina Tchen. I am a partner at Skadden, Arps,
Slate, Meagher & Flom in Chicago. I am also a Special Assistant
Attorney General of Illinois, appointed for the last 4 years to rep-
resent the Department of Children and Family Services, which is
our State Child Welfare Agency in Illinois, in a series of eight State
and Federal class-actions that have been brought during the last
4 years against DCFS.

These include six actions in Federal court alleging various viola-
tions of the Adoption Assistance Act, title IV-E, and the Federal
Constitution.

Of those six, the other five, other than Artist M., have all been
settled or are in the process of being settled by way of consent de-
crees. Artist M. is the only case that we did not choose to settle.
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We took it to the Supreme Court, and I am the person who argued
it before the court.

Senator MoyNIHAN. Would you help me? Forgive my ignorance.
You argued the case in the court, in this Illinois case.

Ms. TCHEN. Yes, I did.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The record should have that clear.
Ms. TCHEN. I am sorry. I meant to make that clear.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Forgive me for not knowing.
Ms. TCHEN. Senator, thank you. Yes, I did. I represented the

State of Illinois.
Senator MOYNIHAN. All the more is the distinction of having you

here today.
Ms. TCHEN. Thank you. I represented the State in the prelimi-

nary injunction hearing in 1989, before the Seventh Circuit in
1990, and last December, before the Supreme Court. The reason
that we chose to appeal-and it is significant; this is the only case
we did choose to appeal.

As Mr. Talenfeld said, we are very concerned about the state of
Child Welfare Services in Illinois as well, and we have entered into
a sweeping consent decree with the ACLU in another case, B.H. v.
Suter, in order to effect reforms in the child welfare system. So,
this is not a situation in which the State is simply trying to get
out of Federal responsibilities or obligations that are clear.

The problem we had with the Artist M. case was that the reason-
able efforts clause at issue there, Section 671 (a)(15), was anything
but clear. Respectfully, Senator Moynihan, unlike the examples
that you cited at our opening of specific monetary benefits that
might be set by Congress or specific levels of AFDC benefits or un-
employment benefits, this was not a monetary calculation of bene-
fits.

This was a clause that said nothing more than, in each case, rea-
sonable efforts must be made to keep abused and neglected chil-
dren home with their parents or return them home to their par-
ents, and that was it. There was no other definition anywhere in
the statute, there was no definition in the implementing regula-
tions from the secretary.

In fact, what the secretary promulgated were regulations that
gave great discretion to the States to make choices in this very dif-
ficult area of services to abused and neglected children about what
would constitute reasonable efforts.

Nonetheless, the District Court, despite the fact that there was
no definition, held that there was a right to reasonable efforts, and,
in this particular case, the State had violated that right by failing
to assign caseworkers promptly to the plaintiffs' cases in Cook
County. If the committee is interested in the particular back-
ground, we had a problem with caseworker assignment. We had
been in the process of putting together a remedial plan during the
course of the year while the preliminary injunction was pending.

The department had, in fact, made substantial progress towards
resolving the case assignment problem. However, under the rubric
of the reasonable efforts clause, the District Court found that we
had not made a good enough improvement and that the efforts
were not reasonable. It therefore issued an injunction that required



us, across the board, in each and every case, to assign a caseworker
within three working days.

We appealed, to both the Seventh Circuit, which affirmed the
preliminary injunction in a two to one decision, and we further ap-
pealed to the Supreme Court, I think, for two particular reasons
that are of interest to this committee. The first was that we be-
lieved that the decisions beiow were, in fact, not consistent with
the precedent that had been established since Maine v. Thiboutot
by the Supreme Court.

And that is, in order to infer the existence of a Federal right that
may be individually enforced in Federal court by plaintiffs in the
case of a Federal spending clause statute, which the Social Security
Act is, the court has said, since Pennhurst in 1981, that these Fed-
eral/State spending clause statutes are in the form of a contract be-
tween Congress and the States, and that, if Congress intends to
create a Federal right that is going to be imposed on the States,
that it must do so clearly and it must define those clearly so that
the States understand when they accept Federal funds what the
bargain is that they are in; what is the contract, and what are its
terms that they will be held to.

-And,- further in -the cases-since -Pennhurst in Wilder- and Wright-
and Golden State Transit, the court has fleshed out a test for deter-
mining on a case by case, provision by provision basis, as the cases
arise, whether a Federal right was created.

And the test included consideration of whether the statute was
intended to benefit the plaintiffs, whether it was written in manda-
tory terms, and whether it was too vague and too amorphous, how-
ever, to create a Federal right.

And then, in another prong, if it created a Federal right, it
might, nonetheless, bar access to Federal courts if Congress had set
forth an alternative remedial scheme to enforce the statute.

Here, we only challenged the vagueness aspect of the reasonable
efforts clause. We conceded that it was mandatory; we conceded
that it was there to benefit the children. However, we simply said
it was too vague. Something that just says "reasonable efforts" is
too vague for us or the courts to understand what kinds of services
we are talking about and what kinds of obligations are to be im-
posed.

And, indeed, under that case by case analysis, this Pennhurst
test, prior to the Seventh Circuit decision in our case, the courts
of the Northern District of Illinois were evenly split as to whether
the reasonable efforts clause created a Federal right.

So, respectfully to Professor Chemerinsky, it was not clear. And
this split was scattered throughout the country as wcll. There was
no clarity was to what rights, in fact, were created under the Adop-
tion Assistance Act, or not under a case by case analysis.

Second, with respect to the reasonable efforts clause, there was
real danger, we felt, in a Federal right to reasonable efforts. In the
words of the dissent in the Seventh Circuit, there was the potential
for an avalanche of cases of individuals who were unhappy with
the result in their State Juvenile Court actions on whether they
have received services or benefits coming to Federal court.
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We, in fact, had such a case in Illinois in which three individual
parents sued in Federal court and got individualized injunctions
and determinations around cash assistance and housing.

Third, the avalanche of litigation will take a different form as
well; not just individual actions, but, I think as Mr. Talenfeld re-
ferred to, class actions of a whole different nature. Peeling off one
part of the child welfare system after another in piecemeal litiga-
tion and holding it up to this notion of, is that reasonable efforts
or not.

Senator MoYNIHAN. This is not the Supreme Court. We do not
get up and walk out.

Ms. TCHEN. Do not bring out the hook at the red light. Thank
you. We had that happen in Illinois, as well. I mean, I currently
have still got six different pieces of a class action. In one case, I
have parental visitation being litigated; in yet another case, sibling
visitation being litigated; in yet another case, the adequacy of fos-
ter care placements; in yet another case, cash assistance and hous-
ing; in yet another case, the adequacy of permanency hearings in
Juvenile Court; all of these, raising reasonable efforts as the basis
or one of the bases for their lawsuits.

And, again, as the dissent said in the Seventh Circuit, this would
truly make the Federal courts the crisis administrators of child
welfare. And, finally, I always want to remind, the reasonable ef-
forts we are talking about are reasonable efforts to return abused
and neglected children to their abusive and neglectful parents, and
we really do not know very much.

We have been doing this now for a lot of years and we really do
not know very much about what works and what does not work to
keep children safe in these environments. We want to work to-
wards that, and Illinois was committed to doing that.

We had a $20 million program we implemented in the last 3
years to do family prevention and family reunification services. But
even the results from that $20 million investment is very sketchy.

We found, in fact, the control group had lower placement rates
that did not receive services than the group that did receive the
services. So, we do not know very much about that. The irony of
the reasonable efforts clause

Senator MOYNIHAN. Wait. The control group had lower place-
ment?

Ms. TCHEN. That is right. The control group that did not receive
services. I am not a statistician; I do not do that. But the $20
million-

Senator MOYNIHAN. Were you trying to increase services?
Ms. TCHEN. No. We were trying to reduce placements-keep chil-

dren out of foster care placements. We were providing them
services

Senator MOYNIHAN. Oh. So that your control group had fewer
placements, then you had a negative result.

Ms. TCHEN. That is right. That is right. What that underscores
just is simply my point: we do not know a lot. It is very difficult
to create a Federal right here when we do not even know what
works to keep children at home or return them home.

And the irony of the reasonable efforts clause, as it has been
used, is to force the allocation of scarce social services, in the form
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of things like drug treatment services and cash assistance, and al-
locate them to the worst parents, the abusive and neglectful ones,
as opposed to the struggling and yet caring parents who might not
abuse their children, but may have need of those services as well.

I want to, just briefly, Senator, touch on the Supreme Court deci-
sion and in the Suter amendment. The Supreme Court decision, in
its basic holding, I believe, is consistent with the Pennhurst ap-
proach, although it does not explicitly recite the catechism out of
Wilder, Wright, and Golden State. We were only focused on the
third prong of the Pennhurst test, which is whether the statute was
vague or not. And that is recognized in the Chief Justice's opinion.

And he, again, as in the analysis laid out in Wilder, goes through
the statutory structure, the legislative history, and the regulatory
framework to conclude that the reasonable efforts clause does not
unambiguously afford a right. And he was only ruling on the rea-
sonable efforts clause, not on the Adoption Assistance Act as a
whole.

And I recognize he does have very broad language in his opinion,
which is akin to the approach he took in the Wilder dissent, which
is, in the case of a State plan requirement, which Section 671(a)
is, that State plan requirements should not just simply provide a
right to the existence of a plan and the submission of a conforming
plan and not a substantive right to the individual provisions below.

However, I do not think that that is the holding of the case. And,
in fact, the holding of the case and the way we argued it before the
Supreme Court was simply by applying, consistent with the prior
precedent on the Pennhurst test, that, nonetheless, the reasonable
efforts clause failed the Pennhurst test as to whether a Federal
right was created.

Now, understanding the problem
Senator MoYNIiAN. I think we had better just leave it there for

the moment. We will come back.
Ms. TCHEN. All right.
Senator MoyNiHAN. And obviously you have prevailed.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Tchen appears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Weill, on behalf of the Children's De-

fense Fund. You are well and favorably known to our committee.
We welcome you back, sir.

STATEMENT OF JAMES D. WEILL, GENERAL COUNSEL,
CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. WEILL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and Senator
Durenberger. We greatly appreciate the opportunity to testify today
on behalf of low-income children and other vulnerable Americans
threatened with serious harm by the court's decision in Suter, and
not just in the Title IV-E Child Welfare Program, but equally in
AFDC, Medicaid, and other programs under the Act.

Our written testimony is accompanied by two letters that sup-
port restoration of the pre-Suter law. One, is from Elliot Richard-
son, former Secretary of HEW, and a number of other child welfare
experts, and the other comes from over 50 organizations that rep-
resent the elderly, disabled, women's, religious, and other groups.

Senator MoYNIHAN. Do we have that letter, sir?
Mr. WEILL. Yes. It should be attached to our written testimony.



Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. May I just interrupt to say that
the National Governors' Association has written us, and I would
like to put all of these letters in the appendix to our hearing.

[The letters appear in the appendix.]
Mr. WEILL. Thank you. There is one other document that we

would submit for the record that also is included with our written
testimony, which is a memo responding to certain claims that the
States have been making on the Hill. But we are happy to have
the NGA letter, as well as our three documents, entered into the
record.

Senator MoyNIHAN. Yes. We are very happy to do that.
[The memo appears in the appendix.]
Mr. WEILL. The Supreme Court's ruling in Suter totally upset the

delicate balance that previously existed between the Federal Gov-
ernment, the States, and beneficiaries in the key Federal/State pro-
grams under the Finance Committee's jurisdiction.

We are seeking to restore, but not to alter that balance, through
legislation that would reaffirm and restore the right to sue for
beneficiaries of AFDC, Medicaid, foster care, and similarly struc-
tured Social Security Act State plan programs. We do not seek to
reverse the other prong of Suter, that the reasonable efforts lan-
guage of the foster care title is too indefinite to enforce.

I want to re-emphasize that, in light of the fact that Mr.
Talenfeld and Ms. Tchen's testimony focused so much on the rea-
sonable efforts issue. As the House legislative history says, the pro-
vision does not alter the rules of statutory construction that the
courts used prior to Suter. The provision does not alter the finding
in Suter that the reasonable efforts provision, without further di-
rection, is too vague to be enforceable in such an action.

What we do seek is legislation that will overturn the part of the
Suter opinion which says that beneficiaries of these programs can-
not ever sue to remedy any illegal State policy or practice, no mat-
ter how crystal clear the statute is, so long as the State's paper
plan is in compliance.

According to the Supreme Court, the State just has to have that
paper plan, but owes no obligation to beneficiaries to follow Federal
law in practice. This part of the Suter decision not only exalts form
over substance, but wholly precludes the courts from ever reaching
the substance. It ignores 25 years of precedent, and is contrary to
the bedrock principle of American law and common sense that, in
the long-run

Senator MOYNIHAN. Could you help a non-lawyer? What prin-
ciple?

Mr. WEILL. I said the basic principle of American law and of com-
mon sense that government agencies, as well as society as a whole,
and beneficiaries, are better off if there is judicial review of those
agencies' actions.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You did say the better off principle.
Mr. WEILL. The bedrock principle.
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. Fine.
Mr. WEILL. Suter leves States virtually unconstrained in their

ability to harm beneficiaries by ignoring the mandates of Federal
law. Those who will suffer are those who can least afford the loss
of any accountability from the States: the low-income elderly, dis-



abled, and child beneficiaries of these programs. It is they who will
see benefits, services and procedural protections erode if this legis-
lation is not passed.

When Congress says, in no uncertain terms, that States must
provide transitional child care to former AFDC recipients, or pro-
vide paternity determination services to all children born out of
wedlock, or provide health screenings for Medicaid-eligible chil-
dren, or provide Medicaid to poor, pregnant women, or subtract
work expenses from countable income, States would be-

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Weill, where are you on your testimony?
Mr. WEILL. I am sorry-
Senator MOYNIHAN. You are doing a very nice job. Just a page

number there.
Mr. WEILL. Well, I am making an analogous point in the middle

of the testimony where we talk about how these other programs,
other than child welfare, are affected by the State plan language.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right. Do you just have a page number?
Mr. WEILL. On pages three, four, and five.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Three, four, and five. Good. Please continue.
Mr. WEILL. In all of these instances, where there is no dispute

that Congress has imposed mandatory obligations on the States,
States will be free to take Federal funds and disregard the" laws.
This is not speculation. These are the types of past State practices
that Federal courts stopped under pre-Suter law.

Alternative remedies-HHS enforcement of the statute, State ad-
ministrative hearings, State judicial review--often are not avail-
able to beneficiaries at all, and, over a period of decades, have
proven wholly inadequate in protecting their rights to remedy ille-
gal State program administration. This is a point that was recog-
nized repeatedly by the Supreme Court in cases prior to Suter.

The States argue here-I am on pages 7, 8, 9, and 10 of my writ-
ten testimony, Mr. Chairman-and elsewhere that the legislation
is not needed. But those arguments are belied by the positions that
they are taking in courts around the country, seeking to use the
State plan language of the Suter decision to dismiss pending chal-
lenges under Medicaid, AFDC, Child Support Enforcement, and
title IV-B as well as IV-E programs.

As you can see from the quotes from State briefs on pages eight
and nine of our written testimony, including briefs from both Flor-
ida and Illinois, the States are already arguing that Suter closes
the courthouse doors on beneficiaries in all of these programs.

The States are telling the courts that they only have to submit
a plan to the Secretary, and, that under Suter, the courts have no
right to determine if the law is being followed in actual practice,
no right to protect beneficiaries against actual State violations of
Federal statutes.

We believe the Congress intended more in these multi-billion dol-
lar programs than that the States get the paper correct, send it to
HHS, and then be free to run the programs as they see fit.

Finally, Ms. Tchen has suggested that she believes that the lan-
guage of the House amendment is just too broad. We do not agree
that the language is too broad. But ever since we first approached
State representatives in April with draft language, we have indi-
cated--If I may have about 40 seconds to finish up.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Equal time with Ms. Tchen over tiiere.
Mr. WEILL. We have indicated a desire to discuss language with

them and tried to get a response, and there has been none. We still
are willing and open to agreeing on language and open to appro-
priate changes. If Ms. Tchen, -is suggested today, wants to write in
a clause saying the "reasonable efforts" clause is not enforceable as
currently written, we are more than willing to sit down and talk
about that.

Our concern is, however, that the States' claim that they are pri-
marily concerned about whether the House language is precisely
tailored enough to overturn Suter and do no more, is, in fact, a
smoke screen, a delaying action, because what they really want is
to leave Suter, in its broadest implications, in effect.

That is the message of Mr. Talenfeld's testimony, that simply
said: Free us of litigation, make our actions unreviewable, and do
not return to the pre-Suter "environment."

We do not underestimate the difficulty of running these pro-
grams and these agencies at the State level. We know how difficult
it is. But that argues in favor of the potential of outside review, not
against it. Indeed, the consent decrees that Ms. Tchen referred to
on other child welfare issues never would have happened if Suter
had been the law, and never will happen-again if this bill is not
passed.

Our bottom line is that the ability to sue to enforce the mandates
of Federal law should be restored immediately. Children and people
who are older and disabled, the beneficiaries of these programs,
need the restoration to occur this year as part of the Urban Aid
Bill.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you very much, again, Mr. Weill,
as always, for your very thoughtful, and, in this case, collegial, tes-
timony.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Weill appears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. I would just like, before turning to Senator

Durenberger, just so the record will show and our panelists will
know, if they do not, that you mentioned the number of persons
writing on behalf of the Children's Defense Fund position. We have
something like 38 Governors who have written us from the Gov-
ernors' Association asking that we not proceed with H.R. 11. Sen-
ator Durenberger.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I am better in-
formed now than I was a half an hour ago.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I am better informed, but I am more con-
fused. [Laughter.]

Senator DURENBERGER. I was about to get to that, but I was
going to do that by an analogy of some kind. I was thinking, you
are probably like I, a reader, at least periodically, of Andrew Gree-
ley.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, I am.
Senator DURENBERGER. You know Father Blackie, now Bishop

Blackie, has these occasional periods of time when he can almost
feel the mystery is being resolved but not quite, and he goes from
one experience to the other and he gets very close, and then he
misses it and so forth. That is sort of the way I have been over the
last 30 minutes.



But that is not unusual when we are dealing with implementa-
tion of Federal legislation or Federal policy. What is difficult for me
here, I think, is that we have had Federal and State child welfare
policy for a long time, and this is one of the fields, as the Chairman

ows only so well, that there is a lot of history in child welfare
policy.

So, the difficulty that I have or that I am presented with, par-
ticularly after I try to understand the language in this long sen-
tence which begins with a negative, this long sentence in H.R. 11
which is designed to overturn Suter, is that we ought to be able to
do better. That is sort of the feeling that I get from each of the pan-
elists.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I do not know why you are so unreasonable.
It is perfectly clear to me. It says, "Each individual shall have the
right not to be denied." [Laughter.]

Senator DURENBERGER. That is what I meant.
Senator MOYNIHAN. God have mercy. Strike that from the record.
Senator DURENBERGER. I wonder. It sounds as though each of

you has been at this for awhile, and my first question, as I look
at some of the comments from the Governors, from our dear friend,
Elliott Richardson, and others, is to try to sharpen the focus be-
tween the cases in which the policy is fairly clear and the applica-
bility of the policy to a specific case is fairly clear, as in some of
the cases cited by Mr. Weill, and the deliberate selection by the
State of Illinois of this particular case which has us dealing with
the issue of reasonable effort.

And Ms. Tchen has already talked about this. Maybe Mr. Weill
or Professor Chemerinsky can help me, from your side, just focus
on these reasonable effort cases and tell us why, by adopting this
language, and, in effect, overturning Suter, we are going to make
the job of the Governors and all the rest of us a lot simpler in these
reasonable efforts cases.

Mr. WEILL. Let me try and answer that. There are really two
prongs to the Supreme Court's decision in Suter. The first says that
the reasonable efforts clause of the statute is too vague to enforce;
there is not enough specificity for a Federal court to enforce it.

That part of the opinion is consistent with longstanding prin-
ciples of statutory construction, as well as a case that Ms. Tchen
referred to, the Pennhurst case, which simply says, "if it is too
vague to impose a binding obligation, the courts will not enforce it."

Nothing in this provision changes that, as the House history
says, and if there are other similarly vague statutes-as there are
all throughout the titles of the Social Security Act, a provision
here, or an optional provision there-all those things will remain
vague, will remain optional, will remain unenforced. That prong of
the opinion is not being attacked. It is not being changed by the
House bill.

Senator DURENBERGER. All right.
Mr. WEILL. And the Governors will no longer have to deal with

reasonable efforts litigation.
But there are also many provisions throughout all of these titles

that are clearly mandatory: All applications have to be processed
within a certain time limit, or whatever.

Senator DURENBERGER. All right.



Mr. WEILL. In the second prong of the court's decision, a separate
piece of it, the Court said that our holding that we are not going
to enforce reasonable efforts is also valid because, as we look at the
statute, when the statute says, "a State plan shall provide that,"
and then lays out all the requirements, all that requires is a State
plan that provides that.

Senator DURENBERGER. Right.
Mr. WEILL. And the opinion says-and Illinois, and Florida, and

other States are saying to the lower courts-that the courts can no
longer look past the State plan on anything, no matter how clear
it is, to actually enforce the clearest requirement in the Social Se-
curity Act.

You can pick out whatever provision in the act you think is clear-
est, and the States will tell you in court that that is no longer en-
forceable under Suter, in practice. The State only has to have a
paper State plan. It is that second prong that the House is revers-ing in this bill.

Senator DURENBERGER. All right. Now, can we get a response to

that?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Talenfeld, perhaps?
Ms. TCHEN. If I might.
Mr. TALENFELD. Ladies first.
Ms. TCHEN. I am the long-winded one here today. But, with re-

spect to the Suter amendment, specifically, Senator Durenberger, I
have the same problem. I mean, I just do not see what Mr. Weill
gets there that preserves some piece of that first prong of the Suter
decision, or, even more than that, the entire decade-long precedent
of a case by case analysis of each of the various provisions under
the Pennhurst test, applying the multi-prong test on whether that
is specific enough, and mandatory, and does it benefit the plain-
tiffs. What this language says, is each individual has the right not
to be denied any service or benefit in any of the plan provisions.

And the plan provisions range from things as vague as the rea-
sonable efforts clause in title IV-E, as vague as many provisions in
title XIX talking about simplicity of administration in the provision
of benefits and wages, and the employment of low-income persons
in providing medical services.

That, to me, basically short-circuits the test. It actually overturns
the prior precedent, the language of the amendment itself, and
says you do not have to do the test to say, is this specific enough,
is this vague or mandatory. Because Congress has now said that
every provision creates a right.

With one fell swoop, all of the plan provisions, even ones that
reviously had been held not to be rights, will now be rights. They
ave asked me to rely on the legislative history, and I will say, es-

pecially coming from Illinois in the Seventh Circuit and also in the
Supreme Court, that legislative history is a weak defense, at best,
in the face of very plain actual statutory language. I fear for what
will happen if this particular amendment is adopted. I think what
will happen is just a torrent of new litigation piled on top of the
existing rights. It is not a return to pre-Suter law, it is, in fact,
wieing out the pre-Suter case by case analysis.

Senator DURENBERGER. It sounds to me as though we are debat-
ing the House amendment language. And each of them, including
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some of the people that have written us, have different interpreta-
tions of what that language will do.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, can I say that I am not one such per-
son. I have not the slightest idea what this language means.
[Laughter.]

Senator MoYNIHAN. It says, "Federal funds are paid under a title
of this act that includes plan requirements to have a plan that
meets such requirements." Now, that is a caricature. I mean, that
is embarrassing. Mr. Weill, do not tell us that you had anything
to do with drafting this.

Mr. WEILL. Senator, we did not write this.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Good. Say it again, sir.
Mr. WEILL. I think it is explicable, though.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, it is not. May I just say, that language

may not be given to a citizen with any expectation that the citizen
would understand what his/her rights are in that situation. Now,
we cannot keep drafting like this.

It is one thing when we are drafting technical data and making
cross references under Section F and so forth, but this is meant to
tell a citizen, the mother of an abused child, what her rights are.
It is inexplicable. If it is that badly written, it cannot be very well
thought out. Now, Mr. Chemerinsky, I ask you to rebut that. Feel
free to do so vigorously and robustly, if you would like.

Professor CHEMERINSKY. Thank you, Senator. The language is,
admittedly, cumbersome. But I think what the House language
does say, is the fact that a requirement is found in the State plan
section of the act does not render it unenforceable just because it
is in the State plan section of the act. This language does not say
that all--

Senator MOYNIHAN. Then why can it not just put it like that.
That was a sentence. Do you realize you just spoke a sentence?

Professor CHEMERINSKY. I think that that is what the sentence
is trying to convey and the legislative history makes that clear.

Senator MOYNIHAN. In my youth I marked papers, and I never
gave credit for "what I meant to say was."

Professor CHEMERINSKY. But what is important, I think, is-
Senator MoYNIHAN. And statutes are not to come under the un-

dergraduate position, well, I really meant to say it that way, you
see. You are right, but I did not say it that way. But you under-
stand what I meant, do you not? Well, the answer is, no, you did
not say it.

Professor CHEMERINSKY. I think the key, Senator, is that parts
of the Social Security Act that create rights should not be unen-
forceable just because they are in parts of the law that require
State plans. The House language does not, in any way, make parts
of the Social Security Act that were unenforceable before Suter en-
forceable. It does not create any new rights.

Senator MoYNIHAN. Well, your colleague, Ms. Tchen, thinks oth-
erwise. I am going to ask my colleague, Senator Durenberger, do
you not have a feeling that all four of these learned attorneys have
a sense that Suter is not quite what we want, but we do not quite
want what we are being presented by the House? I get a feeling
that if we ask them to collaborate on some alternative they might
do better than we have now. Is that your impression?



Senator DURENBERGER. Well, my impression is that is what Mr.
Weill was saying earlier, that they have been, since April, trying
to-

Mr. WEILL. Right. We have been sitting waiting for somebody to
talk to for 5 months, Senator.

Senator DURENBERGER. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. Now, let me just say here, make

a further point and see whether any of you thinks this is relevant.
We are dealing here with an area of the law which is singularly
prone to court action, which is adoption, separation, maintenance.

If your ordinary citizen encounters the courts, they will do so
more than anything, I should think, apart from misdemeanors, in
cases of divorce, of separation, of adoption, of custody, of support.
Is that not so, I ask the panel? Here is a situation where, when
people have a problem, they think of going to court. So, it is not
wrong to say you might have an explosion of litigation. It need not
be an explosion, because this is a litigious area of social relations.
Is that a fair category?

Mr. WEILL. Well, we would expect that a properly drafted res-
toration of the right to sue would not affect the amount of-

Senator MOYNIHAN. Properly drafted. So, we are not wrong to be
careful here, because the way these matters are resolved in our so-
ciety is you go to a court.

Mr. WEILL. Right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And it seems a neutral venue.
Mr. WEILL. Right. And it would not affect the amount of litiga-

tion at all. There would not be an explosion, because it would sim-
ply restore matters to where they were before March.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We do not want to make it harder for people,
do we?

Mr. WEILL. Right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And I do not want to start out with the as-

sumption that States do not mean well in this matter. I think all
of the States are being overwhelmed by this problem and these are
not problems they have created.

Ms. TCHEN. I would add, Senator, not only is it an area that is
prone to litigation, it is an area that is uniquely not suited for Fed-
eral court as distinct from State courts in many instances.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, I would surely think the further you
g et away from the corner block, the block you live on, the more dif-

cult it is to get these kinds of Solomonic judgments made. I am
sorry. I did not mean to interrupt.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think, as I am
looking back over a little of the history, from Pennhurst on, in par-
ticular, it seems to me that if the court is not asking us to deal
with this issue in Suter, the Chairman of this committee is. I think
that is why you were asked to hold this hearing.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. I should have made this clear. Senator
Bentsen asked that this hearing be held.

Senator DURENBERGER. And I think that it is, perhaps, impera-
tive on us, particularly on you, you may disclaim the mind of a law-
yer as applied to that kind of language, but you certainly have the
heart of a person who can find an answer to this problem. I think
we ought to try to resolve this issue, or to enlist the aid of these



people to do it. I agree with you, that I cannot buy this as a solu-
tion.

As you were suggesting that they all put their heads together,
and I was suggesting that one side had tried since April, I could
see body language coming from the panel, saying that maybe that
was not totally true. There are plenty of people in this room, appar-
ently, who are interested in coming up with a solution. Maybe we
ought to try to facilitate that.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I wonder. We have a vote, and we are going
to have to close down. The first bell has gone off. I wonder if we
could ask. Obviously, you are all officers of the court; you are not
officers of this committee. But I wonder if you could constitute
yourselves for the rest of the day until you have to make your re-
spective planes back, Mr. Weill, if you would be prepared to Chair
an informal committee of your colleagues here to see if you can-
and perhaps you cannot-give us some general advice about how
we should proceed. The Chairman has asked us to do this.

Now, when 39 Governors, or something such, ask us to please do
not do this, then we have to listen. They make a very important
claim on us. Two Governors have sent representatives. The very
learned Professor Chemerinsky, from California, and you, sir, are
here on the spot.

Would you have a chance to sit down and talk with yourselves?
Would that be agreeable to you? The back room is available to you
and these learned colleagues of ours. Could you meet and see what
you have to say?

Mr. WEILL. We would be delighted to, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. There is the bell. We are going to

have to close this hearing for now. We will return if we have to.
We are under a great deal of pressure. We will be taking this bill
up on the Senate Floor next Wednesday, and the Congress is not
going to be here much longer. You know what we want. I want to
thank you very much for your testimony. We will put our senior
sociologist in charge. You may convene in the back room. Thank
you very much. This hearing is closed. We thank our audience. We
thank, most particularly, our panel.

[The prepared statement of Senator Rockefeller appears in the
appendix.]

[Whereupon, the hearing was concluded at 3:05 p.m.]



APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ERWIN CHEMERINSKY

I am a law professor at the University of Southern
California Law Center and specialize in issues concerning federal
court jurisdiction. In addition to many articles on the subject,
I am the author of Federal Jurisdiction (Little, Brown & Co.
1989), which examines the law concerning implied rights of action
in federal court and the use of 42 U.S.C. S1983 to enforce
federal laws. Although I am not an expert on the details of the
Social Security Act, I am very familiar with the law concerning
the ability of the courts to enforce its provisions.

This morning, I wish to make two points. First, the Supreme
Court's recent decision in Suter v. Artist M., 112 S.Ct. 1360
(1992), will have a devastating effect on federal and state court
litigation to ensure State compliance with the Social Security
Act. Second, statutory amendment of the Act, such as in S7104 of
H.R. 11, would restore federal courts to their rightful place of
enforcing the law without enlarging the scope of the Act or
imposing any new burdens on State governments.

I. T1he Need for Legislative Action to

Overturn Suter v. Artist M. and Restore Judicial Review

A. Judicial Enforcement of the Social Security Act

Long ago, the Supreme Court recognized that laws have little
meaning unless they are enforceable. This reasoning, which was
the basis for Marburv v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803),
also frequently has been applied to ensure judicial enforcement
of federal statutes. For example, more than twenty years ago, in
Roaado v. Wyman, 397 U.S. 397 (1970), the Supreme Court held that
welfare recipients may sue to challenge alleged state violations
of federal law. The Court explained that it is "peculiarly the
duty of this tribunal, no less in the welfare field than in other
areas of the law, to resolve disputes as to whether federal funds
allocated to the States are being expended in consonance with the
conditions that Congress has attached." d. at 422-23. In many
other cases, both before and after Rosado, the Supreme Court
recognized the need for judicial enforcement of the provisions of
the Social Security Act. See, e.g., King v. Smith, 392 U.S. 309
(1968); Edelmon v. Jordan, 415 U.S. 653 (1974); HA y,
Virginia Hospital Association, 110 S.Ct. 2510 (1990).

In 1980, the Supreme Court held that individuals hurt by
State or local government violations of the federal Social
Security Act could bring suits in federal court pursuant to 42
U.S.C. S1983. In Maine v. Thiboutot, 448 U.S. 1 (1980), the
Court said that S1983 authorizes suits when State or local

(21)
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governments, or their officers, violate federal laws. Many
federal laws do not expressly authorize judicial review and S1983
became an invaluable tool to enforce thuse statutes.

From Maine v. Thiboutot until 1992, the Supreme Court
recognized only two narrow exceptions where S1983 could not be
used to enforce federal statutes. First, S1983 is not available
if Congress provides an alternative comprehensive enforcement
mechanism that indicates a desire to preclude S1983 litigation.
See. e.g., Middlesex County Sewage Authority v. National Sea
Clammers AssociatAn, 453 U.S. 1 (1981). In Wright v. City of
Roanoke Redevelc _L-,,t and Housing Authority, 479 U.S. 418 (1987),
the Court explained that this is a limited exception and that
S1983 litigation is permitted unless there is an "express
provision or other specific evidence from the statute itself that
Congress intended to foreclose [S1983 litigation)."

Second, S1983 cannot be used to enforce statutes which do
not create substantive rights. Pennhurst State School and
Hospital v. Halderman, 451 U.S. 1 (1981). Just two years ago, in
Wilder v. Virginia Hospital Association, 110 S.Ct. 2510 (1990),
the Supreme Court declared that federal statutes create rights
whenever "the r.)rovision in question was intended to benefit the
putative plaintiff" and it creates a "binding obligation on the
governmental unit." !_ . at 2517.

Thus, under Maine v. Thiboutot and its progeny there was
little doubt that S1983 could be used to ensure state compliance
with those provisions of the Social Security Act that were
designed to benefit individuals and which were mandatory by their
terms. Maine v. Thiboutot itself was a suit to bring the State
of Maine in accord with the federal law concerning the
calculation of benefits for recipients under the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children Program. Neither of the exceptions to
Maine v. Thiboutot are applicable to most S1983 suits to enforce
the Social Security Act. There is no comprehensive alternative
enforcement scheme indicating a Congressional desire to preclude
S1983 suits. Also, many sections of the Act are clearly designed
to benefit individuals and create benefits or services that must
be provided to those individuals.

Countless federal district courts and courts of appeals
followed this reasoning and allowed S1983 suits to enforce
various aspects of the Social Security Act which require that
State governments create and enforce plans in compliance with
federal law as a condition for receipt of federal funds. Se.
e9_,, L.J. ex rel. Darr v. Massinga, 838 F.2d 118 (4th Cir.

1988); Lynch v. Dukakis, 719 F.2d 504 (ist Cir. 1983); Norman v.
Johnson, 739 F.Supp. 1182 (N.D.IlI. 1989). These courts
recognized that no other mechanism exists to enforce the relevant
provisions of the Act and that the law imposes duties on State
governments which benefit specific individuals. Thus, this
litigation has done nothing less than brought the rule of law to
the administration of social welfare programs in this country.
Such suits, among other things, have ensured the provision of
cash and medical benefits that individual states denied to needy
children, when Congress intended that such benefits be provided.

B. The Impact of Suter v. Artist M.

In March, 1992, in Suter v. Artist M., 112 S.Ct. 1360
(1992), the Supreme Court held that S1983 could not be used to
enforce the State plan section of the Adoption Assistance and
Child Welfare Act of 1980. Section 671 of that Act requires
State governments to develop a plan for its federally funded
child welfare programs, including a plan for assuring that



reasonable efforts will be made to prevent the placement of
children in foster care. If placement is necessary, th. State
agency must have a plan for reasonable efforts to return the
child to the home. The Adoption Assistance Act provides that
State plans had to "be in effect in all" of a State's political
subdivisions and "be mandatory upon them." 42 U.S.C. S671(a)(3).

Suter v. Artist M. was a class action law suit seeking
injunctive and declaratory relief against the Illinois Department
of Children and Family Services for its failure to make
reasonable efforts to prevent removal of children from their
homes and to facilitate reunification of families where removal
had occurred. The Supreme Court held that S1983 could not be
used to enforce the reasonable efforts clause of the plan section
of the Adoption Assistance Act because of the second exception
described above: the Act did not create an enforceable right.

In part, the Court focused on the vagueness of the
"reasonable efforts" clause. The Court explained that unlike
other laws which had used the term "reasonable" and had been
deemed enforceable under S1983 (such as in Wilder v. Virainia
Hospital Association), the Adoption Assistance Act did not
pwvide "further statutory guidance . . . as to how 'reasonable
efforts' are to be measured." 112 S.Ct. at 1368.

If this was all the Supreme Court did in Suter v. Artist M.-,
it would be a lamentable decision because it ends successful
judicial enforcement of an important federal statutory provision.
The reasonable efforts clause was Congress' attempt to preserve
families wherever possible. It was designed to assure that
children not continue to be taken into foster care, away from
their parents, unnecessarily. There is ample evidence of
successful programs that can preserve troubled families.

Although there might be some ambiguity inherent to a phrase like
"reasonable efforts," courts had little difficulty in applying
it, especially to egregious abuses present in many states.

However, the Supreme Court did much more in Suter than just
to prevent judicial enforcement of this one provision of the Act.
The Court indicated that federal laws which require State plans
to be developed create only a requirement for the writing of
approved State plans. Once the State has created a plan and it
is approved, no 51983 litigation is allowed even if the plan is
in total contravention to the federal statute -r even if the
State blatantly fails to comply with the plan. The Court said
that "the Act does place a requirement on the States, but that
requirement only goes so far as to ensure that the State have a
plan approved by the Secretary." 112 S.Ct. at 1367. In footnote
10 the Court explained that a provision, S671(a) (9), which
appears to require State government action against neglectful or
abusive foster care providers, is "merely another feature of the
state plan . . ., it does not afford a cause of action." 112
S.Ct. at 1368.

In other words, Suter v. Artist M. provides that federal
courts cannot enforce federal statutes which mandate the
development of State plans and impose requirements on their
content. The Court explained that the only remedy to enforce
such statutory provisions in the face of State government
violations is for the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
reduce or eliminate payments based on a finding that the State
plan or the administration of the plan does not comply with
federal law.

Suter v. Artist M. thus will have a devastating effect on
judicial enforcement of these state plan sections of the Social
Security Act. Much of the litigation to enforce the Social



Security Act's requirements -- including eligibility
requirements, benefit levels, and notice and hearing requirements
-- has come through S1983 suits. After Suter v. Artist M. none
of these suits seemingly would be allowed because the state plans
sections of the Act are deemed to create no enforceable right
beyond the creation of a State plan. No longer can
beneficiaries, primarily children and families, sue to enforce
the Act's requirements concerning AFDC (section IV-A of the Act),
child welfare (sections IV-B and IV-E), child support enforcement
(section IV-D), and Medicaid (Title XIX).

Already Suter v. Artist M. has led to the dismissal of some.
law suits to enforce the Social Security Act and motions have
been made to dismiss numerous cases throughout the country. See.
9_.,__ Clitoqn v. Schafer, _ F.2d _ (7th Cir. July 16, 1992)
(dismissal of a S1983 suit to enforce AFDC requirements in light
of Suter v. Artist M.). Many state defendants have moved to
dismiss cases based on-Suter even where the-cases include claims
founded on clear, specific, non-vague provisions of the Act. For
example, Timmy S. v. Stumbo, 916 F.2d 312 (6th Cir. 1990),
involves a claim for administrative fair hearings as required by
the state plan section of the Adoption Assistance Act and the
defendants have moved to vacate based on Suter. Thus, these
cases show that many states are seeking to persuade the courts
that Suter does eliminate a cause of action for any "state plan"
section of the Act. See, e.g., Baby Neal v. Casey (E.D. Pa.)
(defendants have moved, based on Suter, to dismiss challenge to
Pennsylvania child welfare system based on Suter); Sheila A. v.
Finnev (District Court of Shawnee County, Kansas) (defendants
have moved, based on Suter, to dismiss challenge to Kansas child
welfare system); B.H. v. MaQnant (S.D. Ind.) (defendants have
moved, based on Suter, to dismiss challenge to the Marion County,
Indiana social welfare system); Washington State Coalition for
the Homeless v. Department of Social and Health Services
(Superior Court of Washington for King County) (defendants have
moved to dismiss, based on Suter, challenge to failure of the
State to provide shelter for homeless children and their
parents); Brown v. Williams (Circuit Court for Dade County
Florida) (defendants have moved to dismiss, based on Suter, suit
concerning homeless families' right to housing as a family
preservation/reunification service); Angela R. v. Clinton (Ark.
1991) (after proposed settlement was submitted to the district
court for approval in a suit on behalf of abused and neglected
children, defendants moved to dismiss, based on Suter).

Judicial enforcement of the Social Security Act is essential
if Congress'.will is to be implemented. The lack of judicial
enforcement means that the Department of Health and Human
Services could completely negate provisions of the Act by
approving plans not in compliance with its terms. Moreover, even
proper plans are meaningless if serious violations of their
provisions are tolerated. Yet, without judicial enforcement
there is no effective way to ensure State compliance.

In theory, the Department of Health and Human Services can
cut off or reduce funds to non-complying States. In reality,
though, such enforcement efforts are rare because federalofficials are understandably reluctant to reduce or eliminate
payments to the States. In the end, the cut off of funds, even
temporarily, would seriously harm the program's beneficiaries.
In fact, Congress has suspended the authority of the Secretary to
cut off funds for violations of the child welfare statute. See
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989, P.L. 101-239, S10406
(1989).
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Moreover, there is no procedure by which program

beneficiaries can obtain a federal investigation or enforcement
proceeding for a State's failure to have a plan that meets the
federal requirements or to administer the plan in accordance with
the requirements. Only judicial-enforcement-Tcan assure State
plans that are in compliance with federal law and State
administration which implements the plans. The tragic effect of
Suter v. Artist M. is that countless children and their families,
elderly persons, disabled persons, and others will be harmed by
State noncompliance with the Social Security Act which could have
been remedied by court actions.

I. The Proposed Statute Would Restore a Pre-existing

Cause of Action

A simple statutory provision is all that is needed to
overturn Ster v. Artist M. and ensure compliance with the Social
Security Act. There needs to be an amendment to the Social
Security Act which states that individuals have a right not to be
denied benefits or services as a result of a State's failure to
adopt a plan that meets federal requirements or a State's failure
to administer such a plan in accordance with federal law.

Prior to Suter, some sections of the Act, whether contained
in "state plan" sections or otherwise, were privately enforceable
through S1983. The Social Security Act created the rights; S1983
gave individuals the ability to enforce those rights. Only those
sections of the Act which met the test of Maine v. Thiboutot, 448
U.S. 1 (1980), Wright v. City of Roanoke Redevelopment and
Housinc Authority, 479 U.S. 418 (1987), and Wilder v. Virginia
Hospital Association, 110 S.Ct. 2510 (1990), were enforceable.

After Suter, those rights previously thought to exist
because they met the tests in these cases, but which are
contained in "state plan" sections, would appear to no longer
exist. The new provision would reinstate the pre-Suter rules.
Any requirement of the Act, whether contained in a state plan
section or not, would be enforceable to the extent that it was
enforceable before Suter.

In other words, the new statutory provision makes it clear
that the beneficiaries of State plans have an enforceable right
to State compliance with plans that meet federal requirements.
By clearly creating a statutory right, S1983 will be available as
an enforcement mechanism. Suter's holding that the Act creates
no rights beyond the creation of the plan will be overridden by
statute.

The language in S7104 of H.R. 11 is admittedly cumbersome.
However, it certainly serves the purpose of restoring judicial
enforcement of the Social Security Act. The provision states
that individuals have a right not to be denied any service or
benefit required by federal laws that mandate the development of
state plans as a condition for receipt of federal funds. Section
7104(a) provides that the right applies when a State receiving
federal funds under the Act fails to have a plan that meets the
requirement of the Act or fails to administer its plan in
accordance with the requirements of the federal law.

What is most important is that the provision simply seeks to
restore the judicial role to that which it was prior to the
Supreme Court's decision in Suter v. Artist M. The courts again
will have the power to enforce the Federal mandates of the State
plan titles of the Social Security Act. The provision does not
create any new duties for State gover ,ments nor give individuals
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any additional rights to benefits or services. The legislative
history to H.R. 11 clearly states that S7104 does not change any
substantive requirements contained in the Social Security Act.
Nor can the language in S7104 be construed as giving greater -<

rights than existed before Suter.

Judicial enforcement of the provisions of state plan
sections of the Social Security Act -- like judicial enforcement
of all laws -- is essential to assure compliance with the law by
both the Executive branch and state governments. When Congress
enacts laws to benefit specific individuals, as it has done in
the many provisions of the Social Security Act, it surely wants
to make sure that its judgments and dictates are enforced. If
state governments are violating the terms of federal laws, suits
against them should be possible to provide a remedy and gain
compliance. Allowing suits only against the federal government
would not directly remedy the offending behavior and, at most,
would lead to a cut off of funds.

There is little reason to fear adverse effects from such a
change because the provision would return the law to what it was
before March, 1992, when Suter v. Artist B. was decided. As
explained earlier, at least since the Supreme Court's decision in
Maine v. Thiboutot, S1983 has been used to enforce the Social
Security Act. The proposed statutory provision would return
litigants to this pre-Suter world and again allow judicial
enforcement to ensure State compliance with Congressional
mandates.

For example, there is no reason to fear that this provision
will encourage a proliferation of litigation. Prior to Suter v.
Artist M., there was no indication that litigation to enforce the
State-plans provisions of the Social Security Act were unduly
burdensome. Because the suits are usually class actions seeking
broad based remedies, relatively few suits were filed before
Suter under these programs. There is no reason to fear a large
increase.

More importantly, the threat of litigation can help ensure
that State plans and their administration are in compliance with
federal law. Without a realistic enforcement mechanism, States
often lack any incentive to comply with the dictates of federal
law. The possibility of litigation creates an important check on
State disregard of federal law.

Nor does the pre-Suter v. Artist M. experience justify
concerns about suits against individual caseworkers. Some courts
have found that some caseworkers have absolute immunity to suits
for damages. See, e.g., Vosburg v. Department of Social
Services, 884 F.2d 133 (4th Cir. 1989); Salyer v. Patrick, 874
F.2d 374 (6th Cir. 1989); Meyers v. Contra Costa County Dept.
Social Serv., 812 F.2d 1154 (9th Cir. 1987). Other courts have
found that caseworkers have qualified immunity to suits for
damages. See, e.g., Snell v. Tunnel, 920 F.2d 673 (10th Cir.
1990); Babcock v. Taylor, 884 F.2d 497 (9th Cir. 1989); J.H.H. '.

O'Hara, 878 F.2d 240 (8th Cir. 1989). Few courts are likely to
approve suits for damages against individual workers where there
is a disagreement about the course of action to be taken in an
individual case or where the caseworker's failings were due to
conditions beyond the control of the caseworker such as excessive
caseloads or inadequate training.

For this reason, few cases have been brought against
individual caseworkers and fewer still have been successful.
Also for this reason, organizations of caseworkers, such as local
and state National Association of Social Workers chapters and
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unions, usually have been supportive of suits seeking to enforce
mandatory requirements of the Act. Caseworkers, most of whom see
themselves as advocates for the clients they serve, are among the
most frustrated when a state ignores the clear, minimal mandates
set by Congress for their clients. Because the litigation to
enforce the Social Security Act is usually primarily addressed to
systemic violations of the law and to the systemic impediments to
compliance, many administrators admit that the litigation has
been of benefit to the people they serve. For example, I have
seen letters from state administrators Elias Cohen, Ruth Massings
Douglas W. Nelson, and T. M. Jim Parham strongly supporting the
proposed legislation to overturn the Suter decision.

There is also no reason to fear that this provision will
allow applicants and beneficiaries to sue about aspects of the
program, such as audit or quality control requirements, which are
not directly related to their benefits. Section 7104
specifically creates a "right not to be denied any service or
benefit." It is very unlikely that a court would be persuaded
that audit or quality control requirements are "services" or
"benefits" to individuals, as opposed to provisions regulating
the funding stream between the federal and state governments.

Finally, the statute does not in any way change the law
concerning judicial enforcement of vague provisions. Section
7104 only creates a right to enforce requirementss" in the Social
Security Act. If a provision is vague and does not impose a
clear obligation on the States, it cannot be a requirement. In
Pennhurst v. Halderman, 451 U.S. 1 (1981), the Supreme Court held
that Congress only can impose conditions on States receiving
federal money if the federal law is clear as to what is required.
A vague provision is not an enforceable requirement under §7104
or -ne Social Security Act.

In reality, most of the objections to §7104 are not directed
at the content of that provision or at the desire to return to
the pre-Suter law. The objections are to any judicial
enforcement of the Social Security Act. But after more than 30
years of successful enforcement in the courts, it is simply too
late to claim that judicial implementation is inappropriate or
that it will doom the Social Security Act. Limiting judicial
review, as Suter did, is the radical change in the law. The
proposed bill simply seeks to restore the judicial role to what
it has been for decades.

Conclusion

Numerous provisions of the Social Security Act mandate that
State governments create and administer plans as a condition for
receipt of federal funds. Invariably, the federal laws impose
specific requirements on the States to assure proper use of the
funds and especially to protect beneficiaries of the programs.
Congress' goal in legislating these requirements undoubtedly is
that they will be implemented to protect the most helpless and
needy groups in society: abused and neglected children, the
disabled, the elderly, and other beneficiaries under the Social
Security Act.

But, in reality, compliance will be limited without the
possibility of judicial enforcement. Court enforcement,
especially via S1983 suits, was effective for many years before
Suter v. Artist M. There were not serious complaints that the
provisions of federal laws, like the Social Security Act, were
too broad for States to implement. Nor was there evidence that
litigation to ensure the compliance of State plans with federal
law was unduly burdensome.
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The proposed law would restore the power of courts to
enforce federal law and assure that state plans are created and
administered in accord with the Social Security Act. No more and
no less is accomplished by the proposed provision. Yet, this
change is essential to protect children and their families by
assuring that courts will be there to enforce the law.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAVE DURENBERGER

Mr. Chairman, I want to start by thanking you for holding this hearing today.
Originally this hearing was supposed to have taken place before the August recess
and it was pushed back not because of a lack of importance or interest in the sub-
ject, but because of other pressing business pending before the Finance Committee.
As everyone knows, the period of time immediately prior to a recess, is an intense
time for all of us up here, and I want to express my appreciation and congratula-
tions to you for following through with the Finance Committee's commitment to hold
hearings on this important matter.

I truly believe that there are no more important issues facing the Senate, than
the challenges we face here on the Subcommittee on Social Security and Families.
How this Subcommittee, the Senate as a whole, and our states and communities at
home, deal with the multiple challenges of how to adequately help families in need,
is crucial to the strength of this country.

Serving disadvantaged children and families in a time of severe budgetary con-
straints on both federal and state governments leads to some vexing public policy
questions; and, we are here today to examine one of those problems: Who is respon-
sible for enforcing the laws passed by Congress in regards to the Social Security Act
programs which require state plans.

In recent months I have heard from many people in Minnesota about this issue
ranging from Governor Carlson's o'uice to numerous Minnesota welfare agencies in-
cluding the Minnesota Children's Defense Fund, and the Minnesota Child Welfare
Leage

Though I am not unsympathetic to the state's concerns regarding the vagueness
of much of the language passed by Congress in regard to state plans, and the fiscal
realities which impede on the states ability to carry out these plans adequately, I
must say that I have serious reservations and concerns about the ability of the De-
partment of Health and Human Services to enforce these plans.

As good as the Department is at what they do, they simply do not have the au-
thority or power to effect a state's enforcement of their plan. The only recourse the
Department has is to reduce or withhold payments to the state for the program. We
all know the reality of that actually happening, as well as the wisdom of the action,
and it is dubious at best.

It seems to me, that if we are passing laws in this Committee that are impossible
for states to comply with, then we need to revise the laws. Concurrently, this body
needs to know that the requirements we attach to the money that is distributed to
states for these programs, are enforceable.

I am aware that all involved with this issue, both in Congress, as advocates, and
as representatives of state governments, are hoping that some kind of compromise
can be struck between all interested parties. I share this hope as well.

We have a distinguished panel here today, and I look forward to hearing and
learning from you all.

PREPARED STATEMENT Of SENATOR JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER IV

I commend my colleagues, Senators Moynihan and Bentsen, for holding this hear-
ing in such a timely fashion.

The Supreme Court decision on the Suter case issued on March 25, 1992, has
raised serious questions about the enforcement of state plans for child welfare and
foster care.

Like most people, I have been shocked and deeply disturbed by newspaper ac-
counts of children who are abused and even die while they are in the child welfare
system. This should not happen, but it did recently in NYC, and I tragically suspect
that it happens elsewhere.

The answers to such cases are never simple. But we must respond.
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I believe a major priority is to enact this year Chairman Bentsen's legislation to
dramatically strengthen family preservation efforts with an infusion of new federal
funding for Title IV-B. I are a cosponsor of his original bill, S.4, and I am trying
to create momentum for its enactment by promoting it as part of the Family Invest-
ment Act.

But we also need to respond to the issue raised by the Suter decision-what are
states' obligations to meet their state plans and how can advocates ensure that they
are enforced?

These are not easy questions, but they need to be addressed. This hearing is a
good forum for all sides to be considered regarding the potential impact of the Suter
issue.

Child advocates have understandably sounded alarm bells about the potential im-
pact of the Suter decision.

States have raised legitimate questions about what constitutes "reasonable ef-
forts" in providing care for children.

I believe our goal is to find a compromise-one that ensures that a child's rights
are fully protected without encouraging excessive lawsuits that could drain precious,
limited resources from 3rvices into legal fees. My questions today will focus on how
we can do that. What is the right balance to fully protect children? How do we draft
fair language to address the concerns of the states.

My profound hope is that this hearing will help bring the states and child advo-
cates together in a cooperative effort to develop a fair compromise that will best
serve our children without exposing state governments to excessive and unreason-
able lawsuits.

I would like to submit for the record two letters I have received from former ad-
ministrators of child welfare programs. One letter is from Ruth Massinga, who
served with me on the National Commission on Children and as an administrator
in Baltimore City, and who was named in a class action suit, brought prior to the
Suter decision. The other is from Douglas Nelson, who served as an administrator
in Wisconsin from 1978 until 1986. Both of them strongly advocate action to restore
the rights of children that have been put in question following the Suter decision.

The welfare of our children should be our first priority. I want to note that there
are many warm, loving foster parents who are providing admirable care for chil-
dren. Many caseworkers and administrators provide caring sup ort under difficult
odds with too little money and not enough time. But despite such efforts, our foster
care system faces severe problems. We all need to work together to fill in the gaps
and ensure the protection of basic rights and that the needs of every vulnerable
child is met.

Attachments.

63-580 0 -93 - 2
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August 21,1992

Honorable John D. Rockefeler WV
United States Senate
Hart Senate Office Building Suite #109
WashblngonDC 20515

Dear Jar.

coe H m Thank you for asking for my views on language in the Urban Aid bill
&Alco recently passed by the House (WR. I) that would restore the private
$We.Vg n 121-2536 right of action in state Implementation of federal law (P.L 96-272)
(206) 4 4A46MAX 6) 4M20 which sets forth national foster care and adoption podes and

financing. As the principal defendant in a dam action suit, LT. vesmus
Masina. in 1984 brought on behalf of children maltreated while in
foster care in Baltimore City, I urge your support of this provision.

There must be an enforceable means to assure accountability for
children and families who are in legal custody of public child welfare
systems when those systems fail to protect children and, despite my
mixed feelings about unnecessarily protracted and contentious
litigation, it is dear that long-term positive results for children are the
direct result of such legal actions all across the nation.

Let me point out evidence from L.T. versus Massinga to support my
view:.

4 Mulfl-year ommitl.ents to a series of on-going remedies and
improvements are sustained, even in a fiscally adverse climate.

Over the las three years the State of Maryland has been In substamtal
compliance of the consent decree, improving service to youth who are
out of their homes and shifting more finances to preventive eforts that
avoid foster care and strengthen families. All of these investments
have been made during a period when foster care caseloads were
rising rapidly and when state revenues were declining as rapidly.

a Bold child welfare system refocus such as those called for by
the Nation Commsion on Children have been "jumped started,"
largely because of the climate produced by positive response to
ltHgatiom.



John D. Rodcefeller IV
August 21,1992
P ge Two

Within three years of filing in the LT. Suit, the State of Maryland had
entered into an agreement with the Annie & Casey Foundation fcr a
multi-year c n focused on radical redesign of child welfare
services in the state. Continued progress in Implemeniation of these
changes in the state Is apparent, given enhanced foundation fiscal
support and tedmkcl assitance for foster care refom as well as
sigf legislative changes In state and local governance structures.
Under girding the reform is the creation of new neighborhood based,
family focused resources that are designed to strengthen families at
risk of having children being removed from them.

Of course, I don't believe that all public child welfare systems hurt
children. Often the care is very good, but much too often it is barely
adequate. Even when child welfare systems need improvement, I
don't believe litigation should be the main, or even the frequent vehicle
to provide relief to children who are harmed. I simply want to assure a
strong "last resort" and I am totally unconvinced that I-S.
administrative remedies will be remotely adequate.

Many states. and organizations representing states, are opposing these
p isions. I understand their need to do so. The current fiscal climate
makes it difficult for state officials to support anything that has
potential for cotly legal )udgrnets. I feel strongly that the broader
interests of dlren as well as the overall public policy goal of
providing for an effective national system of supports and protections
for children ought to prevail.

I hope this is helpful. I look forward to see you soon.

Sincerely,

&LVVwRuth Masstnga

RM~hw
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Au-gust 5, 1992-,

The Honorable John D. Rockefeller, IV
United States Senator
724 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Rockefeller:

During the years 1978 to 1986, I had the privilege of administering a broad range
of human service programs for the state of Wisconsin, including programs for children
authorized by the Social Security Act. My experience in discharging those
responsibilities is what compels my writing you today.

As I'm sure you know, ihe Supreme Court has recently concluded, in the Artist M.
v, Suter decision, that American children do not have a legal right of action to challenge
states who fail to implement federal requirements in the provision of basic child welfare
services. The Court instead determined that the enforcement of those critical rights and
protections should be left to the notoriously slow, uneven and ineffectual administrative
oversight functions of the Department of Health and Human Services.

This is not a defensible outcome. First and most obvious, it leaves children under
the protection of state child welfare systems -- arguably the most vulnerable children in
America -- without any clear recourse to enforce the minimum rights and services that
Congress intended for them. Secondly, the decision puts at risk the enforceability of a
host of parallel federal assurances to the elderly and the disabled under other federal-
state programs authorized by the Social Security Act. Finally, the decision undermines
the critical principle of accountability that gives integrity to the very structure of federal-
state human services programs.

As a state administrator, I took seriously my obligation to manage child welfare
programs, in conformity with both federal plan requirements as well as those established
in state law. It was a frequently challenging responsibility, but always a proper one.
Furthermore, it was duty the courts could hold us to should we at the state level fail to
honor it.
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August 5, 1992

:Pase_

At , time when greater public accountability is being urged from every quarter,
the Suter decision -- if left unaddressed -- will actually reduce it. Inescapably, it will
leave state officials, however well intentioned, with less reason and incentive to assure
the level of assistance envisioned by federal law.

If the Congress really wants to allow key Social Security Act provisions to go
unfulfilled, it should repudiate and repeal them. If, however, the commitments made to
at-risk children, the disabled, the elderly, and the poor are in earnest, then meaningful
mechanisms to enforce them are indispensable.

Fortunately, there appears to be an effort underway to remedy the confusion
caused by the Suter decision. The House in its Urban Aid bill has included explicit
language restoring the right of action under Title IV-E of the Social Security Act. I hope
and trust that you will join the effort to support such a remedy on the Senate side.

Sincerely,

Douglas W. Nelson
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HOwARD M. TALENFELD

S"tnotor Moyn1hon a Members of this Oubcomittee, z appreciate the

opportunity to testify today on behalf of the Sto of Floritd, a State that

hos been besieged by two statewide class actions soeGClng federal couzt

supervision of Its child welfare Wysm5.,

Since the filing of MiLder V. EuaaUMMt, Seven yeas pr o r to the

Option Assistance and Child Weltre Act of 1980 (P.L,. 96-272), the "AACA',

en unohronioled revolution was oomenoed In which child welfare advocates

responded to this country's child welfare crisis. The battlefield was the

federal courts, and since then, twenty-four states and the District of

Columbia have endured these class action attacks., Alabam, Connecticut,

illLnois, Now Mexico, and six other states have surrendered thoir aoveroignty

by entering Into consent dor e in which a tfedeal court superintends the

operations of their *tate child welfare system., Massachusetts, Maryland end

the Distrl of Columbie lost their battles In federal court, although

Louisiana was able to prevail.6 Other states like Colorado, Taxes and Virginia

have recently been threatened with these statewide federal clase actions.

The potential Ill effects of federal Injunctive relief, whether in the

form of a voluntary consent decree or court ordered injnctlon, ars manifold.

Once a state is subject to Injunctive relief, It must ode Its fre dom to

manage and develop Its own ohild welfare policies to the control of the

federal courts. Consequently, the state can not effectuate policy changes and

budgetary decisions without oversight of plaintiffs' counsel, federal

monitors or masters, and the federal court. As members of the court's staff,

monitors and masters report an compliance with the decre and may, along with

plaintiffs' attorneys, pressure the atote to comit resources in

unanticipated ways. Time consuming mnitorng procedures include extensive

and intrueLve Investigation and regular reporting which may torce state

agencies to divert sLgnificant staff time e: lusv ely to the tasks of

analysing, documenting, and reporting omipliosse related Issues. Often,

plaintiffs' couwiol or court motors collect individual complaints end

report them Se widespread systemic shortfalls, loeadIng to a destructive,

prohibitive end orili driven managerial policy. As officials Wd staff

become obsessed with decree compliant, the state systm becomes driven ..

the lingering threat of contempt prveeodlnqa. The worst aspect of "oomplianoe



The claim that federal courts have unanimously recognised a private

right of action to enforce state plan requirements of the AACWA prior to

lutar v. Artst M. Is erroneoums. The pro-&&uU courts were anything but In

conoordanoe as to what a litigant's substantive And procedural rights vere

under a 1195 action based upon the AACVA. Although the Supr me Court had

recognized that a persn could pursue a cas of actLon under 0S3 for

violations of 0 federal statuto,se the Court had oleo limited ouch causes of

actions to Instances Ln which Congresa had clearly And unequivooelly Imposed

an obligation upon the states to fund such rights In %*turn for federal

monis .: Statutes, such as the AACWA, which were ematod pursuant to the

spendLng power, are much in the nature of contracts in return for the

federal funds, the tetes agree to comply with federally imposed

conditions...

As a result of these Supreme Court requirements, the lover federal

courts wera regularly analyzing the disrete provisions of the AACWA and

foreebly generating divergent results. Hence, while soe courts found

substantive riohts for the enforcement of a properly Luplenente4 case plan

end case review system,,, others seriously questioned the avai lability of

mentality* i the dangerous tendency to view the system s seeing only the

door** as opposed to the needs of the children who turn to the system for

relief. Usually, thee consent decrees and lnjuncMLtw endure tram 3-20

years . k

The conurrent effect on state budgetary matters may also be

devastating. To comply with a Consent deoore or injunction, states must

divert precious child welfare dollars from children's prwugrs to pay for

counsel fees And long-term monitoring awarded pursuant to42 U.S.C. gigm.

Plaintiffs' Attorneys' Lees prior to consent decree or judgment frequently

exoeed half a million dollars., Defendants' attorneys' foes may be equally

substantial. Court monitoring fees ran4; from as low so $20,000.00 per year

to $2 million dollars per year in analogous mental health litigation.,

Indeed, a realization concerning this national child welfa.e phonomanu

of statewide federal court class action@ sust be acknowledged the cost and

loss of decision-making authority associated with a consent decree or

injunctive relief may potentially paralyze a state's child welfare system.

Even advocates speaking In support of child welfare class actions have

reoognised that .... lawsuits are blunt Instruments for acompli hing systemic

reform. *, Thus, the rvolution of child welfare advocates across the country

Is raging. It is iin this Context that the Suter Amendment, their counter-

Attack to the &"a decision, must be vlawed.

It. 3m-Iute Im vitun*,
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these right@,, or simply foreOOs4 the eastence of such rights.t, Hot only

was the Pre-AwaW environment contuning, but It 4±4 not establish

orYe~tlliSud Individual rights which were 'swept My* by tj bu=m decision.

Previous attempts by advocates to engeder individual rights to placement in

the 'least restrLctLve (home like) Setting,* to samitmal visitation rights"

or to 'specific housing rervicees had been Invariably struck dov by the

courts.,, And attempts at actions for damages, were, with one exception,,

proven equally as futlle.,. Consequently, prior to the Supreme Court's

pronvunnement In Am,* the only owsetsue mong Judges, advocates and

lawyers emerged through a gradual acceptance that the state 's Implementation

of a oae plan and case review system could be secured through clean action

relief. ,,

The t ht to a cause of action for systemic failure of the state plan,

did not wane with the Supreme Court's dore in SUM. The advocate.' battle

cry, that &IM stripped parents and children 0 their right to vindicate

their wr ongs in court anA virtually did away with "one part of our system of

check* and balances, "p 13 but an emotional stab In the dark at the underlying

social ervicas problem., The AM= cout only diallowed Individual aLton

under tts 'reasonable efforts' provision of the AAQKA, leaving open to

enforcement other unambiguous provisions of the ot., Thus, while Aue may

have changed the analysis, the underlying right to bring a clam for systemic

failure to implement a cas review systm established in Lynch v. tukaksand

L.3. by AM thruh a, r" v. KmiaL remains intact If brought uni ra the

provision of *427(s)(2)(8) as defined by §6?6(5). Additionally, bA= left

untoAched other methods of calling state plans Into quetion.,u Arued with the

swords of substantive and proceural due proose, equal protection, First

Amendment r. ghts to fre. easociation, and other statutory and constitutional

rights, afflicted children and their parents ore free to defend end conserve

&nir Constitutional rights In both state and federal Court.14 They retain

their most precious right created b7 the AA - the right to judicial or

administrative review Of case plane,, Thus the contention that a legislative

amendment is necessary to 'return thes rights to cltsenaw to aplaead.,,

In fact, upon close analysiv, the fear that &UM has left only 'paper"

enforcement of a utate plan, is clearly unfounded..,

The IuJm Cot merely interpreted the legislative language In one

section of the Social Secuity Act in accord with Congressional intent. An

overview of the leqgilative history ms apparent that ConGrmes, by enacting
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42 U.S.C. 6G27(A)(2)(b) as defined In 42 U.S.C. *75(5), Intended the rights

of Individual foster children to be litigated within the state system.s it

We ne wr Congress' Intent to allow federal actions Cor private vindication

when them rights can be raised within the state court system. it is only

when the state system falls, i.e., Whan thee right* cannot be raised through

state judicial review or when the Case plan and case review system in not

being Implemented, that the federal Courts may be called Into action. Thus,

the IM= decision reafirmed the Initial CMngroess onal design of creating &

holistic tate-run system, assuring judicial and administrative chocks and

balances.

IZZ. fte strea Ameadmeat Does Not Restore the Pre-&MaU Landscapet it Creates
KhtimL* A M 3iqhta an Uet~afiehla bt*iet.

As previously described, the pr teM environment was not mwked by

total clarity. Nonetheless, the Outer Amendment, billed an a return to a p -

IAu= status, oees an empress, unambiguous right to sue in federal and

state court pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 01953 for &x service and benefit covered

by a atate plan and all titlos of the Social Security Act. Vndoubtedly. the

Buter Amendment would create an unprecedented, sweeping Individual private

right of action to enforoe 'any state plan requirement for a service or

benefit regardless of Congress' prior Intent am to enforceable .,ghts.s

Indeed, the Outer Amndment would permit a cause of action, new entitlements,

pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 91043 for the enforcement of the *reasonable efforts"

clause (42 U.S.C. J171(a)(15)), the cas" plan and case review provisions (42

U.8.C. a671CA)(l6)),, nd the other fourteen case plan feature. Without

doubt, the etent of liability created by the Suter Amendment would vastly

emceed any funding provided by Clongres pursuant to the AACWA. For sample,

In &.v. luM, on of Florida's class actions, the plaintiffs have

claimed a right to therapeutic services and the elimination of all waiting

iLots for ouch serv s pursuant to ?itl.e ZV-S and IV-I of the Ah¢A.. The

State of Florida has estimated that an entitlement to therapeutic services of

this type would cost the stte In general revenue In excess of 047 million

dollars after subtracting federal financial participation of only S7.7

million dollars., Although the Cuter Amendment may oreate an entitlement to

te4e services, it does not propose a funding solution aoenensur te with the

right.

Surely, child edv-ate will also claim the Suter Amendment Creates a

right and an entitleent to child welfare services pursuant to the aoese

plan requirement of 42 U.S.C. #671(A)(7.6) as defined by 42 U.S.C. 675(1).
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However, Title IV-& doe not provide jor child welfare services and titlee IV-

9 does not provide for a UOepped right to federal oLs isnce. in providing

gor Child welfare servi es. FloVIda's IV.t funding for federal fiscal year

1991-92 is capped at $11,787,608 although its total unrejmursA d V

expendItur"e are projected to be 070,955,320 by Soptember 30, 1923. Zrnwd.

the AAMCA provides only paltry amounts for famlly preservation, parent skill

training, hameme r #nd housekeOping services, parent aid services, respite

services, developmmel &rvloes, subs nce abuse, and miscellaneous

transportation necessary to ensure that each child has a case plan designed

to achieve placement in the least restrictive (mot family like) setting

available In lose proximity to the parent's home, consistent with the beat

interest end spociol needs of the child.

No less serious will be the diversion of o1btantial, scarOe child

welfare dollars to pay for damages ad attorney's fes, which will no doubt

be prolifersated by both individual end class actions litigating the private

right created by the Suter Amendment. Zvery state court dependency preceding

In lorida which is pert of the case review system mandated by the AACWA will

provide a forum for the litigation of civil rights claims vith the potential

for an award of attorney's toe pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 51988. The State of

Florida aetimetes that a $1 million draLn In Its general revenue for

plaintiffs' attorneys' fees, monitoring tee and other cots of litigation,

which to sure to follow the adoption of the Suter Amendment, could pay for

2.5 family buildr's progrsma."

Indeed, in the face of prior CoNressionl intent in the AAWCA ml to

create edditionel child welfare entitlements and to cap federal spending, the

Suter Amedent would create virtually unlimited liability to the states

.without = additLonal federal participation and with no direct benefits to

children. There is little doubt that armed with the Suter Amendment as their

new weapon and with no promise for omensurate funding, child edvocacy

groups will prevail in their mission to subject other state child welfare

system to federal court eupervisLon.M

The ohild welfare revolution which see"s to sbjugate state child

welfare systs" to federal court supervision is aberrational. At best, it has

been described as the use of a 'blunt instrument' to Offictate systemiC

reform for want of ay other solution. At worst, it presents the usurpation

of state child welfare functions by lawyers eWd federal judges who have never
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operated ohild welfare systems,,, s Phenoma which will Most certainly be

perPetusted WAn celebrated by the luter Amersmnt.

Indeed, children and their families will not be saved by more

litigation. To the contrary, they Will be hared if substantial, precious

reources o"e wasted an endless litigation instead of appropriate solutions

to the persistent problems which prompted the litigation. 4.,. (UntLl

somebody cows up with a better way to deal with the very serious problems

that we OIL see in the*e child welfare systems, these lawsuits are ffoing to

oontinue."s Congress must aahnowledgw that the Suter Amendment Provides no

benefits or Programs to children and their families and is no more than

another empty promise. M.N. 3603 and 6.4 a* a start, but still a long way

from the entitlements which will be crested if you Vo determine that every

*stot plan requirement is enforceable by enacting *he Suter Amendment.

The Suter Amendment will erme to ensure that, many of the other twenty-

six states will get sued, but It will not ensure a solution to the ohild

welfare riots. The Suter Amendment will proliferate the continuation of the

child welfare revolution, but will not guaran'ee that children will be "eyed

by solutions to the fundamental problem In these systens. But most

significantly, the creation of a Congresslonal entitlement without an equal

commitment to programs and funding will s'olLdity federal court dominion over

this nation's child welfare syo ms -- a vision which could not possibly have

been contemplated In passing the Adopti.on Assistance and Child Welfare Act of

1980. Congress must Intervene -- not Pjy passing the Suter Amendment .- but by

authorising programs which will he.p children and their families. Congress

&ut Intervene and enable the strAte to eticate themslves fra federal

supervision over their child welter system s.
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. n 13- v. Chams, Case No. 90-1008 ($.a. Fla. 1990), plaintiffs,
elloed hatthe *tat* failed to provide adequate theropoutic services toemotic"lly disturbed and deveolopmntally diLebled children in the custody of

the state in violation of the option Assistance and Child Welfare Act of
1980, the Due Proaces Clause of the United States Conotitution, the
Rehabilitation Ac, M the Medicaid Act. In ] il1d=n A y v. Chile, CS No.
90-3416 (M.O. Fla. 1990), plaintiffs challenged Floride' failure to remov-children from faster care In a timely tarner In violation of the AACWA endthe Duo Process Clause of the Unted State Constitution.

2. y id-r v. Luganm , 73 CLv.2644 (HAT) (l.D.K.Y.). For a history of this
litigation, M - , 645 F. 8upp. 1292 (S.D.N.Y. 1986).

3. &M, "Directory of Child Welfare Lavoults, The Institute of Wealth endHuman Servoes, Inc., September 14, 1992. In addition to Florida, aA&AILft
federal court class actions have been filed in Alabama, Arlkansas,
ConOcticut, Oeorgia, Illinois. Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,
Kasw achusett , iAohigan, Mlsouri.. New Hampshire, New Memioo, North Ceroline,
Rhod Ielmnd, Tese, Louisiana and Vermont.

4. AM, Direotory of Child Wlfere Lawsuits," The Institute of Health andHuman Servioes, Inc., September 14, 1992.

5. Lynch. Jk kA,, 719 F.2d 504 (1st Cir. 1683); L... by and through arr
Ji. OAMJ SU F.F24 118 (4th Cir. 1948)) LaSlhayl A. W. Mi_ -, 762 F. 8upp.959 (O.D.C. 191)s Del A. v. 9dwarda, 777 F. 8upp. 1297, (N.D. ",. 1991).
6. RM, "The Coat of Injunctive Relief -- Florida's Opportunity to Build
Futures for its Children," State of Florida Department of Health endRehabilitative Services (192). In fact, even those decr ee or oourt orders
which specify s definite duration, are subject to judicial extension and
resurrection, even after the courts active jurisdietion has ended. $a,
Anderson, L., "f'elease and Resumption of Jurisdiction over Consent Decrees
and Structure. Reform Litigation," 42 U. of Miami, L.RSv. 401 (1907).

7. in F. . 0.ZbLJl. plaintiffs' attorneys sought to collect from thestate of Connectiout, $500,000.00 in attorney' fees. By comparison, in L
X..llooa, the Alabama oourt awarded plaintiffs' attorney 1600,000.00 infees and costs for three years of imlaer litigation. In Lo.g.. la.M&lMAz , &
four year prosecution, resulted in n award to plaintiffs' attorneys of*595,000.00 by the time the state entered Into a consent dereeo. Finally,
plaintiffs' counsel often obtain awards of poat-judgaent attorneys' fees. In
the case of J1am"1 A. V. gcld~Mr (New Msaioo), regular enforcement actionsresulted in fee awards ranging from spprosixately $170,000.00 to 0$300,000.00.

S. See, Feeloger, *Monitoring Coltat systemic Litigation Regarding
Znatitutions and Cmunity Serv"oes," 12 MPDLR 492 (1906).

9. See, Presentation of Christopher Dunn, Attorney for ACLU, Child's Right
Project, National Child Wtlt ers Partyline, National Child Welfai.* Resource
Canter for Management and Administrt tion, 'Using Class Ation 1,aweuits to
Improve Child Welfare Practices,* March 31, 1992.

10. "Min v. Tibutat, 445 U.8.1, 4, 100 I.Ct. 2502, 2504, bS L.Id.2d 555
(violations of the Social Security Aot enforoeable under the *and laws'
provision of 01963).

11. Pannhurst state 3Ab=l A RoaAita, v. HaldAx=an, 451 U.S. 1, 101 8.Ct.
1531, 67 L.IM.2d 694 (1981) Inatructs. that to serve as a basis of a claim for
relief under 91053, a provision of a federal statute which establishes a
scheme of oooperative federalism usut 1) have been Lntended by Congress to
impose 'an bbligatIon on the States to sped monwy to fund certain rights so
a condition of receiving federal manias...' wIA. at 10, 101 S.Ct. at 15401 a"d2) give rise to 'a private cause of action to c Iel state ocplieonce with(the statutory] conditions." Id. at 27,23, 101 S.Ct. et 1545.

12. IA. at 17, 101 S.Ct at 1540.

13. L.J. by and through Drr v. _JJsanqa, 838 F.2d 11 (4th Cir. 1908)1
Lwnh v. Dukekie, 710 F.3d $04 (lt Cit. 1983).

14. PfoltzAr v, County of Fairfaz, 775 F. Supp. 074, 869 (I.D. Ca. 1991).



15. 2k" , . . R---&-r, 777 F. Supp. / 
1297 (3.D. La. 199) Jenmsa- V, G. 9"

570 F. Supp. 91, 11W(O.S.C. 1g83).

16. A.M. v. 3ohnM, 715 T. Supp. 1347 (N.D. 11. 1969)(no right to
placement in least restrictive setting); &rimtatla P. v. Jahamnr, 721 7.
Bupp. 1002 (H.D. I11. 1969) (no right to placement In least reetrictive
environment ot to meaningful sibling viesitatioA); MWSZtO v. Children and
Youth SrvicAa of Delaware C&untI, 948 F.3d 1360 (3d Cit. 1291)(no ri ht to
meaningful visitation); orLvnmr v. Andrev, 016 7.26 261 (6th Cir. 197)(no
right to meaningful viLtation); TLLden v. 4awyrd, Civil Action No. 11297
(Del. Chancery . eptember 10, 190)(no right to housing services).

17. A KMALg, &uaxa.

Is. QuardLLam hffiKW&t&o v. Civil mavyio Cia@ain, 063 U.S. 592, 602,
n.23, 103 S.€t. 3221, 3233, 77 L.94.24 866 (193)Topinion of White, J.,
Joined by Rehnquist, J. ) ('Demages Indeed are usually available in a 11983
action, but such to not the case when the plaintiff alleges only a
doaravation of rights secured by a sm Ing Clause statute.')i 3n1.almi.
hether , 073 V.26 1377 (10th Cif, 1r9a)(zout "press" considerable doubt

whether AAMCt on~fers rights that can be subject of acion for damages under
11983)t NIsrNI v. krkan&ap Dm t. of 02ma Sarvioma, 320 7.2d 923 (8th Cir.
1917) simnled avr-ruli t an athar rounds reo-,ism i Dorothy .. gn behalf
of Irin B. V- &~ittla k Schol Diatrict k"AMrI fr Youth & Pamtili"M, .
Gupp. _, 199( .L 113729 (3,0. Ark. Mey 8, 992)(no action for damages
ealet uder M4CWA); v.-=LaVi, 764 7d, 193 (6th CIT. 19o6) damagee&
not available under 19283 alleging violation of AACWA)j Pfaltsr v. County of
PJzL, 775 1P. tupp. 674 (3.D. Va. 1991)(court expressed doubt as to whether
**use of motion under MACWA permitted recovery of money damages).

19. Im Ha&4J=Ua awza: L AM= at note 14; 3M. v. gahnAan, 715 F.
iupp. 1367 (N.D. 111. 1969)(narrow requirements of soe plan and case review
system were enforoable undar AAMA).

20. Marcia Lowery, Director of the Children's Rights Project of the American
Civil Liberties Vnion so told to the OX York TimeS, Reported in *The Suter
v. Artist N. Decision" W-emo, An.Publio Welfare Assoc., June, 1992, p.23.

21. States and advocates like ogres that the ohild welfare systems
throughout the nation ere In dire need of funding and Improvement. The
unprecedented ne tonwide growth over the lost decade of children under state
care has placed many state systems In financial crisis. "W size of the child
substitute core population haa increased 63.44 from 1932 through 1991 alone,
AM Teshar, Toshio, "Child Substitute Care Population Trends ,Y 02 Through
PY 91 - A Sua ry' (Aug. 1992). By attempting to peas the AM= Amendmant,
advocates em diverting limited funds from children's programs to defend
endless litigation. Zron€ lly, in their stated atimpt to *prevent children
from dying' advocates may be hasserlng the nail to the ootffn.

22. The Am= ' Court pointed to 42 U.S.C. 0673(o) provLding that 'Cnlo
Federal payment may be made under this part for a child voluntarily placed in
foster car for more than 150 days unless within that period there is a
judicial detemination that the placement is In the best interest of the
chIld,' em language which Imposed precise requiremt on the taes in
exconge for federal funding, Thus, the Court paved the way for private
enforcement of a violation of this sections n&a. = . at 1369, n-12.
Also am 1627(m)(2) containing similarly worded mandatory language regarding
requirements for case review system and $672( s) rerd n foster care
maintenance payments.

23. The State st still Seek approval by the iWS which io enforceable
through audits a disallowances In order to gain Pederal Vundir,.

24. A", 'Directory of Child Welfare Lawsuits," The Inatitute of Noalth end
Human Services, Inc., September 14, 1992. Thee federal remedies can also be
brought in Stats courts, K-vlt by and through j WowlAt v. Roge, 110 S.Ct,
2430 (1990), along with actions for enforcement of state laws.

29. For example, under Plorida law, 139.453, Fla. Stat. (1991), requires
periodic judicial review of a foster child's ItItue and compliance with the
child's performance agreement and allows for review of the child's placement.

26. The inconoSltency of this position on this point is most clearly
Illustrated by the Concession that the proposed amendment would not effect
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th -resoniable efforts' lanquace which the Suprema court in Sm rejected
me beas vague. 19, ms the proponents elleg, he, amendment does not
affec re asnae efforts' or other not Pr eVIouly ate lished 'enforceable
rights,a then te emendeto s but an earoLse in futLiLty.

27. JU note 25 nAr and aomepanying text.

28. The -Senate Report shows that Congress had confidence In the ability and
comAetenor Of tote courts to discharge theLr duties under what is now
1672(a) of the At. ('The committee Is aware of allegations that the judicial
determination requirement an beaoms a mere pro fome exercise in pepe:
shuffli g to obtain Federel funding. While this could occur in some
Instance, the committee Is unwilling to aept as a general proposition that
the judiciaries of the @tat* would so lightly treat a responsibility placed
upon thee by Federal statute for the protection of children. ) .Aap.Wo. 90-
336 p.16 (1979), Am= at 1369, n.15.

Additionally, 162?(a)(1) mandates that a state judicial determination be
nade ensuring the exeroce of *reasonable efforts* by the state agency. To
allow individual claims In federal court would be to allow a collateral
attack on the preclusLve adjudication of the atate juvenile court.

29. 'lach Individual shall have the right not to be denied an service or
benesit under this Act as a result of the failure of any state to which
federal fufe are paid under title of this Act, that includes plan
require ant', to have a plan that mets such re ireaets, or to administer
such a plan in accordance with such r moments.' (emphasis supplied).

30. Zf the drafter of the Suter Amandment intended that only unambiguous
provisions .f State plane be enforceable, the languegs "any" service or
benefit woul not have been chosen. t the Suter Amendment is peaed as
presently wodod It would entirely obliterate any judicial analysis under
Pft-hu= Mtai regarding the preoatory versus mandatory nature of a given
seOton.

31. 42 U.S.C. $671(A)(16) requi e that a state plan 'provide for the
development oi! a cose plan... for each child roetving osoter maintenance
payments undor the state plan end provides for a case rm......for each
child... 1 41 U.S.C. $675(l) defines 'csee plan* a *...e written document
which Includes at least the following a deecrilpton of the type of home or
Institution In which a child Is to be placed, Inlding a discussion of the
appropriateness of the placement..., a plan for ensuring that the child
receives proper care au that services re provided to the parents, child,
and foster parents in order to improve the conditions in the parents' home,
facilitate return of the child to his home or th peranent pavement of the
child, and addea the needs of the child while in tester ore, Including a
discussion of the appropsiatenea of the services that have been provided to
the child under th plan.' A PC&* review system' mans a procedure for
ensuring that -- (A) each child has a case plan designed to achieve placement
In the leat restrictive (most neatly like) setting available and In close
proximity to the parents' hom, consistent with the beast Interests and
special needs of the child, (I) the status of each child Is reviewed
periodlolly but no less frequently than once every six months by either a
court or administrative review..., and (C) with respect to such child,
procedure safeguards will be applied, to assure ach child in foster core
under the supervision of the stte of a diepositLonal hearing ta be held, in
a family or juvenile court or another court... of comopetaent jurisdiction, or
by an administrative body approved by the court, no later than eighteen
months aftr the original placement...'

32. They allege 'pursuant to Florlda'* state plans e"d express terms of
Tltles ZVo end IV-3, HS is require to have In place a case plan end case
review system that assume that each child In state carei (a) receives proper
care (b) receives appropriate services to address needs while in tooter
oarei (a) recives services to facilitate permanent placement in the child's
own home, in an adoptive home, or In a long ter foster placennto and (d) is
placed in the least restrictive nd moet family like setting available and
close to the parents' hosme, consistent with the child's best interets and
special needs.' Paragraph 05, Amended Complaint for Declaratory and
Injunctive Relief (Class Action), *uMfJM.

33. f5 Sill Analysis for Therapeutio Services Bill, HSCS/K2 237, doted
February 11, 1992, propose to create a state entitlement to the therapeutic
services to respond to the plaititft' claims In K.k. v. ChtI&. Florida's
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finAcmial p *toLVeticm Is diaprOportionetely low because (1) Many of the
ournmtly aveilebl resourass for these therapeutic placements are for-profit
S!ro) and threfore Ineligible for XV-3 WtIrioiptn (42 V.S.C,
672(c)(2)i (2) Florida hes a policy of encouraging hee *a" snd oemuLty

besed tratmet rather than utilisetion of free-standing psychiatrio
hospital* under its Medicald plant and (3) a federal cap "its. on Title iv-s
child welfare services so tha; irequities exist In the federel-stata funding
partnerashp for child welfare servloes.

34. &M, 42 U.S.C. 1671(16) incorporating by reference 42 U.S.C. 9675(5)(a).

33. At a cost of $403,000 each for twelve months, 2.5 family builders
progress, with a minima muoess ret. of 87t, should divert 188 children from
out of home placements.

36. Finally, the" atintos relate to the Impact Of the Suter Amndment in
Florida's child welfare system alone and do not ooaLdsr the effort that the
U entitlement would have on other State plen programs in which the Suter
Amendment would create a cause of action under the Social Saourty Act.

37. he crucial tsek of evaluating children on an Individual basis cannot be
divorced from the social workers, agency cl3tnicias and professionals who are
moet f ailler with the agency's resources and the dynmic. of the children
currently in their care.

38. Presentation of Christopher Dunn, Attorney for ACLU, Child's Might
Project, National Child Welfare Partyllne, National Child Welfare Rasouroe
Center for Management end Administrstion, 'Usling Class Action Lawsuits to
ilmrove Child Welfare Practicem."* MArih M.. 1002.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHRISTINA M. THEN

Chairman Moynihan and Honorable Members of the Subcommittee:

I am a Special Assistant Attorney General for the
State of Illinois, appointed to represent the Illinois Depart-
ment of Children and Family Services (DCFS) in a series of
federal and state class actions brought against the state child
welfare system. One of these class actions is Suter v. Artist
M., 112 S. Ct. 1360 (1992), which I argued before the Supreme
Court. Thank you for the invitation to testify today to pro-
vide you with the States' perspective on the proposed "Suter"
amendment to the Social Security Act.

I. The Supreme Court Decision in Suter v. Artist M.

A. Background of the Case

Suter v. Artist M. was brought by the Cook County
Public Guardian on behalf of children who were the subject of
abuse and neglect petitions filed in Cook County Juvenile-
Court, alleging that DCFS failed to promptly assign caseworkers
to their cases (Sue Suter was sued in her official capacity as
the Director of DCFS).1 The plaintiffs contended that this
failure violated Section 671(a)(15) of the Adoption Assistance
and Child Welfare Act of 1980 (AAA), generally referred to as
the "reasonable efforts clause." 42 U.S.C. 5671(a)(15).2 Un-
der the "reasonable efforts" clause, States receiving Title IV-

Artist M6 was one of six federal class actions alleging
AAA and constitutional violations by DCFS. See B.H. v.
Suter, No. 88 C 5599 (N.D. Ill.) (Grady, J.)-Talleging
fo-ster care system as a whole had violated AAA and consti-
tutional rights); Norman v. Suter, No. 89 C 1624 (N.D.
Ill.) (Hart, J.) (alleging DCFS failed to make reasonable
efforts before removing children from their homes due to
poverty); Aristotle P. v. Suter, No. 88 C 7919 (N.D. Ill.)
(alleging right under AAA and constitution to sibling
placement and visitation) (Williams, J.); Bates v. Suter,
No. 84 C 10054 (N.D. Ill.) (alleging DCFS failed to pro-
vide parental visitation in violation of AAA and constitu-
tion) (Plunkett, J.); Dana W. v. Suter, No. 90 C 3479
(N.D. Ill.) (Shadur, J.) (alleging failure to conduct
judicial dispositional hearings within 18 months after
placement). With the exception of Artist M., DCFS has
settled or is in the process of settling all of these
cases.

Claims brought by plaintiffs under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment and other provisions of the AAA were dismissed by the
district courc. Artist M. v. Johnson, 726 F. Supp. 690
(N.D. Ill. 1989).
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E funds are required to have a State plan which, among other
things,

provides that, in each case, reasonable efforts will
be made (A) prior to the placement of a child in
foster care, to prevent or eliminate the need for
removal of the child from his home, and (B) to make
it possible for the child to return to his home . . .

A three-day preliminary injunction hearing was held
in January 1989, at which DCFS presented evidence that long
before the lawsuit was filed, the Department had already begun
implementing a remedial plan to assign caseworkers more quick-
ly. DCFS also presented evidence as to the inadvisability, in
the professional judgment of its child welfare administrators,
of an across-the-board case assignment rule because of the need
to ensure that the assigned caseworker can meet the particular
needs of each child. In March 1990 the trial court ruled that
although DCFS had made major improvements in its assignment
system, they were not enough, and he issued an injunction re-
quiring DCFS to assign a caseworker in all cases in Cook County-
within three days. DCFS appealed these rulings to the Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals, which upheld the injunction in a 2-
to-1 decision.

B. The Appeal by Illinois to the Supreme Court

Illinois appealed the Seventh Circuit ruling in Art-
ist M. because the ruling failed to properly apply the exiiTng
Supreme Court precedent that vague and amorphous federal fund-
ing statutes, such as the "reasonable efforts" clause, cannot
create individually enforceable federal rights. Contrary to
the assertions by the proponents of the Suter Amendment, it was
anything but clear prior to the Suter de-Fion that the AAA
created individual rights. In fact, prior to the Seventh Cir-
cuit's ruling, the district courts in the Northern District of
Illinois were evenly split as to whether the "reasonable ef-
forts" clause created individual federal rights. Compare B.H.
v. Johnson, 715 F. Supp. 1387, 1401-02 (N.D. Ill. 1989) (Grady,
C.J.) ("reasonable efforts" clause too "amorphous" to create
enforceable rights) and Aristotle P. v. Johnson, 771 F. Supp.
1002, 1012 (N.D. Ill 989) (Williams, J.) (same) with Norman
v. Johnson, 739 F. Supp. 1182, 1187 (N.D. Ill. 199 --THart, J.)
("reasonable efforts" clause creates enforceable rights) and
Artist M. v. Johnson, 726 F. Supp. 690 (1989) (same).3

3 This split was reflected in other circuits as well. Com-
parIn re Scott County Master Docket, 672 F. Supp. 1152,
Y2M-03 (D. Minn. 1987) ("reasonable efforts" clause does
not create enforceable rights), aff'd sub nom. M ers v.

(Footnote continued)
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Illinois was joined in its appeal by thirty-eight
other states, the District of Columbia and the Solicitor Gener-
al of the United States. The arguments made by Illinois to the
Supreme Court, of principal concern to the issues facing this
Subcommittee were that (i) the decisions by the courts below in
Artist M. were a departure from existing case law governing the
creation of new federal rights and (ii) a vague federal right
to "reasonable efforts" would federalize child welfare deci-
sion-making and set back efforts to improve services to abused
and neglected children.

(Footnote 3 continued from previous page)
Scott County, 868 F.2d 1017 (8th Cir. 1989) (adopting
district court opinion and analysis) and Scrivner v. An-
drews, 816 F.2d 261, 263 (6th Cir. 19-87 (AAA creates no
right to meaningful visitation) with Winston v. Children
Youth Servs. 948 F.2d 1380, 1388---d Cir. 1991) (AAA dos
create rights to "reasonable efforts" but not meaningfull
visitation") and R.C.v. Hornsby, No. 88 D-1170-N, sliF
op. (M.D. Ala. Apr.1 es1989) (reasonable efforts" clause
creates enforceable rights).

The courts were also split as to whether other provisions
of the AAA created individual rights. Compare L.J. ex rel
Darr v. Massinga, 838 F-.2d 118, 123 (4thir7.1988) (find-
ing that defendants are not immune from suit because AAA
creates enforceable right to case plan and case review),
cert. denied 488 U.S. 1018 (1989); and Lynch v. Dukakis,
719 F.2d 504, 510-511 fist Cir. 198--(AA creates en-
forceable rights to case plans and case reviews); and
Joseph A. by Wolfe v. New Mexico Dept. of Human SeFr-ces,
575 F. Supp. 346, 353 (D.N.M. 1983) (Titles IV and XX of
Social Security Act create enforceable rights); and La-
Shawn A. v. Dixon, 762 F. Supp. 959, 988-989 (D.D.C. 1991)
(AAA creates enforceable rights) with Spielman v. Hilde-
brand, 873 F.2d 1377, 1386 (10th T 1989) (no enforce-
aBT-right under AAA); and B.H. v. Johnson, 71R 7 Supp.
at 1392 (no enforceableright to placement in least re-
strictive setting); and Aristotle P. v. Johnson, 721 F.
Supp. at 1008 (no righ-t under AAA to placement in least
restrictive setting or to meaningful visitation); and Del
A. v. Roemer, 777 F. Supp. 1297, 1309 (E.D. La. 1991) Ti-
enforceable rights under AAA).

46
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(i) Existing'Case Law Prior To The Suter Decision Applied

a Case-by-Case Analysis to Determi-ne Whether
Individually Enforceable Rights Were Created

Under a decade of existing Supreme Court case law,
beginning with Pennhurst State School and Hospital v. Halder-
man, 451 U.S. 1 (1981), the Supreme Court has held that federal
funding statutes like the AAA are in the nature of "contracts"
and as such Congress' powers to legislate under its spending
authority "rests on whether the State voluntarily and knowingly
accepts the terms of the 'contract.'" Id. at 17. If Congress
wishes to impose an individually enforceable obligation upon
the State, Congress must express those rights clearly, so the
States may fully comprehend the contours of the bargain they
into enter when accepting federal funds. Id. at 17, 23-25.
"The crucial inquiry . . .(is] whether Congress spoke so clear-
ly that we can fairly say that the State could make an informed
choice." Id. at 25.

In cases following Pennhurst the Supreme Court fur-
ther explained that in order to create federal rights under
Section 1983, a statutory provision must be intended to benefit
a plaintiff, written in mandatory language, and not be too
vague and amorphous that it is beyond the competence of the
judiciary to enforce. Wilder v. Virginia Hosp. Assoc., 110
S.Ct. 2510, 2517 (1990); Golden State Transit Corp. v. City of
Los Angeles, 493 U.S. 103, 106 (1989); Wright v. Roanoke Rede-
velopment & Housing Auth., 479 U.S. 418, (1987). The Supreme
Court also held that private enforcement of a statute in feder-
al court may be foreclosed if the federal law at issue contains
an alternative enforcement scheme to remedy violations. See,
e.g., Smith v. Robinson, 468 U.S. 992 (1984); Middlesex Cty.
Sewerage Auth. v. National Sea Clammers Ass'n., 453 U.S. 1
(1981).

A court construing a federal funding statute must
conduct an inquiry into the context, statutory structure, leg-
islative history, and regulatory framework of that statute in
order to ascertain whether Congress has clearly defined the
purported federal rights. Wilder, 110 S. Ct. at 2518-23.
Thus, if Congress intends to impose a condition on the grant of
federal monies, the Pennhurst test requires that Congress do so
unambiguously, so that hthe States may exercise their choice
knowingly, cognizant of the consequences of their participa-
tion." Pennhurst 451 U.S. at 17.

DCFS contended that the lower courts had misapplied
the Pennhurst test. In thG absence of any statutory defini-
tion, DCFS argued on appeal that although the "reasonable ef-
forts" clause was a mandatory obligation imposed on the States,
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it was simply too vague and undefined to create an individually
enforceable federal right.

(ii) A Vague "Reasonable Efforts" Right Would Undermine
Rather Than Improve Services to Abused and
Neglected Children

The "reasonable efforts" clause states that such
efforts to keep or return abused and neglected children home to
their parents must be made "in each case." Without further
definition from Congress, this vague and amorphous language
would open the door to a flood of litigation by individuals
seeking to impose their own definition of what constitutes
"reasonable efforts." The federal courts would be inundated
with a torrent of litigation challenging the minutiae of child
welfare decisions made daily in individual cases. Indeed,
abused and neglected parents unhappy with state court determi-
nations focusing on the "best interests of the child," could
bring suit in federal court to enforce their right to "reason-
able efforts" to facilitate the return of their child. 4

This undefined right also would result in plaintiffs
peeling off one piece of the child welfare system after another
to challenge whether "reasonable efforts" were being made.
This explosion of piecemeal litigation had already occurred in
Illinois and elsewhere, with caseworker assignments challenged
in one case (Artist H.), sibling visitation in another (Aris-
totle P.), parental visitation in another (Bates), housing and
cash assistance in another (Norman), and the adequacy of foster
care placements in yet another (H.). With this federaliza-
tion of child welfare decision-ma-kTng, the federal courts truly
would, in the words of the dissenting Seventh Circuit judge in
Artist H., become the "crisis administrator of child welfare."
Artist H. v. Suter, 917 F.2d 980, 996 (7th Ckr. 1990), rev'd,
112 S. Ct. 1360 (1992).

4 DCFS had already faced one such case where the federal
court acted as a "super-juvenile court" second-guessing
specific state decisions and actions in the cases of three
individual parents. Norman v. Johnson, 739 F. Supp. 1182
(N.D. Ill. 1990). The district court engaged in a de-
tailed review of the circumstances and services provided
to these parents and ordered that the "reasonable efforts"
clause entitled the parents to beds, monetary assistance
and housing. DCFS's abstention and collateral estoppel
arguments based on the pending state juvenile court ac-
tions in these cases were rejected by the federal court.
Id. at 1189-90.

A
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In addition, in the absence of any clarity as to what

the "reasonable efforts" clause requires, States would become
reluctant to start any new innovative programs because each
States' actions to develop programs and provide services could
be used to determine liability under the "reasonable efforts"
clause. The AAA would create wholly different enforceable
rights from state to state. Such an outcome would create a
disincentive for states to develop and expand existing services
and programs, thereby undermining the very purposes for which
Congress enacted the AAA.

Finally, it is important to bear in mind that the
"reasonable efforts" called for under the AAA are "reasonable
efforts" to keep or return abused and neglected children to
their abusive a-d neglectful parents. The level of our under-
standing about what works and what does not in these highly
volatile and individualized situations is not enough to hold
with any certainty that any given set of services or "efforts"
are "reasonable" or sufficient to ensure that children can be
returned home safely. Even the plaintiffs' counsel in Artist
M. recognized tite dangers in a bias focused solely on Jeeping
children at home.5 Indeed, the irony inherent in a right to
"reasonable efforts" is that it forces the allocation of scarce
social services to the worst parents, rather than struggling,
caring parents who do not abuse or neglect their children.

C. The Supreme Court's Decision

On March 25, 1992, in a 7-2 decision, the Supreme
Court reversed the lower court rulings and held that the "rea-
sonable efforts" clause does not create an individual right
enforceable in federal court. 112 S. Ct. 1360. Citing Penn-
hurst, the Court stated that the question to be resolved was
whether Congress "unambiguously confer[red) upon the child
beneficiaries of the Act a right to enforce the requirement
that the State make 'reasonable efforts', . ." Id. at 1367.
Noting that all parties and courts beiow agreed tat the AAA
was mandatory in its terms, the Court then turned to the final
third of the Pennhurst test to determine whether the provision
at issue unambiguously created a federal right. Id.

See, e.g., Gratteau, When Do Bad Parents Lose Rights?,
CiTcago Tribune, Apr. 21, 1991, at 1, col. I (noting that
"[alt the core of the controversy over the state of child
welfare is the concept of family reunification," and qiot-
ing the Cook County Public Guardian-as-observing that
"judges and DCFS are working under the assumption that
there are no bad biological parents.").
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Following the inquiry outlined in Wilder, 496 U.S.

498 (1990), the Court then examined the terms of the statute
itself (id. at 1367-69), the implementing regulations (id. at
1369) an--the legislative history (id.). Distinguishing-0oth
Wilder (which found a right to reason--able Medicaid rates under
the Boren Amendment) and Wright (which found a right to reason-
able rent allowances for utilities under the Brooke Amendment
to the Housing Act of 1937), the Court concluded that under the
AAA, "[n~o further statutory guidance is found as to how 'rea-
sonable efforts' are to be measured. . . This. . . is a direc-
tive whose meaning will obviously vary with the circumstances
of each individual case. How the State was to comply with this
directive, and with the other provisions of the Act, was, with-
in broad limits, left up to the State." Id. at 1368.

Although the majority opinion does not recite the
catechism from prior cases outlining each prong of the Penn-
hurst test as applied in Wright, Golden State and Wilder, con-
trary to the assertions by te--dissent, the analytical frame-
work used by the Court is entirely consistent with this prece-
dent. In Suter, the focus was on the third prong, examining
whether a fe-eral funding statute unambiguously creates an
individually enforceable right. As maintained by Illinois, no
such right could exist in the absence of a statutory and regu-
latory definition of what constitutes "reasonable efforts" to
keep and return abused and neglected children home.

Proponents of the Suter amendment state that they do
not seek to overturn this central holding of the Suter deci-
sion. Report of the Comm. on Ways and Means, House of Reps.
[to accompany H.R. 11], June 30, 1992 at 366 ("House Report")
("The provision does not alter the finding in Suter v. Artist
M., that the "reasonable effort" provision, without further
a-rection, is too vague to be enforceable in such an action.").
Instead, the amendment is intended to be directed at the
Court's statement that the requirement of Section 671 of the
AAA "only goes so far as to ensure that the States have a plan
approved by the Secretary which contains the 16 listed fea-
tures." 112 S. Ct. at 1367. The fear is that the courts will
short-circuit the Pennhurst analysis in cases involving State
plan requirements and hold that no substantive right exists,
notwithstanding the Supreme Court's analysis of the "reasonable
efforts" clause as contained in Suter. 6 The proposed Suter
amendment, however, goes far beyond that fear and will radical-

6 The Chief Justice advocated such a short-circuit in his
dissent in Wilder. 110 S. Ct. at 2526-27. However, the
Court did not Faike the opportunity presented in Suter to
overturn the ruling in Wilder.
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ly alter the manner in which the Social Security Act as a whole
is interpreted and enforced.

II. The Proposed Suter Amendment

As I have outlined, prior to the Suter decision,
unless a private right of action was specificay authorized by
Congress, the federal court applied a case-by-case analysis to
infer whether Congress intended to create a federal right by
enacting a statute that benefited the plaintiffs, was mandatory
on the States, was unambiguous and did not have alternative
enforcement mechanisms. This applied to the provisions of the
Social Security Act, which includes in its various State plan
provisions enumerable hortatory provisions intended only to set
goals or encourage the movement of programs in certain direc-
tions. With one fell swoop, the Suter amendment passed by the
House would make all State plan requirements of every title in
the Act individually enforceable rights.

A. Thz nancers of the Proposed Amendment

(i) The Case-by-Case Analysis Previously Used by the
Courts Will Be Eliminated and As a Result States
Will Be Sued Under Enumerable New Rights

The language of the amendment plainly states that "each indi-
vidual shall have the right not to be denied any service or
benefit" as szt forth in any State plan requirements under any
title of the Social Security Act. (emphasis added). Thus,
every plan requirement throughout the entire Act would, under
the amendment, create an individual federal right. This was
not the landscape of the law prior to the Suter ruling, wheie
the case-by-case analysis dating back to Pen-n-urst resulted in
specific decisions pinpointing where federal rights existed and
where they did not.

Contrary to the notion that the proposed amendment does nothing
more than confirm the past two decades of Federal jurispru-
dence, the Suter amendment will in fact wipe out all of the
prongs of th-e Pennhurst test and will overturn a substantial
body of case law holding that various provisions of the Social
Security Act do not create individual federal rights. 7 The

7 The list of precedent that will be overturned is lengthy,
including, for example, Scrivner v. Andrews, 816 F.2d 261
(6th Cir. 1987) (no right to "meaningful visitation" under
the AAA); Lesher v. Lavrich, 784 F.2d 193 (6th Cir. 198G)
under Title IV-B); B.H. v. Johnson, 715 F. Supp. 1386,
(N.D. Ill. 1989), (precluding individual enforcement of-
Titles IV-B and I"-E,; Winston v. Children and Youith Ser-

(Footnote continued)
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result will be a flood of litigation going well beyond any
obligations that were recognized prior to the Suter decision,
asserting new rights that Congress never inten3-d-to create.&

Proponents of the amendment contend that such a sweeping appli-
cation will not result because of the legislative history. The
House Report states that "This provision is not intended to
expand upon enforceable rights created under the State plan
titles of the Social Security Act," nor is it supposed to "al-
ter the rules of statutory construction that the courts used
prior to Suter v. Artist M.' House Report at 365-66. However,
such assertions are not consistent with the language of the
amendment, and legislative history is a weak defense at best in
the face of the plain language of the statute itself, See,

, United States v. Ron Pair Enterprises, Inc., 109 S. Ct.
IM, 1-T (1989); Davis v. Michigan Dep't. of Treasury, 109 S.
Ct. 1500, 1504 n.3 (1989) (Legislative history is irrelevant
to the interpretation of an unambiguous statute.").

(ii) More Piecemeal Lawsuits Will Not Improve Services But
Instead Will Divert Scarce Resources to Litigation

As Illinois has experienced over the past four years, the
States already are facing countless lawsuits, with claims for
both injunctive relief and money damages, due to alleged viola-
tions of federal statutory rights. These claims are on top of
existing federal Constitutional rights to safe and adequate
treatment in foster care and mental health institutions. E..,
B.H., 715 F. Supp. 1386; Youngberg v. Romeo, 457 U.S. 307
~T_2). Piecemeal litigation over one issue at-z-t-ime, or one
piece of the service system at a time, leads to band-aid re-
sponses rather than systematic, well-planned improvements.

(Footnote 7 continued from previous page)
vices of Delaware County, 948 F.2d 1380, 1388 (3d Cir.
1991) (Title IV-E does create right to "reasonable ef-
forts" which does not include right to "meaningful visita-
tion"); Aristotle P. v. Johnson, 721 F. Supp. 1002 (N.D.
Ill. 1989) (no right for siblings to be placed "in least
restrictive, most family-like setting"); Hareole v. Arkan-
sas Dep't. of Human Services, 820 F.2d 923 (8th Cir. 1987)
(no wrongful death damages action for under Title IV);
Hickey v. Duffy, 827 F.2d 234 (7th Cir. 1987) (parents
owing child support cannot sue under Title IV-D).

For example, under Hickey v. Duffy, 827 F.2d 234 (7th Cir.
1987) the Seventh Circuit held Title IV-D could not be
individually enforced by parents owing child support. Yet
the Suter amendment provides that "every" person denied
"any service or benefit" may sue.
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Moreover, the financial cost of such litigation is enormous, at
a time when the States are facing serious fiscal crises. The
attorneys' fees (for both sides, since the States generally
wind up paying plaintiffs' fees) and costs of monitoring court
orders alone are in the millions of dollars, which are precious
funds that are not being used to actually provide necessary
services. Because of these concerns, advocacy groups may be
judicious in their use of class action litigation; however,
there is nothing in the Suter amendment that limits its scope
to only certain plaintiffs or certain kinds of reform litioa-
tion. The sweeping new rights created could be asserted by
individual plaintiffs as well as class action plaintiffs, and
for money damages as well as systemic injunctive relief.

B. The Proposed Amendment Does Not Accomplish
The Goals of Its Proponents

The proponents seek a narrow purpose to avoid a broad interpre-
tation of the Suter decision to overturn the prior precedent of
statutory construction. However, the amendment itself over-
turns that precedent. The proponents also seek improvements in

-the child welfare and other service systems. But that will
come from increased support for existing and new programs, and
the ability of States to flexibly and responsibly respond to
the needs of children and their families, not further litiga-
tion.

With respect to the Suter decision,.the better approach would
be to clearly legislate what the proponents desire, meaning
neutralizing any change that might result from the opinion in
construing provisions other than the "reasonable efforts"
clause. This might be accomplished either through a provision-
by-provision analysis and enactment by Congress as to which
sections of the Act are intended to create individually en-
forceable rights, or a codification of the rules of statutory
construction as reflected in Pennhurst and its progeny.

In order to improve the provision of social services, the bet-
ter approach is to provide substantive support and assistance
to the States, rather than broadening the potential for costly
and adversarial court actions.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JArmS D. WELL

Good morning, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for inviting us to
testify today. I am James D. Weill, the general counsel of the
Children's Defense Fund.

We are very pleased that the Finance Committee is
conducting this hearing. It is absolutely essential that the
final version of the urban aid bill include a provision restoring
the law regarding the ability to sue to enforce the provisions of
the Social Security Act state plan titles to its condition prior
to the Supreme Court decision this past March in Suter v. Artist
M., 112 S.Ct. 1360 (1992).

My message here today is very simple:

First, prior to the Suter ruling, it had been clear for
more than two decades that applicants for and beneficiaries of
Social Security Act state plan programs have a right to sue
states when states violate the federal statutes -- and not just
when the state plans on paper vary from federal law, but when
state policies and practices vary from federal law. Indeed, it is
rare that a state plan on its face is improper, particularly
since the Department of Health and Human Services preprints most
of the plans. But often the states' policies (written or
unwritten) and practices bear no relation to the plan or to
federal law. It is in these situations that most section 1983
suits have been brought by plan beneficiaries.

This pre-Suter right to sue to enforce federal law was
not some unique or unusual right available to low-income
beneficiaries of these programs. It is no more than the right
given to business and middle class and affluent individuals to
challenge arbitrary and illegal government actions in programs
that benefit them.

The second key point of my message is that in the Suter
decision the Supreme Court clearly signalled that this long-
standing principle that beneficiaries can sue is gone or will be
gone soon if it follows its Suter reasoning.

Third, this Congress has the authcrity to and must reaffirm
and restore that right to sue. We seek no more than such a
reaffirmation and restoration, and the House language does no
more than that. Indeed, we seek and the House provided less than
full restoration, since the specific statutory section at issue
in Suter, the "reasonable efforts" provision of the federal
foster care law, was ruled by the Court to be too unclear to
enforce, and no one is seeking to reverse that ruling. What we
seek is to restore the understanding of the rest of the Social
Security Act/Section 1983 law to its status before Suter -- so it
will be clear again that state paper plans are not enough;
states must also comply in practice with enforceable provisions
of federal statutes.
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In the absence of such legislation -- the House bill or
equivalent language -- the Suter decision will alter
dramatically and in very negatl-e ways the relationships between
the Congress, the federal executive branch and the states in the
Social Security Act state plan titles, and, more important, will
allow states to place themselves above the law and be virtually
unaccountable to beneficiaries or the taxpayers. By opposing such
legislation, the states are saying that they want to be left free
to ignore federal law while taking billions of federal dollars to
fund these programs.

From the early 1970's through the early 1980's, I represented
plaintiff classes of children and their parents, elderly people,
and people with disabilities in cases challenging violations of
the federal statutory requirements in the AFDC, Medicaid, and
child support enforcement programs by the Illinois Department of
Public Aid. I was the Litigation Director and Deputy Director of
the Legal Assistance Foundation of Chicago. And, while the
Children's Defense Fund is not currently actively involved in
representing plaintiff classes in similar cases, it did so until
the mid-1980's. I have also provided advice to attorneys across
the country on jurisdictional issues in these types of cases on
numerous occasions over the past two decades.

CDF's work as a voice for America's children and their
families, especially those children who are poor, minority or
handicapped; CDF's research on the impact these programs have in
meeting the needs, however inadequately, of low-income children
and their families; and CDF's and my first-hand knowledge of the
the sometimes recalcitrant reactions of states to federal
mandates in these programs all serve to fortify our belief that
restoration of the ability to sue in Social Security Act state
plan programs is absolutely essential both to the integrity of
the system and to maintaining the rights of those intended to be
helped by these programs.

I have attached three documents to my written statement. I
would appreciate it if they were included in the record of this
hearing. The first is a copy of the letter which 45 child welfare
experts--professors, judges, lawyers, and former HEW officials--
sent to Senator Bentsen urging passage of the House provision.
The second is a copy of the letter which more than 50 national
organizations sent to Senator Bentsen urging immediate action and
expressing support for the House provision. The impressive list
includes organizations which represent women, children, the
elderly, people with disabilities, religious, labor, and social
services providers. The third document is a response which the
Children's Defense Fund prepared to an anonymous document which
we understand some states have circulated to Senators' offices.
The CDF response refutes, point by point, each assertion made.
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There are three areas I want to elaborate on in this
testimony:

First, it is essential that the Committee understand
the types of cases that have been filed by applicants and
beneficiaries under section 1983 and their role in improving
program administration, as well as the lack of alternatives, so
that it has a clear sense of the importance of including the
Suter restoration provision in the conference bill.

Second is the importance of acting now. Congress must act
now to pass a provision which restores the ability of applicants
and beneficiaries to sue to challenge state violations of the
requirements of the state plan titles of the Social Security Act.

Third, while there is room for discussion about what the
precise language of the provision should look like, the House
version does the job--it restores the ability to sue to enforce
requirements of the state plan titles of the Social Security Act.
Nothing more and nothing less. We do recommend that parallel
language be added to cover Title III, the unemployment
compensation program.

I. The ability to sue to enforce state plan requirements has been
essential to assuring that the rights, benefits and protections
that Congress included in these programs for the beneficiaries
are actually in place.

Bureaucracies at any level of government are not self-
regulating. They need oversight and they need to be subject to
outside judicial review.

Over the years, applicants and beneficiaries have sued to
end a variety of-state policies and practices that were clearly
illegal under the Social Security Act and that were continuing
even though state plans were facially in compliance. For example,
some states were taking six months or a year to process the initial
applications of destitute families and elderly and disabled
individuals for AFDC or Medicaid assistance, even though
federal statutes and regulations set 30 to 60 day processing
limits. Some states would limit check-ups and immunization
schedules to levels far below those intended by Congress in the
EPSDT program and necessary for children's health. Some states
would limit AFDC work expense deductions to amounts below those
mandated by federal law, thereby discouraging recipients from
working and ending their welfare stays. Many states have
attributed income to the elderly and to children in order to
disqualify them from Medicaid or cash programs when such income
was not in actuality available to meet their expenses.

In all these instances the question is not what the state
plan says -- it typically is in compliance. The question is what
is the state actually doing in the program, often in total
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disregard of the state plan and the federal statutes. A few
specific examples help to explain the fundamental importance of
the ability to enforce Social Security Act provisions:

In Shea v. Vialpando, 416 U.S. 251 (1984), plaintiffs
successfully challenged the state of Colorado's failure to
disregard recipients' reasonable work expenses as then
required by the federal statute.

In Stenson v. Blum, 176 F.Supp. 1331 (S.D.N.Y. 1979), affd.
mem., 628 F.2d 1345 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 885
(1980), plaintiffs successfully sued to stop the state from
terminating from Medicaid people who were losing cash
benefits but who the state knew or had enough information tol
determine were eligible for Medicaid.

In Smith v. Trainor, 665 F.2d 172 (7th Cir. 1981), Illinois'
Medicaf- program required prior approval by the state before
it agreed to pay for certain types of medical and dental
care for people who were elderly or disabled, children and
parents, but it did not provide: prompt responses to requests
or any agency time l--it for deciding upon requests; written
criteria for ruling on requests; administrative hearings to
review the merits of denials of requests; or written notice
of denial, the reason for the denial and the right to a
hearing. Plaintiffs successfully challenged all these
practices.

In Miller v. Youakim, 440 U.S. 125 (1979), plaintiffs were
needy foster chiIdren in Illinois in state custody and
placed by the state in the homes of non-parental relatives.
Although the state regulated the relatives' homes as if they
were unrelated foster homes and required those homes and
foster families to meet. certain higher standards, the state
refused to provide foster care program-linked services or to
make foster care payments to the homes on behalf of the
children. The Supreme Court unanimously held that this
violated the foster care statute.

In many cases, the result of litigation has been not only
correction of the violation but improved administration of a
state's program. For example, in Peterson v. Rahm, (D. Wash.),
plaintiffs challenged the state welfare agency's failure to
furnish AFDC benefits with reasonable promptness -- within the
state-specified time standards not in excess of 45 days -- as
required by federal statute and regulation. There were
application backlogs across the state. Each of the named
plaintiffs had waited more than 90 days for AFDC benefits; one
had waited more than 140 days. Delays until the first interview
were as long as 40 working days. During the course of the
litigation, it became clear that the state had been unaware of
the magnitude of the problem largely because it had no data
control system. The case was ultimately resolved by a consent
order which included a streamlined application process to avoid
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unnecessary delay to the recipient and unnecessary administrative
burdens on the state agency. The state also now has a monitoring
system so that it can maintain better information on the extent
of application delays. Overall, the results of the lawsuit have
been improved services to AFDC applicants and better
administration of the application process.

Ir most of these cases, the plaintiffs have represented
classes of applicants or beneficiaries who have had a common
legal problem. The result has been efficient recourse in the
courts for violations of the federal statute. There is no other
mechanism available which is able to address as effectively or
efficiently the common legal claims of applicants and
beneficiaries in government benefit programs.

Nor is enforcement by the federal government an adequate
remedy. The Supreme Court itself has recognized over the years that
HHS monitoring of the states is not in any way an adequate
substitute for the ability of beneficiaries to sue in federal
court, pointing out that program beneficiaries do not have the
power to trigger or participate in the administrative compliance
action that a federal agency might bring against recalcitrant
states. Rosado v. Hyman, 397 U.S. 397 (1969). Moreover, while
HHS can cut off federal funds, after a very prolonged process,
it has no power to pcotect program beneficiaries against illegal
action while the proceedings are ongoing. And for numerous
reasons -- some good and some bad -- HHS is slow and reluctant to
confront states, begin proceedings, or cut off funds. It acts
only in extraordinary circumstances, and even then does so
slowly. Nothing has changed in this regard.

Suits are critical to assuring that applicants and
beneficiaries secure reasonably prompt relief from illegal state
policies. They also serve another function. They are, without
question, the most effective mechanism currently in existence for
assuring that states actually follow the federal law. HHS's
record on enforcement is abysmal. These suits provide the only
clear-cut mechanism for enforcing federal law.

As Wayne State Law School Professor William Burnham wrote to
Senator Riegle about Suter:

"The fact is that suits by recipients are the only practical
incentive that states have to comply with the law. Certainly
compliance proceedings before HHS have never worked. They
are, in any event, ill-designed to do what needs to be done
in most every situation where a state is not complying with
federal law: to order the state to do what it should have
been doing all along, to come into compliance. It is a
gratuitous insult to the federal judiciary to suggest, as
the state's argument does, that federal judges will not
listen to the states' arguments that they are in compliance.
If they are, the suit will end quickly. The fact is that in
most cases they clearly are not .... The pending bill to
overrule Suter would go a long way toward eliminating what is
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the most truly wasteful part of the public benefits
litigation: procedural wrangling over the power of the
federal court to entertain the suit." (Letter to Senator
Donald Riegle, July 24, 1992)(Emphasis in original.)

And, as former Secretary of HEW Elliot Richardson, former
Undersecretary of HEW Hale Champion, David Elwood, David Jones,
Dr. Donald Cohen, Martha Minow, Bernice Weissbourd, Lee Schorr,
William Julius Wilson, Harold Howe II, and thirty-five other
child welfare experts wrote to Senator Bentsen, HHS enforcement
of these titles:

"...has been so weak, so erratic and so administratively
cumbersome that additional legal safeguards are essential.
The State plan mechanism is not a viable accountability or
enforcement mechanism for insuring individual rights. It is
unconscionable that it would be the only mechanism available
to assure that basic, minimally adequate care is provided to
children." (Letter to Senator Lloyd Bentsen, July 22, 1992)

II. It is critical that Congress act now to reaffirm and restore
the ability to sue in cases arising under Social Security Act
state plan titles.

There are two parts to the Suter decision. One part ruled
that the language in Title IV-E requiring states to make
"reasonable efforts" to prevent family break-up and to return
children to their families is too vague to be enforceable through
42 U.S.C. section 1983. As a result, no child in foster care in
any state can enforce this one state plan provision.

But it is essential not to confuse the specific finding
on the statutory pro-irion, uncontested here, with the sweeping
second part of Suter, which is at issue here. That second part,
whether children -- foster care can ever sue to enforce other,
clearer and more specific provisions of Title IV-E -- and whether
beneficiaries can sue to enforce provisions of other Social
Security Act state plan titles, no matter how clear and mandatory
they are -- is the only issue in this hearing.

This second part of the Supreme Court's decision is fairly
read to say that beneficiaries may be able to sue to correct
facial deficiencies in the state plan, but not to require a state
in practice or in its written policies to actually comply with
the plan or with the federal statute. The Court said, in
response to plaintiffs' argument that the law should be enforced
in practice:

"... [T]he Act does place a requirement on the States, but
that requirement only goes as far as to ensure that the
State have a plan approved by the Secretary which contains
6 s-1ited features." 112 S.Ct. at 1367 (Emphasis added.)
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When plaintiffs argued that the state was ignoring, in
practice, a second statutory provision, the Court brushed aside
that argument as well on the grounds that the plaintiffs' claim
sought more than the paper adequacy of the state plan:

"Respondents also based their claim for relief on 42 U.S.C.
section 671(a)(9) which states that the state plan shall:
'provide [ that (when the state suspects) neglect, abuse or
exploitation of such child (in a foster home or institution],
it shall bring such condition to the attention of the
appropriate court or law enforcement agency...'

"As this subsection is merely another feature which the
state plan must include to be approved by the Secretary, it
does not afford a cause of action..." 112 S.Ct. at 1368
n.lO. (Emphasis added)

It is this unprecedented language that turns more than two
decades of court decisions on their heads. While it would be
nice to think that this radical about-face in section 1983
jurisprudence would be limited to "reasonable efforts" cases or,
at worst, IV-E cases, all indications are to the contrary. The
statutory structure of the IV-E program is identical or very
similar to the statutory structure of AFDC, Medicaid, child
support enforcement, and child welfare. In each title, the
language begins: "A state plan for (name of program] must...,"
followed by a list of requirements.

o In AFDC, Section 402 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. section 602,
provides "(a) A State plan for aid and services to needy
families with children must--"

o In Medicaid, Section 1902 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. section
1396a, provides "(a) A State plan for medical assistance
must--"

o In child support enforcement, Section 454 of the Act, 42
U.S.C. section 654, provides "A State plan for child and
spousal support must--"

o In child welfare, Section 422(a) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. section
622(a), provides "In order to be eligible for payment under
this part, a State must have a plan for child welfare
services...which meets the requirements of subsection (b)."

Unfortunately, it is very likely that many lower courts,
when faced with motions to dismiss from states, will apply the
Court's decision to all of these titles. There will also be some
courts which will reject this analysis, at least until the
Supreme Court speaks again. However, even in those cases,
precious time will have been lost before plaintiffs secure much-
needed relief. And, in both types of cases, substantial
resources, of the judges and of plaintiffs and defendants,
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will be wasted in addressing at the trial and appellate levels an
issue that previously had been settled.

The Congressional Research Service, in a report to the Ways
and Means Committee, recognized that Suter has this very broad
implication:

"The Suter v. Artist M. decision appears to result in the
eliminati n of the ab Tlit of beneficiaries of Social
Security Act programs, prim ily children and faTmiTes,
which have state plan requirements to sue to enforce the
Act's programs. The implications are fa re-aching. The
decision in Arti-t M. appears to affect not only the
enforceability of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare
Act but also conceivably all other federal programs that
have state plan requirements (including Aid to Families with
Dependent Children, Medicaid, Unemployment Compensation, and
Child Support)." CRS American Law Division Memo to the House
Ways and MeanE, Committee, May 11, 1992, at p. 5 (Emphasis
added.)

The states' claims to the contrary are belied by the use of
Suter that many states already are making in motions to dismiss
i-c--ons brought under section 1983 and state plan titles of the
Act. For example, in Maynard v. Williams, Case No. 92-40279 MP
(N.D.Fla.), the plaintiffs are challenging the state's failure to
provide child care services to participants in the state's JOBS
program. The state's memorandum in support of its motion to
dismiss provides a sobering example of how Congress should expect
that the states will use Suter in the courts. The state argues:

"...42 U.S.C. section 602(g)(1)(A)(i)(II), which constitutes
the basis of the Plaintiffs' claim of ao entitlement, is
-iothing more than part of the numerous 'state plan'
requirements that are to be Tncl-uded in a submittal for
approval by the United States Secretary of Health and Human
Services (HHS) in order to receive federal financial
participation. Plaintiffs' complaint contains no allegation
that HRS's (the state welfare agency) State plan has not
been filed and approved.

"The Supreme Court in Suter, after examining the statute and
the regulations promulgated by the Secretary, concluded that
the only requirement placed upon the state for receipt of
federal funds was the requirement that the state submit a
plan to be approved by the Secretary .... " (Emphasis added)

This is the states' candid assessment of how they view their
obligations in the state plan programs as a result of the Suter
decision.

Similarly, the State of Illinois is relying-upon Suter in
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seeking dismissal of Medicaid and child support enforcement
as well as foster care cases. In Kin V. le, No. 92
C 1564 (N.D.Ill.), plaintiffs challenged-viola-tons in the
state's child support enforcement program. In its brief in
support of its motion to dismiss, Illinois stated:

"...Suter...guides this court .... The [Suter . Artist M.
Court reasoned that the Act and its implementing regulations
'do not provide notice to the States that failure to do
any thi-g other than submit a plan with the requisit-e
features, to be approved by the Secretary, is a further
condition on the receipt of funds from the Federal
Government.' Id. at 1369. Consequently, the Court concluded
that the language of the Act only imposed a generalized duty
on the State, to be enforced not by private individuals but
by the Secretary of HHS. Id. at 1370." (Emphasis added.)

In a second case, challenging a violation of the Medicaid
statute, Illinois is arguing that, "Suter also diminished the
force of Plaintiffs' argument that enforceable rights could be
inferred from the fact that compliance with the elements which
must be contained in the State plan was a condition of the
State's receipt of federal funds. Suter v. Artist M., _U.S._,
112 S.Ct. 1360, 1367-1368 (1992)." Misovskl v. radley, No. 92
C 1982 (N.D.Ill.), Defendant's Reply to Plaintiffs' Memorandum
in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss.

The State of Ohi, in Ward v. Keller, Case No. C2-87-1448
(S.D.Ohio), relies on the language from Suter that we quoted
earlier to argue that the Suter decision applies to other Social
Security Act titles as well as IV-E: "[A] close reading of the
Court's decision indicates that its logic applies to all state
plan requirements under Title IV-E, and by implication to the
state plan requirements of Title IV-B as well.... [Suter] has
effectively replaced the previously-existing statutory framework
for determining whether a federal statute creates privately-
enforceable rights." (State's Reply Brief on its Motion to
Dismiss, pages 16, 24.)

The states' representations to the federal courts in these
and other cases belie their representations to members of
Congress that Suter is unclear or too narrow to worry about,
or that Congress should wait to act. As their statements to the
courts reflect, Suter is a radical departure from past Supreme
Court precedent and the states are moving quickly to exploit
that. Children and their families and people who are elderly or
disabled have every reason to fear that Suter will be applied to
all Social Security state plan programs and they will be left
unable to remedy any state violations of federal law, no matter
how egregious. The states' representations to the federal courts
reflect why it is so important that Congress act this year, in
H.R. 11, to restore the ability to sue.
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III. The House provision properly reaffirms and restores the

ability to sue to challenge violations of the state plan
requirements.

Section 7104 of the House version of H.R. 11 adds a new
section 1123 to the Social Security Act. It provides:

"Each individual shall have the right not to be denied any
service or benefit under this Act as a result of the failure
of any State to which Federal funds are paid under a title
of this Act that includes plan requirements to have a plan
that meets such requirements, or to administer such a plan
in accordance with such requirements."

As the legislative history indicates, this provision
accomplishes one and only one goal -- it restores the ability to
sue to enforce the state plan requirements. It puts applicants
and beneficiaries of these programs back in the position they
were in prior to the Suter decision (except it does not restore
the right to enforce the "reasonable efforts" provision). It
gives no greater rights.

There have been assertions made by state representatives
that the language is too broad. However, the nature of the
alleged breadth problem never has been explained. As the House
legislative history says several times in several wana, the
provision only makes enforceable that which was enforceable
before. It does not, for example, make newly enforceable those
provisions previously not enforceable because they were too unclear
to enforce. They will still be unenforceable. This provision makes
no change in the judicial rules of statutory construction. It
tells judges to act as they acted before March 25, 1992 when
Suter was decided.

There have also been assertions that applicants and
beneficiaries have adequate state court remedies to address the
state's violations of federal law. That is not true.

First, the Supreme Court's ruling that there is no 42 U.S.C.
section 1983 cause of action in these state plan cases is an
interpretation of the enforceability of substantive federal law
that state courts as well as federal courts will follow. Second,
while a few states might have created their own, separate causes
of action to enforce federal law (or, where they exist, state
laws that incorporate federal rules), they are very few, and the
state causes of action or rules of civil procedure come with all
sorts of procedural barriers that Section 1983 and the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure do not entail. Many states don't allow
class actions at all or in this type of case. In some there is
no meaningful pretrial discovery of facts. In others the state
generally need not comply with any court decision until all
appeals are exhausted. In general, state courts will be no more
able or willing than federal courts to enforce federal state plan
requirements in suits filed by applicants and beneficiaries if
Suter is allowed to stand.
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States have also said that applicants and beneficiaries have
adequate recourse because they can seek administrative review of
a negative action in a fair hearing in the state administrative
agency (in some states, they can then seek review of the hearing
decision in state court). ThiEs position reflects a misunderstanding
of both the way in which state agencies function and the purpose
of the section 1983 suits that have been filed in federal court.
When plaintiffs file a suit under section 1983 challenging a
state's violation of the federal statute, they are typically
challenging the state's failure, on a systemic basis, to comply
with federal law in a large number of cases. States do not change
their policies based upon claims raised by individuals at
administrative hearings. In some cases they don't even let
recipients raise legal or policy issues at such hearings.

The only practical and effective mechanism for challenging
systemic state violations of federal statutes for over two
decades has been a complaint filed under section 1983, typically
a class action, and typically in federal court. These cases are a
very efficient use of resources for the courts, the state and
plaintiffs' counsel. The House was correct in reaffirming and
restoring such suits, and the language it used to do so is wholly
appropriate.

Additional language is needed to cover the unemployment
compensation program.

In the unemployment compensation program, the statutory
language is slightly different. There, instead of setting out
state plan requirements, the fed, 1 statute uses an analogous
structure of laying out requiremens that the state must have its
state laws reflect. See Section 303(a) of the Social Security
Act, 42 U.S.C. section 503(a). The structural problem created by
Suter is the same: Suter can lead to the result that it is enough
to have facially comp-lant state laws (like state plans), but
that there is no right to sue for actual adherence to the federal
law. We are already aware of one case in which it appears that
the state of California will be pressing a Suter argument in a
challenge to delays in its unemployment compensation program.
And the Congressional Research Service memo we quoted earlier
also recognizes the threat to unemployment compensation, as does
the House legislative history.

We recommend that the conferees amend the House language to
clearly cover Title III, unemployment compensation. This can be
accomplished very simply by inserting specific references to
Title III in the House language:

"Each individual shall have the right not to be denied any
service or benefit under this Act as a result of the failure
of any State to which Federal funds are paid under a title
of this Act that includes plan requirements to have a plan
that meets such requirements (or, in Title IIIL requirements
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to have state laws which meet such requirements), or to
id--riliiter such a plan or n-Title III, such state laws)
in accordance with such requirements.

ConclUsion

Congress established AFDC, Medicaid, foster care,
unemployment insurance, and child support enforcement to assist
people in need--children and their families, the elderly, people
with disabilities, and people who are unemployed. It is these least
powerful Americans who are hurt most by this Supreme Court decision.
It is the people who have the least clout to make themselves
heard in the executive branch and legislatures -- state and
federal -- on whom Suter is closing the courthouse doors.

By deciding to participate in these programs and take
federal funds, the states have agreed to follow the requirements
of these programs. If they disagree with a rule, they can ask
you, the Congress, to change it. They can not -- and should not be
allowed to -- simply to violate the rules at will. But this is
what they effectively will be able to do if Suter's "state plan"
language prevails. That is what they are seeki-ng by their
oppcsition to this provision -- license to ignore the federal
statutory requirements of these programs.

In order to assure that these programs work for the people
they are intended to benefit, we urge you to accept the House
provision in conference, with the technical unemployment
compensation change we have suggested.

Thank you.
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beeo so weak, so mamc, and so adminisatively cumbersome that additional legal
ufeguuds are em tal TMe State plan mechanism is not a viable ac mtability
or enforcM mechanism for uing ividualrights. Itls w onable that
it would be the only mec.haimn avatiae to ax= that bask, minimally adequ* t
cre is provided to chiWLm.

Tlux of us sig nag this lder ooaw t this Pition from diffemt
backgrmds, pesectiv, and e n.I For some of us, our day-m-ay
work mak= us pu wn with stme ofials in tryin to improve sate and local
systems. Odrs amon us have spent yun conducting research on thes
sevies, with the aim o( Impoving them. We &Il shaze the comon beld that
many children In the canvent child welfre y will be wmprably hurt if
Cigress does not rtn to them the right to enfrc provisions of federal law
th. A*& the coons.

Con e h to enam dat oter gmos mch as th mentally ll,
the development= ay dlbled, stdets with hanicappig coditons, the eldery
in pubicly ftundmmum =rc, blv efreable rights. Them grou hae
strong r cdnzt u than the children we are coaceied about hem We an
aking you io am now to guarmtee thdt ft chIldn am not lMt without the
har mInImum protct,,s that they tav bad 10 dat.
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July 22, 1992

Dear Senator Bentsen:

The undersigned organizations represent people who are
older, disabled, women, and children, religious organizations,
social services organizations, service providers, and labor. We
believe that it is essential that applicants and beneficiaries of
programs such as Medicaid, Aid to Families with Dependent
Children, Unemployment Compensation, foster care, and child
support enforcement continue to have the ability to sue in
federal court to enforce state plan requirements if a state fails
to meet these requirements---a 25 year old right that is
currently threatened.

The Supreme Court's decision in Suter v. Artist M.
slammed shut the courthouse doors to ch-dre-n in foster care
injured by a state's failure to comply with state plan
requirements of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act. The
Supreme Court shut-these doors not just by relying on the merits
of the particular statute at issue (a part of the decision we do
not address) but also by suggesting in a sweeping way that
beneficiaries may never be able to sue to enforce federal
statutes in any "state plan" program. We fear that federal courts
will soon apply the decision broadly to all Social Security Act
state plan programs: the courthouse doors will be closed to all
children and their families, people who are disabled, and older
people who rely upon Medicaid, AFDC, and the other state plan
programs under the Social Security Act. The Congressional
Research Service, in its report to the Ways and Means Committee,
agrees with this analysis.

In section 7104 of H.R. 11, the House of Representatives
restores the ability of applicants and beneficiaries to sue to
enforce the state plan requirements in the Social Security Act to
the extent that it existed prior to Suter. This is a straight
restoration. The provision does not make any federal law
litigable now if it was not litigable before Suter.

This bill passed the House on July 2, 1992. We urge you to
include a similar provision in the Finance Committee's enterprise
zone/urban aid package.

We understand that there are those who seek to delay action
by stating there is no need to move at this time. However,
witht-at action now, pending cases across the country are in
jeopardy. Indeed, states are now filing motions to dismiss saying
Suter prevents beneficiary enforcement of the state plan
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requirements of federal law. And, it will be difficult, perhaps
impossible, to. secure critically needed injunctive relief in the
future when state fail to implement the requirements as Congress
wrote them.

We urge you to protect poor people, those who are young,
disproportionately women, disabled or old, and often most
vulnerable, by including a similar provision in the Finance
Committee's package. Help them to secure the benefits Coigress
intends them to have.

Sincerely,

AIDS Action Council
Alliance for Justice
American Academy of Pediatrics
American Association of Retired Persons
American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
American Association on Mental Retardation
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
American Foundation for the Blind
American Psychological Association
American Public Health AssociatAon
American Speech-Language-Heari.'g Association
American Society on Aging
Americans for Democratic Actio., Inc.
Catholic Charities USA
Center for Law and Social Policy
Center for the Study of Youth Policy, School of Social Work,

University of Michigan
Center Zor Women Policy Studies
Children's Defense Fund
Church Women United
Citizens for Better Care (Michigan)
Families U.S.A.
Fund for the Feminist Majority
Goodwill Industries of America, Inc.
Gray Panthers
Jesuit Social Ministries, National Office
Lutheran Office for Governmental Affairs
Mental Health Law Project
National Alliance for the Mentally Ill
National Association of Counsel for Children
National Association of Private Residential Resources
Nal.ional Association of Protection and Advocacy Systems
National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities
National Black Child Development Institute
National Center for Law and Deafness
National Citizens Coalition for Nursing Home Reform
National Council of Community Hospitals
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National Council of Community Mental Health Centers
National Council of Jewish Women
National Council, of Senior Citizens
National Mental Health Association
National Parent Network on Disabilities
National Women's Health Network
National Women's Law Center
NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund
Older Women's League
The Arc (formerly Association for Retarded Citizens of the U.S.)
United Auto Workers
United States Catholic Conference
Women's Legal Defense Fund
Youth Law Center
YWCA of the USA
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W 10 E_ 01 C1-

RESPONSE TO STATES' ASSERTIONS ABOUT THE SUTER AMENDMENT
July 17, 1992

The purpose of this memo is to respond to the points asserted
as the basis for opposition to the provision (section 7104 of
H.R. 11) that restores to beneficiaries of federal-state Social
Security Act programs the access to the courts they had for at
least two decades until a recent Supreme Court ruling. The points
to which we are responding appear in an unsigned and unattributed
memo, being circulated by certain state representatives, with the
title, "The Case Against the Suter Amendment."

The report which the Congressional Research Service (CRS)
prepared for the Ways and Means Committee and the Ways and Means
Committee legislative history are helpful in understanding the
scope of the Supreme Court's decision and the legislative
response. These documents are attached.

Introduction

Since at least 1969, applicants and beneficiaries of state
plan programs under the Social Security Act have been able to sue
to enforce the state plan provisions of the Act. For more than
two decades, the federal courts have stepped in when a widespread
pattern or practice of ignoring or violating the federal statute
was occurring at the state level.

In the past, the Supreme Court has held that such cases were
properly in the federal courts. It recognized that program
beneficiaries did not have the power to trigger or participate in
any administrative compliance action by a federal agency against
recalcitrant states, and that the beneficiaries needed their own
means of enforcing the provisions of the programs. Rosado v.
Wyman, 397 U.S. 397 (1969). In 1980, the Court held eixlicfEly
what it had assumed and suggested in earlier cases: beneficiaries
of federal-state programs could seek to enjoin state violations
of federal statutes by suing under 42 U.S.C. section 1983. Maine
v. Thiboutot, 448 U.S. 1 (1980).

In Suter v. Artist ., the Supreme Court developed a radical
and unprecedented approach to these challenges: applicants and
beneficiaries can only sue to assure that the state has a paper
plan approved by the Secretary. They can not sue to remedy any
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Violations of the plan or the federal statute, in policy or
practice, no matter how egregious the violations.

On July 2, 1992, the House of Representatives passed a
4 provision which restores the ability to sue to enforce the state

plan requirements of the Social Security Act state plan titles.
As is clear from the language and the legislative history, the
provision does nothing more than restore the law to its position
prior to the Suter decision.

The concerns raised by certain states about this provision
fall into two categories:

(1) Those which essentially say. "We like the fact that the
Supreme Court deprived people of their ability to
enforce state plan requirements and want to keep it this
way."

(2) Those which assert that the current provision is drafted
incorrectly, that it may be too broad.

CATEGORY 1: Points which essentially reflect an attitude that the

Supreme Court ruling depriving people of their-ab_____ to enforce
federal law should be left undisturbed.

This approach is fundamentally flawed: poor people, whether
young, old, or disabled, need to be able have access to
the federal courts to seek relief when a state fails to
meet the requirements of the federal law.

A. Claim that restoration of pre-Suter law will encourage
proliferation of litigation.

This is simply wrong. This provision only restores the
right to sue to the extent that it existed prior to
Suter. for at least 25 years. The number of suits filed
T -he future will be no greater than in the past. As in

the past, there will be no proliferation of litigation.
Fever than 100 suits per year were filed prior to Suter
under these programs.

In 1990, the Federal Courts Study Committee completed a
major study of the federal courts. This study was
commissioned by the Congress in the "Federal Courts Study Act,"
Pub. L. No. 100-702, 102 Stat. 4642. Members of the Committee
included Senators Grassley and Heflin. One focus of the study was
recommendations for reducing the caseloads of the federal courts.
Civil actions against states under section 1983 were not
mentioned as a concern. [See: Report of the Federal Courts Study
Committee, April 2, 1990]

63-580 0 - 93 - 4



B. Claim that lawsuits hurt, rather than help, children.

Congress establishes the state plan requirements of these
programs. By enacting these provisions, Congress
has indicated what the states must do in order to
participate in the programs and receive federal funds. By
alleging that enforcement of clear federal requixaments
hurts children, the states are attacking federal laws.

A state opts to participate in these programs. By so
opting, it agrees to follow the requirements of federal law in
order t;, receive the federal funds. In suits filed to enforce
state plan requirements, the role of the courts is to assure that
the state is meeting the requirements which the Congress has
enacted--to assure that the people who Congress intended to
benefit from the program are actually receiving the benefits to
which they are entitled based upon the rules which the Congress
prescribed. Children--and the elderly and other adults--are only
helped by these lawsuits.

C. Claim that any action of a caseworker will be subject
to litigation.

These suits challenge broadly applied state policies or
practices which violate the federal law, not the action of
one caseworker in one case.

Prior to Suter these lawsuits did not occur. They will not
occur after restoration of pre-Suter law. Suits in federal court
are not about individual factual determinations such as the
contents of one child's case plan. Such a question or dispute
basically would be handled through the state's fair hearing
appeals process. Rather, the cases in federal court challenge a
policy or practice of the state.

D. Claims that the provision is "unnecessary" because the Supreme
Court's decision is narrow, applying only to provisions which are
vague or only to the Title IV-F program.

Both claims are incorrect. In its decision, the Supreme
Court clearly stated that plaintiff children were only entitled
to have the state have a written plan, not to enforcement of that
plan, and it did not distinguish in this part of the holding
between vague and clear provisions:

"...(T]he Act does place a requirement on the States, but
that requirement only goes as far as to ensure that the
State have a plan approved by the Secretary which contains
the 16 listed features.
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"10. Respondents also based their claim for relief on 42
U.S.C. section 671(a)(9) which states that the state plan
shall: 'provide ( that (when the state suspects) neglect,
abuse, or exploitation of such child (in foster home or
institution], it shall bring such condition to the attention
of the appropriate court or law enforcement agency .... '

"As this subsection is merely another feature which the
state plan must include to be approved by the Secretary, it
does not afford a cause of action...."

As to the claim that Suter only implicates the IV-E program,
the Congressional Research Service (CRS) has concluded that
the Supreme Court's decision has far broader implications.

In its report on the Suter decision, CRS states:

"The Suter v. Artist H. decision appears to result in the
elimin-aion of the ab -lity of beneficiaries of Social
Security Act programs, primarily children and families,
which have state plan requirements to sue to enforce the
Act's programs. The implications are far reaching. The
decision in Arti-st M. appears to affect not only the
enforceability of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare
Act but also conceivably all other federal programs that
have state plan requirements (including Aid to Families with
Dependent Children, Medicaid, Unemployment Compensation, and
Child Support)." (emphasis added, page 5)

The House report reaches the same conclusion. (page 365)

The fact that the states are already filing motions to
dismiss relying on Suter in cases under other titles of the
Social security Act suggests that they do not even believe
what they are telling the Congress.

This is a good case of actions speaking louder than words.
States are already filing motions to dismiss cases filed to
enforce provisions of other Social Security Act state plan
programs. And, courts have already begun dismissing cases on the
basis of Suter. For example, the state of Illinois has already
filed a mot-on to dismiss a challenge under the child support
enforcement program, citing Suter. See King v. Bradley, No. 92 C
1564 (N.D. Ill.).

E. Claim that children (and, presumably, people who are older or
disabled) have other ways to sue or seek review of their claims.

In virtually all states, there is no other way to secure
the relief sought in federal court actions to enforce
provisions of state plan titles.



The states claim that Lhere are "ample avenues for redress in
instances when services and benefits are not forthcoming." They
suggest that other medicss exist, including "federal
administrative and state court remedies, as well as
constitutional rights under Section 1983."

Of course, if these routes were truly comparable to the
relief and process available in federal court, states would not
be opposing the restoration of the right to sue as it existed
pre-Suter. In fact, for many reasons, the alternatives mentioned
fall far short:

I. It is true that one can still sue for a violation of a
constitutional right under section 1983. But that is
irrelevant when it comes to enforcing the state plan
requirements of the Social Security Act. These are specific
statutorU rights that need to be enforced. It is rare that
there Is a closely overlapping constitutional claim that
can be enforced.

2. Federal administrative procedures are not intended to be
the way in which applicants and beneficiaries secure the
benefits to which they are entitled. There is no way for an
individual to trigger such a proceeding, as the Supreme
Court prior to Suter pointed out in explaining why
beneficiaries could bring suits in federal courts. E.g.,
Rosado v. Wyman, 397 U.S. 397 (1970). As CRS notes: "The
importance of the ,xistence of a private remedy for program
beneficiaries to enforce the federal statute is heightened
by the fact that presently there is no process by which
beneficiaries can trigger an investigation by DHHS for a
state's failure to implement state plan requirements"
(pages 5-6).

Even if such a trigger existed, the ability to seek
enforcement of federal requirements in federal court would
remain critical. First, political judgments often interfere
with decisions about whether to impose sanctions (or even
investigations) upon states. Second, the federal agency is
not in the position to require that the states apply the
provision to those specific individuals who first were hurt
by the failure to follow federal law and who filed the
challenge. The ability of federal courts to provide
declaratory and injunctive relief is a key remedy.

3. Most states do not allow the procedures (e.g., class
actions in these types of cases) that make federal court
enforcement of federal law effectual. Also, the Supreme
Court opinion knocks out claims based on the :ederal
statutes in either federal or state court. Few states have
substantive statutes broadly paralleling the federal
statutes.



F. Claim that the provision is too "sweeping."

The only purpose or this provision is to restore the ability
to sue in federal court to enforce state plan requirements
under the Social Security Act. Not only is it not sweeping,
it adds nothing new to what previously existed.

G. Claim that action is "premature."

States are already beginning to file motions to dismiss
actions under other state plan titles of the Social
Security Act. See, discussion above. For the states at
the same time to tell Congress that this provision is
premature is akin to the fox at the henhouse door telling
the farmer to come back in the morning.

H. Claim that provision would "cede to the courts
responsibilities that now rest with the Congress and the federal
and state agencies."

Nothing in this provision changes the relationships between
Congress and the federal and state agencies from how they
have always been. In fact, the failure to enact this
provision this year will result in changes in these
relationships, resulting in irreparable harm to applicants
and beneficiaries.

Congress should be just as concerned as applicants and
beneficiaries of these programs that, without the Suter
amendment, the relationships between Congress and the federal and
state agencies will suffer dramatically. The programs will move
farther and farther in practice from the federal statutory
requirements passed by the Congress because there will be no
broad remedial or enforcement mechanism. Official lawlessness
will increase. Over the years, when Congress has enacted
improvements or changes in these programs, it has expected that
the federal and state governments would properly implement the
programs. However, Congress has also known that, if the agencies
fail to meet its requirements, applicants and beneficiaries who
were hurt by the state's failure to properly follow federal law
would be able to challenge the state in court. This process has
provided an absolutely necessary check to-assure that the federal
requirements, as Congress intended them, are-a-ctually
implemented.

I. Claim that Congress is considering other legislation that
would address the same concerns.

The Suter amendment on when people can sue has nothing to
do wI thhe amendment of the substance of the "reasonable
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efforts" provision. we support other legislation's proposal
to create a panel to make recommendations on this important
issue. Suggesting that the laws overlap, however, is like
suggesting that a Supreme Court decision saying the Bill of
Rights provisions could not be enforced by citizens in
court could be fixed by a balanced budget amendment to the
Constitution. They are apples and oranges.

J. Claim that "equity" should prevent such suits because the federal
government has not provided adequate guidance to states.

The Supreme Court has held repeatedly that requirements
which are not sufficiently explicit can not be enforced.
Thus, the courts already provide the restraint and the
"equity" which the states seek. 'Equity," as applied under
these circumstances, requires that the courthouse door not
be slammed shut on applicants and beneficiaries of federal
state plan programs under the Social Security Act.

Category 2: Concerns about the alleged breadth of the provision.

The states have indicated their concerns that the provision
is "too broad." We do not believe that as drafted it is. As the
legislative history says:

"This provision is therefore intended to restore to an
aggrieved party the right to enforce, as it existed prior to
the Suter v. Artist M. decision, the Federal mandates of the
State plan titles of the Social Security Act in Federal
courts. This provision is not intended to expand upon
enforceable rights created under the State plan titles of
the Social Security Act..."

"The provision does not alter the rules of statutory
construction that the courts used prior to Suter v. Artist
M. The provision does not alter the finding--n Suter v.
Artist M., that the 'reasonable efforts' provision, wf-hout
further direction, is too vague to be enforceable in such an
action. It only alters that portion of Suter v. Artist M.
suggesting that failure of a state to comply w-Tth a state
plan provision is not litigable as a violation of federal
statutory rights." (pages 365-366)

However, as our only goal is to restore ther4qhts which existed
prior to the Supreme Court's decision in Suter, if there is
language which the states can propose which--wll address their
concerns, while assuring that program applicants and
beneficiaries_ in can to sue to enforce state plan requirements
in federal court, su-ch l-anguage should be considered.
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Pol-
icy, the American Public Welfare Association is very appreciative of the opportunity
to present our views today on the policy, program, and fiscal implications of the
Suter v. Artist M. decision of March 25, 1992. We especially thank Senator Bentsen
and you, Mr. Chairman, for agreeing to hold this hearing in a midst of this hurried
legislative session. We realize there is much to be done before Congress adjourns,
and it would have been much easier for Congress to dispense with a formal hearing
on this important issue.

APWA is a 62 year old nonprofit bipartisan organization representing all the state
human service departments as well as local public welfare agencies and individuals
concerned with social welfare policy and practice. Mr. Chairman, the state and local
human service administrators we represent not only administer a wide range of
health and human service programs, they are also strong advocates for protecting
the health and well-being of the children and families they serve. This includes en-
suring that there are avenues for redress in instances when services and benefits
to children and their families are not forthcoming.

The recognition of our role as advocates by some individuals and organizations
seems to have been lost during the discussion and debate thus far on the so-called
"Suter amendment" contained in the House version of H.R. 11. We point to APWA's
leadership and advocacy on the Family Support Act, the Child Care and Develop-
ment Block Grant, and child welfare and family preservation legislation now pend-
ing before Congress, as examples of APWA's commitment to poor children and fami-
lies. In fact, APWA's recommendations for welfare reform were the foundation for
the Family Support Act Mr. Chairman, and the recommendations of APWA's Na-
tional Commission on Child Welfare and Family Preservation serve as the corner-
stone of the child welfare provisions contained in H.R. 11 and H.R. 3603.

The policy, program, and fiscal implications of the Suter v. Artist M. are extremely
complicated and easily misunderstood. Because of the complexity of the case there
has been substantial disagreement and debate over what the Supreme Court de-
cided, what that decision means, and even what existed prior to the ruling. There
is also disagreement over the intent and impact of the amendment to Title XI of
the Social Security Act contained in H.R. 11 and passed by the House in July.
APWA, the National Governors' Association, and the states requested a hearing in
the hope that the testimony and discussion will help to begin to clarify many of
these issues. Wiping out a significant history of case law is an extreme action and
this is what would occur if the House provision is adopted. Thus, these consequences
need to be examined very carefully. APWA and the states stand ready to fully par-
ticipate in this examination.

While it is not the intent of this written testimony to provide a thorough legal
analysis of the Supreme Court's decision (our analysis is enclosed as an attachment
to this testimony, see "Suter v. Artist M. Decision") or the House provision, we
would like to summarize what we believe the Court decided and our concerns with
the House provision.

The Court found that neither the legislative history nor the language concerning
the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act, P.L. 96-272 created individual fed-
erally-enforceable rights through its requirement of "reasonable efforts" to prevent
removal from the home or to return a child to his or her home. The Court held that
the "reasonable efforts" provision is too vague to provide a private cause of action
and that the requirement may be "plausibly read to impose only a rather general-
ized duty on the State" that would be enforced by the Secretary. The Court also con-
cluded that the respondents had not demonstrated that an implied right of action

(83)
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under the "reasonable efforts" clause existed, and that Congress did not intend to
create a private cause of action to enforce the Civil Rights Act, Sec. 1983 42 U.S.C.

The Court. did find that "other sections of the (Child Welfare Act) provided mecha-
nisms to enforce the 'reasonable efforts' clause." Most important in the current con-
text, the decision did not eliminate any existing avenue for litigation on behalf of
children. The Court did not conclude that Section 1983 cannot be used in future liti-
gation. The high court's decision continues to permit enforcement of state plan re-
quirements under the Social Security Act on a case-by-case basis as was the situa-
tion prior to the decision.

It is important to underscore that Congress has recognized the lack of federal
guidance on implementation of the "reasonable efforts" requirement. Both the House
and Senate, via H.R. 3603 and H.R. 11 respectively, contain provisions establishing
advisory committees to develop a uniform definition of reasonable efforts. APWA
and the states fully support this approach and are committed to working closely
with the advisory committee and the Con ess to clarify the requirement.

The intent of the House-passed amendment according to its proponents was to
take the current legal and human service system to a pre-Suter landscape by: (1)
preserving private rights of action; and (2) reaffiming that the state plan titles
under the Social Security Act impose binding obligations on participating states to
comply with requirements of the act (Report of the Committee on Ways and Means
to accompany H.R. 11, June 30, 1992). But as indicated above, already existing pri-
vate rights of action were not affected by the decision, nor did it impinge upon the
enforceability of state plan requirements.

In our view what the amendment would do is create a new and express right to
sue in federal court for all services and benefits covered by a state plan in all titles
of the Social Security Act. It would thus radically expand state exposure to lawsuits
under provisions of the act that have never been enforceable previously and, more
importantly would completely undermine the structure of the Social Security Act.
The language is so broad that it could be interpreted as establishing an enforceable
entitlement to all of the services and benefits authorized under the applicable titles
of the Social Security Act even those provisions where it was not the intent of Con-
gress to provide an enforceable right.

For example, Mr. Chairman, as you may recall, there is a provision in the Family
Support Act requiring that as a condition of receipt of federal funds a state agency
administering the JOBS program must ensure "that all applicants and recipients of
AFDC are encouraged, assisted, and required to fulfill their responsibilities to sup-
port their children by preparing for, accepting, and retaining such employment as
they are capable of performing ." (Section 482 (C) (1)). Under the House amendment,
states could be subject to litigation if, in the view of a court, the state did not ade-
quately encourage, assist, or require applicants to fulfill their responsibilities. We

o not believe it was the intent of Congress, that a private cause of action be pro-
vided under this state plan requirement; rather, HHS through federal oversight
would assume responsibility for ensuring compliance.

The cost of litigation as a result of the amer dment could have a far reaching fiscal
impact in the states. In Kansas, the cost of dEfending against one lawsuit was near-
ly $600,000 in FY 1992. Alabama spent nearly $1 7 million over the past three years
in connection with or defending against a recent lawsuit. And, as stated in written
testimony provided by Howard Tollenfeld for this hearing, "The State of Florida esti-
mates that a $1 million drain in its general revenue or plantiffs' attorneys' fees,
monitoring fees and other costs of litigation, which is sure to follow the adoption
of the Suter Amendment, could pay for 2.5 family builder programs."

Mr. Chairman, the Suter amendment would cede to the courts responsibilities
that now rest with the Congress and the federal and state agencies. Leaving aside
the question of the already overburdened federal court system, states have enacted
laws and promulgated regulations to ensure compliance with P.L. 96-272 and other
titles under the Social Security Act (SSA). Any alleged failure to comply with these
requirements can be, and will continue to be, litigated in federal or state courts
through either individual or class actions. The federal government continues to have
ample authority to cause compliance with statutory and regulatory requirements.
Individuals who participate in SSA programs also have protections via administra-
tive hearings.

Mr. Chairman, if the goal of the Suter amendment is better servies and protec-
tion for children, better services and protection can be much more efficiently-and
directly-achieved by promoting sound policy and programs rather than through
litigation. The Senate is now considering child welfare reform legislation in H.R. 11
that would provide additional resources for family preservation services for families
at risk of losing their children. The latter legislative approach is clearly a step in
the right direction of improving services for children.
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In closing, Mr. Chairman, APWA and the state human service agencies we rep-resent strongly the Senate to opp adoption of the Houseencourage opp o ptosftheos language

should HR. 1 go to conference. If there is a desire to take positive action with re-
2 gad to the legal and human service delivery system in the wake of the Suter deci-

sion, we would be happy to continue to work with the Finance Committee.
Thank you again for holding this hearing today and for the opportunity to submit

written comments on this important issue.

Attachments.
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The Suter v. Artist M. Decision

Summary

In a 7 to 2 decisim, the U.S. Supreme Court (March 25,
I992) ruled the "reasonable elTona"equirement o the Tite IV-
E Foua Care Program did not ca individual federally
enforceable rights for children in state custody. The Court said
the dict* of Sec. 671(sX15) of P.L. 96-272 that stares make
"reasonable efforts" to keep children at home and to reustte
them with their families is merely one of 16 features that must
" included in state plans. The meant of complying with that

provision is "left up to the star." Noncompliance, however,
could be ddred through the enforcement mechanism in the
act. e.g.. reduction or elimination of federal funds by the
secrecy. The two man dism chged the Court with ignoring
22 years of preceded. The dissent said t Court has denied
plWiff c ildren hedir right to hold state and lc officials
accountable to a binding oblivion tender P.L. 96-272. This W-
Mewarsiclediscusse the basis for the Cour's decision hn Sir
v. Mist M.

Background

Advocates for children eetly were dealt a sec-back by
a U.S. Supreme Cou ruling that likely will limit the use of
litigation as a rins to compel reform of stae and local child
welfare sWms. On March 25,1992 the Supme Court in a 7
to2 rlingfoundth the Adopton Assistance ndChild Welfare
Act. P.L 96-272,did notcreate individual federallyenfoceablic
right through its requkiemteW"reasonable effort"ito prevent
removal fom the bom ar to rturn the child to his home. This

equiremen is one of 16-and hl ben the source of the most
d M-ht usbe included in state p-s for theoperation of
fostr car programs receiving federal funding.,

The jilalnffs in the original suit (riespondents in this
nation) were Artist M., other tamed plaintiffs, and the class they
reespeted, namely abused md neglected children in the
custody of the lUinois Department of Children and Family
Services(DICFS). InAnishfl. v.JoAsox,726F. Spp.690, they
sough declaratory and injunctive relief due to the alleged
systematic failure of DCFS to "meeAitsobbption so haves a
inelTec provide reaonablie efforts topreserveor reunite them
with their famdies." This alleged failure was said to leave the
-hildren at risk o( further abuse and indefinite terms of foster
re. In the suit. riled on Dec. 14, 1988, in the United States
,riCt Court for the Northern District of Illinois. the plaintiffs

allged that "defendant's faure to assign caseworkers to them
promptly violated their ights, and those of similarly situmed
children. under the Act."

Plaintiffs also filed a motion for a preiminary injunction.
eckinga nsigsnentofacaaexk with 24 bours my ,p.-

ray custodyorder. At dt dime, thecoundeferred actionon the
motion. In the interim DCFS was given time to implement a
reorganizatoc p intended o address de pm*ems cad by
the delayed assignment ofcasewodn. On March 2.1990 the
DistrictCom r ined datthe rerpaiatio wa not ahiev-
ing the results anticipate and, a a consequence. issued a
mandatory prehiminy injunction that required DCFS to:

(1) Assign caseworkm capable of poviding child WlfUare
servics toeachof theplaintis in theclassand eir families
within three working days ofa Juveile Courtorderasigning
cuody tw D S; and

(2) when necessary to resign casm to otrcaseworkers within
three working days.

The District Court stmed in its order that "w~ithous a
caseworker, defendants cannot pst into - the services. and
protections to which plainifs are entided under" the 1980
legislation.

The defendwas-the dicoroi linoi DCFS ad the
Guardtnaship Adminixtror--ied a appeal with dhe Court of
Appeals for t eevend CincuiLT U AppeallsCoual dfwed the
Dissict Court' order on Oct 29,1990. rualNg th he rason-
ableeffoau ee e dfedraleaforccl rigtsand tat he
claus created an implied private rig of actn ad a federal
right to services for children living at home under DCFS
agvsson. In revwimg ft Ditrii Court order, the Court of
Appeals said, "the duce day requirement fits the estimate given
by the DCPS ielf of bow quickly it would assig caworkers
under its promised reforms" and that this sandwd was a less
"stringent remedy" than the 24 hours originally requested by the
plaintiffs.

The defendants argued tha the court was relying only on
Illinois' own actions to assign meaning to the trm "reasonable
efforts." Faling the court's ailyu, DCFS said prior caes
concerning other federal funding starts di the courts to
"Conduct a cruci inquiry ino the contAxt, Statutory strUcuAe.
legislative history, and regulatory fmnework in order so ascer-
tn whether Congress has provided the necsary 'objective
benchmark' clearly defining the purported federal rights."

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Thu the Appeals Coa was said by the defensdanu to have
reached iumconclusion withoutle required inquiry -- relyingon
an individual swLs' law and policy rather than ieci ic dirction
fron Congress.

Suprom Court Appeal

On appeal to the Supreme Court, the following two
questions were press led by DCFS concerning t underlying
legal basis for the claims ofAti U., et a/.:

I. Whether the vague ad seaopho tensof ithe Sec.67 l(aXl5 )
of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980
(the "AAA'), 42 U.S.C. Sec. 67 (aX I$), which requires that
states have a plan to ensure that "in each case, reasonable
efforts will be made (A) prir to the placement of a child in
fosecare, topreventoreliminate the need firremiovalof the
child from his home, and (B) to make it possible for the child
to retum to his home," created individual federally enforce-
able rights in the complex area of child welfare; and

2. bether Sec.671(aX 15), codired inTile IV-Eof te Social
Security Act, 42 U.S.C. Secs. 670-79a, which does not
provide any federal funds for services to children living at
home, nonetheless create a federal right to such services

DCFS did not contest the general proposition that timely
sand continuous assignment of case workers plays an imporwant
role in the disposition of child welfare cases. Instead. it con-
tended thai there are many valid approaches loaddrea the needs
of children in roster care or those who are s-risk of being
removed from their home "rteasonable efforts" was said to
stand forone theory orapproch and t statutory and regulatory
background of the Act does not provide any "indication that
Congress intended not only toexpress a preference fo - such
theory but also to elevate it oa status ofa federal ,6 .. 'The
Supreme Court agreed with this view

Statutory Background

The litigation was based upon two statutes The Adopuo
Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 (PL. 96- 272) was the
source of the substantive nghLs claimed by plainuffs--the ngt
to reasonable efforts to preserve and reunite families. The
second statute, the Civil Rights Act, Sec. 1983 42 U S C (Sec
19t3). was thc mcans by which plaintiffs sought to saure

enforce en o P. L 96-272.
Congreas enacted P.L. 96-272 us 1980. amending the

Social Socurity Act by creating an adoption assistance program
and initiating reforms to th foster cme program. The federal
government comibtuies racally to ft cowt utund in the
operation or the foster care program for such items as mainte-
nancepaymots, irminiq, and individual me work. The amend-
ments of 1980 were a re-sqie to evidenso of poble in th
foster cue system and followed coagrsional hewings and

in foster care kiead o given services that milt have allowed
families to stay iogedwx in response eiach findings Sec. 671
oU Title IV-E of the Social Security Aki details the coiteni3s
required as nt plans to govern the opertim of foser care and
adoption asistance prrarsas prsof the Laws reform scheme.

Sec. 671(a)ki. - a stes-

(a) In order fora state lobe eligible frpeymen. under ths pan.
it shal have a plan approved by the Secretary which,-

(3) prvid tht the pLan shall be in effect in all political
subdivisions of the Sta, and, if odyinsssrd by thers, be

- upon them;
(15) effective OcL 1, 1983, provides that, in each case, reason-

abl efforts will b made (A j prior tothe plac entofa ct ld
in fostercare i- prventor ctim4u e she noed for re moval of
the child from his home., and (Bi to nake it possible for the
child to return to his home ....

In order to :okA DCFS'" recod s,,<d regard t, the
dictates of Sec. 671, plaintiffs relied upon 42 U S.C Sec 1983
which pr-- ides

L.esy person N,-, urker color oU any staitu,
otrunce, regular t ion. tutom, or usage, of any
State or Terimy or the District of Columbka,
subjecus,orcaseis lobe subjectedany citizen of t
United Staes or other person within the jurisdictions
threor to t dprivation ot any rights, privileges,
or immunities curedd by the Corissitutios and Law,,
shall be liable to she party itjuud inan action at law,
suit in equity, occther pwoper prom oeding for redress
For the puiposesofthis sLtt,")ms4y Arti Congass
applicable exclusisely to the District of Columbia
shall be considered to be a statute of the Districi of
Columbia

" "7{'
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[a 1960. bie Supreme Cowm inMaim . Tkibaomiat, Mel
68 Isliftded baicissis of rWbs ccmknmd by fedara

Ameas well as die comuiic.oi may loc to Sec. 1963 so
secure a remedy. 71M. isdividmila my seek so MIalaI coempli-
mic by son wis bo dkmaas of bes Social Sewisdy At. The
Court. however. also ha applied two geneal exceptions to this
11110 (1) "wheeq cmm MFreclosed SucbmfcmaOf
IMMO A do eOm w9f hUWf dc 0 wkingdbe mealsm did

cft easeI enforce"b rights, privileges or immuniies within
do me caingo setk 191" (Wright v. City ofrtRvnok
Redewopemm anid HNaug Asithory). Tese linkts on the
nusb of Sec. 1963 weste mimia to bke Cow's decisicnai Saws
Y. AristiAl. although ace. bmte uammemployed in prioraes

The Cour Sutor Decision

Wrilag ewiem~yCielim WilleRaqm
said bl ase ased "wliabrx privae individuals ave da right
so eaiorce bymist a prollaoa of be Adopdcm Asisw ad
CUM Welfae Act of I M... eisher issder she Auct itself or

t soihanateso udmr 42 U.SC. 1963." ie cooecbided. -We
hold bee bhe Act does not cremze a enforceable n~ht on behalf
cieFFwp-mdis"

Peiioners bad Nuved ad bie Court's opi Am reflects
agreement dias be principals of m earier cas-eumhwa
Swae School and4Ho~aihi v. Hakknam. (1I1)- ul be
controlling in Swier. 1a icenAWN as in te present can,. a
cocpeasvefederal-swopincrasud byCoejpeupamae
so ha axing ad spending power was bhe focal pcout of bhe

inuy.Te sms in qitm for Pmwa as th e 1975
eecpealy Disabled Assisc mad Bill of Rights Act

(DIM). The -bill of righis" section xased:
"Congress makes bhe following findings reqF ceung die

rights ofprsn with devekspneax disabilities:

(1) ... a right so aprcprime teent services sad habilhwajcm
for Much disalize

(2) The treatmnt. services, and bhaiaion . *o be
provided in the setting that is least restrictive of be person's
personal liberty."

Rcqxondenzs in Ptmhssvs had conp~aumol "ha the sae
(tutu to provide ucaufsnu in the Ifts restrictive enivirnent
undet the terns of bie DDA sied sought to or force Ubme law
IJIoSgSI Sec, 1983. The Supreme Cowrt rejected their claim,

concludiing doM be comneuf tk swams& vided a congres-
ioaalpoefeeac asmmid.efocacu w buginMfevkc-

meaL The Coast mid rcom esid a M 0 a imsPP a
coras-la , eb , ";m" as a coomeea, my mstke-
NOW 111111 I be bEPONed earn NOW iN OMel 11401
money musi be sma oy ad unabgus. Oly In this way
wo.1dasawbea" so mken blamed cliocesad volmstily
madbowiaglymorolisobe- a-um ecomsicm we nt
satsed in Pem Aws.QwoeigiinPaanqsialrak, beComit
in Sat.remed be eadiad for eiesg~ bes fder-a-e
reistionshpn uc udn

Th e gitimay of Coagre'e powu- ID egiame
ade M bepm pow bm toas whether be

Stms vokimarly sad bnowiwily secept bie lems:
of die 'cosact" fluwe cra, of commae. be no
kisowimg acocqree if.a Siama amwnof btde
condiio as unble to awxma wha is epected
of it. Accrdiagly, if Coape. bemide to impose a
omndiinc bedwgrantof iu'i mcaems. ust do

sounabiguouly.

It is worth noinag im tbeCoumn ofAppeals in its daciio
upidi bhe District Court ordxs f~mod a distaloa between
Penahast ad bhe cae before iL MrApa Ccurt seemed to
ugges ibM be dewm flaw isitbe DDA was bie gqbeewee

funding ad bhe right claimed which wasmci be cas with
remt so P.L. 96-272. IN, reasoale efforts provislc. is
lcsed in bhe *%&ic sAt fords in mmduiry begie bhe

features a stme plan must possess before fumidig will be
provided. ... When bhe righ asmed is tied explicitly oo bie
founding proviso. be Ssqxeme Court has foud bie requiste
Congressional mst.' bhe Appeals Com said Pedtilm P a-
gund.bDer.bMsidfeumiudomthciPmhwa
and has "reogemy" cmes-caely W&!de, v. Vuiasa Hoqpita
Association. (1990) mid Wright v. Rtooir Redrtwkpw~A &
Housing Ahorsy (1967)-P... 96-27 wold fall.

In bhe 1987 Wright decisiondbe Supreme Court consist-
ered 'egulmions prornugasedby te Departmentof Houing ad
Urtam Cinvelooaim (HUD) concrsi; t - s.alcalatio o cpb-
lie housing rents ad found Sec. 1993 actions appropriate to
enforce a requirement baa mts inck&&ea removable allowance.
for zhality costs. The Wright Court said die HUD regulations
siiiised bhe sewt for enforceabiity wader Sec. 1963. The Court
exF~ainad t se conditions would prevest plaintiffs fromt
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rdyyagosSec. Moo efrnscews: whesCaesvalWmie
a law da clearly forecloses enforcement of It ftroh Section
1963; or if doa samw i qvsin "did sot creme en gnrcIe-k I
rights, privieges, or imnmmis within the meaning of section
11."

The yews lamer in Wilder. the Court refirmed the limits
on Sectio 1963 Sued in Wright. The issue in Wier was a
reqaemmeat by the Dare Ameaem tdat health ae reim-
bmrsemmt rme for Medicsid previdrs be "reasonabb and
adegq ." a ligk of is ea ier decisions is Penishws and
Wri# . the S"pme Com cosucled dmo "he Wiv~a Amend-
meat imposes a bbndm o'jligaiosan oms a... enforceable
madwsecom IM8 by heaM cam providers. l Borem Amend-
men is cut is mandmoty raer m preceway I .ms..
provision of federal funds is expreuly conditioned on compli-

7U Sqpme Covit in Wider held d"n "simply because
a proviosa g~vsh 60 Mate Ves IMMAd in promulgating a
'ms le aid scqam' rase does not render db provision
immorcesibl for vaiginese. lammd, owe be sae exaesm
itdi=etiom ktselecM t tinesd ofCJ' ac l tingeNAe tirs iSll
capabl of dekmiiag whether die raft itsf is reasonable in
light of the method choi." The Cour of Appeals found this
reading peusmsive. MIS has tbe discretiom o select a
"mtahod it will ue to implement the requirement,"of P.L. 96-
272-caseworbrs-to praviie the services necessary to pre-
ven removal ham tb:home and fa reunification. In the opinion
ofthe Appeals Cc a cout may lat"evasaa the reasonable-
ness of die efforts to secure dose services by looking to the
caseworker assipsarent process

Petitioner.lwwever.irgued to the Supreme Court" the
lower court pend did not consa the necessary inquiry as
required by the Pe hivIrpsogeny. and also missppW Wilder.
"Tne Court below merely applied the remk in Wilder, desp
t material differeces i. conteax, smamory stnactue, kgsla-
tive history, and rsulat my fameork." bie petitioners said.
They conended Ihat contrary to the majority's suggestion,
Wikier does not stand for the proposition dot aty sate using
the m 'reasonable' or 'adequate' by definition creases en-
forceab rights"

The Supreme Cour acknowledge the rawepr"pminent"
positon held by the word -reasonable" n fe statutory provi-
sms as issue in Wilder and Wright Clearly, responding to the
arguments advaased by petitioners the Court indicated tha the
fact tht these prior cases confirmed the enforceability of a

,monablea rqM a Nth "Old of &C mAr."
RAther. sonieiag ore was sid io be involved mad de-
mided by thos e

Ti %Aoiou ... i bash Wri& and Wader look
PIaintlo IFaLIyUtSM11es oyproiSIGms .ldetaii, in
light of the toit legialivit e maKt Iio dew-
mine W he"h she .inlo a
enor.aight privikpa or m miwimi

the msigo( Sec. I96." Asd is Wadier, we
emaios die "fslecdmo 1963 speaks ma Wass of
'iw. privileges. or imm , vioaioos
of federal bw." (Emphais added.)

The DO

After pmitin l framework. the Cowasked
wheth Congress unambiguously cnoer(redj upon the child
bendeiciies of the Act a rW10 emce r de u kn k= dO
dt mgSu erake let~Ure veM chlfD being

removed from his bome, and owe removed reuify she chL
wit his ftamily.- To answe s quWead the Coon proceeded
to examine exactly what is required ofSt by die Act....
in Ht of ie emtie legislative eMaseMIT" m 0oriy's
examination revealed a smomory mmdm for a sa plan
coming "16 listed feawrm" one of whch is for 'reasonable
efforts " And, the Cour de tmined that the Sec. 671(aX3)
requirment tha e stme plan "be in effect" should be under-
stood as directing hat the Mae pln "appy 1 all poitica
subdivisions...- Ins am, the Court alwsoade dipod
of oneof the bs for reiefclaine ihe omgislads.t omney
Sec. 671(s)X9) da equare es tO MPOnt he lct. M&NoCr
explixuba of children by foam ca rovidm the powe
authorities. scisaim wasdianiasodby heDis ar Cortin die
ellerproceedgs lb Supreme Cowl look Ce oPPOrUM1Y o
poi out dot "his subsection is meey aot&hr feaUm which
the stme pln mus include to be approved by the Seariny. it
does am afford a cau of action to de rvqodenU any mor
tan does the 'resonabl effTos' clause of sec. 671 (Xl 5)."

The Court said the Medcaid me pln requiwmenmt for
"re&onale andadequle" reimbuie aent for services in Wilder
was dis ng ble from te Sier case. be language of the
Boren Amendmetm and its reulamiona "se forth us some deti
the fact o be considered in demiaing methods for calcu-
latinS raes." The court referred to etantples of factors that
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would affect raw that were identifed in a note in W .der, such
as the unku situation of a hospital servng diproporionaft
embers of low income patients. Congress did not provide such
assistance to understand or define "reasonable efforts" under
PJL. 96-27n and as a consequence, compliance witl this
subsection the Cosat rinds is "within broad Iimits, left up to the
sae." Moreover. regulations to cary out Sec. 671 "are not
specific" and do not suggest that receipt of federal money is
coningent upon anything other than ubnilting"a plan with the
rqise features " Here the Court makea mference to regula-
fions at 45 CFR 1356.21(dX4) requiring individual case plans
describing the = vee offered to prevent renoval of the chld
and lo to retr custody to the pents. Also found waiting ae
reguindo at45 CFR 1357.15(e) () and (2) that rqui tase
plans to qecify the universeofservicea available o children and
famili o preventi-Memovsl and to facility reumion, and the list
of 20 possible services that could be included in the sue plan.
ia contas. the Cow noes that congreskial inten to impose
precise requirements is clear ina nothe section of the law. Sec.
672(e) would deny federal financial participation if a judicial
determination of a child's bes interest is not made within 1S
days ofa voluntary foaa car placement. Making acomiparison
with other provisions of the Act, the Com said thic "Tha the
'reasonable efforts' clause is am similarly worded buttresses a
conclusion that Congress had a different intent with respect to
it."

Congressional intent to avoid the creation of a private
rigk of action was also gleaned from die methods articulated in
P.L. 96-272 to enforce its provisions. For eaniple, the Court
identified as enforcement provision: the authority ofthe secre-
tary so reduce or elam mue federal payments under he program
for noncompliance with the Sec. 671(a); and Le fact that
reimbursemen for program costs is contingent upon a judicial
determination that it would "be contrary" to the child's "wel-
fare" to r ain in the home and the state had made reasonable
c ff'os. The Cout acknowledgei the fact that such enorcement
mechamisms are not "comprehensive" and do not "manifest
Co gress' intent to foreclose remedies under Sec. 1983. The
exi tence of a comprehensive enforcement scheme within the
statute in question is one of the excepion sto the use of Sec. 1983
as cited in Wri&h and Wilder. The Sauer Court does not reach
this issue as would be expected because the question of congres-
sional intent to foreclose use of Sec, 1983 did not need to be
examined het since the law in question did not "create the
federally enfoc.eable nght asserted by respondents " Instead,

such provisions (e.g, aecretay's authority to section staes for
noncompliance) "show tha the absence ofa remedy to pivat
plaintiffs under Sec. 1983 does not make the reasatile efforts
claus a dead letter."

In its review of the entirer legilative esacc-ent" the
Cour found no support for the respondents' cLtairks in either the
legislative history or language. Concerning the history of P.L.
96-272, the decion noted that respondents arued that the
pentioneradid notprovideevidencethatComur dideotinad
beneficimaes of he act to enforce reaon F l efforts. In their
bri , respondeascimeddo the law's hisary"sowsnotonly
the paramount impornace of 6e Act's family pservation sd
family rieuifica6i reqirements... (but) auoCoiags' Went
that Sec. 671(aX!5) be judicially enforceable." The Court
dismissed this contention saying that"to the extent sucs history
may be relevant," its own review of the legislative backaround
lei to a contrary conclusio--"that Congress was coencered
that the required reasonable efforts be made by the States but
alo that the Act left a geat deal of diacircon to them."

Turning bifly to the legislative Language, the Court
found father confirmation for its conclusion that there is no
enforceable right under Sec. 671(aX15). In the absence of a
compiling meas4e to the comrary, te Cow held that the
"masonable effos" requirement may be "plausibly read to
impose only a rather gen ralizeid duty on the Sume" that would
be enforced by the secretary.

Finally, the Court concluded tha the respondents had not
demonstrated thatan implied right ofocton eisti under P.L. 96-
272. Since the major question was answered in the negtive--
that is. the "reasonable efforts" claus did not unambiguously
confer on beneficiaries rights subject to Sec. 1983--the Court
also hold that Congress did no( intend to create a private implied
cause of action to enforce that provision.

'rho Dl"11

Justice Harry A. Blackmn wrote the dissenting opsason
for himself and Jmice John Paul Steveas. Like the Appeals
Court, the disnt relied on Wikdrr and compared the outcome
in that case to the majority's holding in Ster. In his opion,
Blackmun asserted that the Suaerruling wasplainly inconsistent
with Wlder and that in reaching its conclusion the Court failed,
to apply well-established precedents. As a consequence of this
failure, he wrote that the right of child beneficiaries to seek o
enforce P.L. 96-272 was not recognized.
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Accordinl toedisetcteqtApne lyta rame-
work set forth and satisfied in Wilder was dist aedd without
explanation by the Sater majority. As noted erlier, two general
excep6oms to the uae of Sec. 1983 at coWized: dte law does
not cree enforceable rights under Sec. 1983 and/or the law
itself foreloses enforcc-nenL In Wilder a three part inquiry was
used todeterime w,/Aher the Bores. Amendment created rights,
privileges,or imru-initieg necessay toovercome the firstexcep-
too. Tht inquiry follows:

(I) whether the Act was intended to benefit the plaintiff; (if so,
then, an enforceable right is created, unless);

(2) the provision does not create a binding obligation on the
state; or unless

(3) the invest asserted by the plaintiff is so vague and amot-
phous that it would be incqsble of enforcement by the

Justice Blackmun found that the "reasonable efforts"
provision met the te articulated in Wilder for several reasons:

Firt, and mo obvious, the plaintiffchildren in this
case at clearly the int4A beneficaries of the
requiirent.4... Second, the "reasonable efforts"
clause imposes a binding obligation on the state
because it is"cast in mandatory rather than precatory
terms.".. . (and) Fsher, the statute requires the
plan to "pmvid[eJ that, in each case, reasonable
efforts will be mtnoa." Moreover, as in Wilder, the
statutory te t expressly conditions federal funding
on sute compliance with the plan reqrUmenL

The dissent took direct issue with DCFS's arguments
concerning te third part of the inquiry-tat the reasonable
efforts requirment was so vague and amorphous a to defy
judicial enforcement. It is upon this point that the dissent
suggests ther was a cle divergence ofopinion and understad-
ing between petitioners (and amicus) and the result dictated by
Wilder. Because the Sater majority did not expressly address
these issues, the dissent speaks solely to petitioners in this
portion of the opinion.

With regard to both Wilder and Wright, petitioners said
"market rates, in addL-on to the objective benchmarks set forth
an the statutes themselves s, provided guidance as to what rate was
"reasonable' ... By cr.nuast, there is not a market for 'reason-

able effo.s... . "It abould be noted that the Supreme Cown's
opinion did not specificaly note the absence of an 'objective
benceAutk' in P.L. 96-272, but did indica t lhi the satems and
regu ons goves the Bores Amedsie pvided specific
facimra on which to boe reiable reimbunaemm raa. Pt.. 96-
272 was said by the Court to lack similar and necesary detail
that would permit measurement (and hence enforcement) of
state efforts der Sec. 671(aX15).

The dissent complained that the petitioners focus on a
quanfiable benchmark failed to knowledge "the sesse in
which the 'benchmark' in Wildris 'objective.'" The language
of the Bores Amendment directs mention to the actions of a
"hypothtical" facility providing "reasoable access" to itssr. forhe eligihkpopulaion. Tmistedisnensssr, tse
defiition or measement o reasonableness is no more exact
with regard to Medicaid tha it is with regard to the foster care

p .Prthemore, Bincimun wote, de facthat the Wider
Cowr found the Boen reasoaableneaa provision "judially
enfcr,4nb" deaonsnrut dug "an right is not' vague
aryJ amorphous' simply because it cannot be easily 'calculated
or quantiied.'"

The dissent also disagreed with the peatiners' nodo that
"substantial diss-,reement" in the child welfare field about what
would ctnsbtax reasonable efforts renders the prorio unn-
forceable. Such a conclusion was aid to be county to WWrer
in which tie Court found that the method of calculatng rsin-
bursements and rates varies from state to stte. Inexctiwude in
measufnvt thus, would not doom die provision according to
the dissent. Wilder and Wrigt concerned The reasaablese of
rates paid to health care providers and uility allowances,
respectively. The dissn therefore rejected the notc that in
those two cases, the Court was "working at the oce limits of
what it judicially cognizable."

In its review of he majority opinion, the diw t mid the
Court adopted in this case the arguments it ad Aed in Wdder
that the rights claimed by nents at procedural ad that
after te secrecy approve* die required Medicai pn no moe
would be required. Juice Blackmun found no explanation for
this deviation frm the "andeS dree-part est for deerintag
the enforceability ofan at righL" This disem argues ",at
the Sater majority opinion is c,..Zi with the Wilder dissent
(wr uen by Chief Justice Rehnquist for himself and Justices
O'Connor. Scalia,and Kennedy) while conadicting the Court's
ruling in that case.

In consuming the Boren Amendment, the Wilder minority
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suggoed an alernatve pproah io te one employed by ihe
majority to answer the question o" enfare ity uader Sec.
1983. Tl qroach was baed on case law that prced the
1980 Maim v. Tkhibo ao decision eutbishinS Sec. 1983 (and

definedd in lawr cam) m a memu io ch g a]l violaioas
of rights conferred by federal ites.

Cori v. Ark (1975) arculated the standard under which ma
implied rightof actio would be maintained. The crucialr first
4 four steps in the Con analysis was Io demonstrate at the
"raiff is one of the chus for m qecal benefit de mSn
wa s muted. ti s, doe the ae cred a eral right in favor
odie pla ntiff." Maine was porrayed a serving ieolimine the
need to mfy the Iat three poags of Cori became the first
coadion in the former is whehr de MMe a qucitso
conferred a right produced by Sec. 1983. The WuJder disset
maintained tha "a significae area o overda remained" be-
tween te two a o(actiou. "ornebdio be had undereitter
sco 1983 or by implation unde, Cori v. Ask. the language
used by Cones mm confer identfable eforcea" ridghts"
Rehnquist wroe in the Wilder dissea.

Building upon another decision renderd before Maw.
the Wilder dsent also noted the t "Uadit l rule" em-
ploye ncogmSdie "yrgtorgait Wgeof a)
samm" is to"look o the stamies' Sttrwi ku 3t0 there it the te
fully reveals iu meaning." Applyirg this rule to the Borm
A dsaietnt, the Wdler dient did .t rod that the measure
coiferred idantsfiabie substantive rights. Instead, the provisim
was described as merely one of thirteen elements required in
state plans.

The dissemt connda that die disr ams drawn by the
majority between its Saw opinion and the Wilder minority Art
not persuasive. Specifically. Blackmun disagreed withe basis
offered for disinaguihing the state e eand regulatory situationu in
Wilder from P.L. 96-272 ad the relev eo(otberenforenret
mnchaairs. The Lock of specificityad " e in P.L. 96-
272 when contrasted with the Doram Antien led the Cowt
to conclude ta reasonablee efforts" wer not identifiable and
enforceable rights. The dissnt, however, maintains that the
issue of qeciricity was raied in Wider to "reinforce our
conclusa that the provider's interest was no so 'vague Ind
amorphous'as to b beyond di competence oldticial enforce-
ment." Moreover, the minority posts Out. the last step in the
three pan inquiry used ia Wilde, asks whether the interms,
claimed suffers from vaguenesr. Aftef finding that there ,s, a
binding obigation (and not merely a preference for partcular

conduct) "1o o more than impy f a pqper plan" tha
obligation is assessed with regard to its enforceability by theJuiiary.

ThedisemaJso taes iswe wish me ss's lnsep:
of the sipillcoe of the P. 96-272 m/oienem mechanim.
The Court found thad the scheme for enforcement falis provide
evidence that Sam ar obliged to act beyond aibmiusthi a plan
ia ond to receive fuidsi. 7U isme of enforcemsnt would am
wise for the dsent nil die ed xepion to Sec. 1933 is
comia -whedur Cness preceded 01rcmn at the
assred right daroug Sec. 193 Ma the law itel, according to
the thee-pwt initial saquary discus d above.

The Court's discssio of enforement mechanisms fol-
owed it review andceahmintm tluCosem hiled opovide

reliabe and consistent guidance to permit mem t of
reasonable efforts. Ia noting ools ia 6e law to compel m
complirace (the seamy may rdce or cut off foths for
exAmple), the majority found that ee provisions, while not
comprehensive would alo amcie apre rition . favoof
aSec. 193acon ocompel statmtlo.k"r bleeffors."
In trying this.ftheminorwiycoen thttheComs"h diverted
the established premutpac thu a pivase remedy is available
under Sec. lM3 usilea 'Congess has affirmatvely withdrawn
the remedy."

Outlook

The Saer decision does not rule out litigation ass mean
to challenge state compliance with chld welfare laws or other
states contanog mte plan requrments. tdoes make iiga-
tion as an avemue of reform less invitin& . his dissem, Justice
BLackmumn sod the Court"lan convened 22 yem o(precedem
by suggesting that the exience of other 'enforcement mecha-
nisam' precludes section 1963 enforcement. At leart for this
cae, it has chged the rlea of the pe." The actm impact
of Swes ot child we~lfm and other cooperative federal-mae
prop s is ripe for qieaucaaos.

Mercia Lowery. director o( the Childm's Rights Project
of the Amaerica Civil Liberties Unioa, told the New York
Times,"With the Court refusing iogiveeffectio this law, we've
lost one pan of our system of .,.ecks and balance " Support for
that stasemett is to be found in Reluquist's eference to another
required state plan"feature"as notcra ing - enforceab right
"any mom than does the 'reasonable efforts'" clatse of Sec.
671(aX5).



In im broade sense, the ruling may be viewed as paving
dbe way for sWO go inore acdvites conesplated under state
Plas for progr as mch i food amps, chld auppor enforce-
seMt, o- AFDC. It should be nosed, however. that the majority
alo obmaved dtu "eb me .me be warped by as own
Mra" If the broad stroke reading prevails, sonic advocans
would argue, the end result would be issnc in the
mlmetwMICe, V or b u preinb y imadd. The 38

sueAs dm suabmided a bfief w msmucu cu s for D S were
ca d tu s tha e la Appea s Cos dedsiom stud aso
wouldconaribuse to incosistpractice. Intheirbrief the statessaidli

Because Congeas did no define "reasonable ef-
forts." and becawu the tea as too vague and
molpdtw to be ddmol exceptby stat courts with
uvenile juria tioa om a cme by cue basis, the
Seventh Cncuit looked to the practces tha uliois
bad volu ily impkeame to pwide reaonble
Worts to desamlee the Mevices to whkh children
in tha sM wasen itled Ti appsoach, if applied
in other ates, would lad to the imagruous result
that children different rtam would have different
fedai rights under (P.L. 96-272). S uc h an outcome
inevitably object swes. with more extensive wel-
fae pnograms 6o more extensive obligations under
federal law.

Formmy years litigatom tha held die promsseof sysom
reform hat been adoube-edged sword for adminismaors. Aa
reat meo, of $we imma service adaiailaks on the
mbict of class acom msits. one complained about :he need to
devolw a con e lue and mAbiuti amount of time each week to
handle isues assocated with a four-year-old consent dc.
The dine, effort, and money devoted to implanenting the
I ce, plts reissuing so cout to challenge Aspes of the
monitr'n vision we now viewed a couner-pxoCuctive. Al the
sme time, many adasinisuaors confum that a number of
reforms have bowe instituted because of the vey real threat of
litigation or a the actualend product. Elected officials are less
likdy to resist appropriations to fanad program improvement if
a court order is the source of the request.

The decision in Sawe, sigris the beginning ofa new phase
in this process in which federal oversight becomes more umpor-
tant as do both clarity and precision in drafting legislation to

enas the bealib and well-being of the ution's childen.

-Ellen NC Wells
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Child Welfare Litigation

Background

In recent yews child welfare caseloads and te number of
children placed in foster cr- have increased. So, too, have the
lawsuits inidate d against public agencies related to foster care
programs, In 1973 the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
began pursuing litigation against public agencies in major child
welfare cases. Since that time lawsuits have proliferated, in-
cluding those brought by Legal Services as weU as the ACLU
and other advocacy organizations.

APWA espons.

At the request of constiwent and affidtue organizations
and in response to state and local interest in spring in formation
and experience on the impact the litigation is having on children
and families as well as public ageties. APWA sponsard a
special seminar on child welfare litigation at the July meeting of
the National Council of State Huanm Service Administrates
Attendance that exceeded expectations signaled the high level
of interest in the issue on the pas of public human service
agencies

The July session idstilfied fundamental issues related to
how lawsuits and consent decrees affect state and local child
welfare systems. Speakers represented a wide range of perpc-
tives including defendants and plaintiffs. One direct result was
compilation of the chart published here including those states
currently involved in foster care class action suits.

Litigation

The chart on pages 12 through 17 identifies states that are
pasties to consent decrees, injunctions, and litigation, and
focuses in parucular on the subj n iaer of the suit. the plain-

tsifTs auorneys, and the outcomes of litigation to date. All of the
suits included hea involve foster can class actions. The law.
suits were iled because of alleged state violation of the 14th
Arnandment, the Civil Rights Act of 1971 (42 U.S.C. Section
1983), or te Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of
1980 (P.l. 96-242). The results to date in a majority of these
lawsuits have bea consent decrees specifying reforms the
agencies will undetiake."Consent decrees establish Chilken
Services Commissions, Citizen Review Boards. fair hearing
procedure and dane frames for administrative review. Regu-
Laons and policies mandating addion staff, reduced
caseload ratios, and information crcking systems have also
been negotiated.

Related lawsuits or lawsuits in abeyance also cite viola-
Lion of the 14th Amendment. the Civil Rights Act of 1971
(Section 1983), and P.L. 96-242, but also address the Social
Security Act, the Federal Education for Handicapped Children
Act of 1975, and the Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973,

Outlook

It has been a growing concern of sue and local human
service administrators that child welfare policy has been, by
default, developed by and through thecourts. Toassist states by
providing a forum for information-sharing. APWA is planning
a second in a series of special workshops on child welfare
litigation issues on Dec. 9,1991, in conjunction with the winter
meeting of the National Council of State Human Service
Administrators in Santa Fe, New Mexico. That meeting will
examine the current status of child welfare litigation across the
nation, p;'oide oppe-untiues for information exchange, and
will explore various strategies and courses of action for public
agencies. -- Cathlecn Tucker
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The Institutes for Health & Human Services, Inc.
24 Farnsworth Street * Boston, MA 02210
Office (617)345-0442 Fax (617)345-0557

September 14, 1992

Dear Colleague:

Last year, The Institutes for Health & Human Services (IHHS)
compiled the first "Directory of Child Welfare Class Action
Lawsuits" and distributed copies to child welfare agencies and
Attorneys General offices across the country. This revised
"Directory" updates the information that was contained in the
original version and corrects errors brought to our attention
during the past year.

Our interest in preparing the "Directory" stems from our role as
expert witnesses in three of the states that have been named as
defendants in this type of lawsuit (i.e., Louisiana, Alabama, and
Indiana). During the course of our work, we discovered just how
difficult it was to determine the status of a case and to learn the
underlying problems that were at issue. We also began to question
whether the toll that these lawsuits take on child welfare systems
might not outweigh the positive changes that they can attain.

In the past twelve (12) months, there have been some important
legal developments with regard to child welfare class action
lawsuits. Of utmost importance was the U.S. Supreme Court's
decision in the Artiste M. v Suter case which found that the
"reasonable efforts" requirement of P.L. 96-272 did D_Qt create a
private cause of action. Although this decision has obviously
affected a number of lawsuits in terms oZ how the issues are being
framed, it has not changed the overall picture nationally.

To date, twenty-four (24) states and the District of Columbia have
been defendants in child welfare class action lawsuits (Note: Cases
with major developments in the past few months include: Arkansas,
Florida, Illinois, Indiana, and Pennsylvania). With the prospect
of continuing budgetary pressure at the state and local level and
the concomitant need for increased services, it is likely that this
type of lawsuit will continue to be filed (Note: Several states
that are not listed in the "Directory" have indicated to us that
they expect lawsuits to be filed against them in the near future).

Hopefully, you will find the information that is contained in the
"Directory" to be useful and objective -- and please . 1 free to
contact us if you have any questions and/or suggestions regarding
how we can further improve this document.

Sincerely,

Joseph J. 0 ara Randall S. Block
President Project Director

511



A DIRECTORY OF CHILD WELFARE CLASS ACTION LJ
(as of 9/1/92)

mum or PLAINTIFF/
LAWSUIT REPRUEUIVE

~o i WTFE

DAM OF
DATE OF HZET7ZT- LEGAL CONTACT
COMPLAINT ME or AT AGENCY

JUDGfIEDT

Alabama RC
Department of 29rnask
Human Resources

Mental Health Law 11/88
Project (Washington,
D.C.), Ira Burnim

6/91 James Long
(205) 242-9330

Nix & Holteford
H.E. (Chip) Nix
(205) 262-2006

Paul Vincent, DLr.
Div. of Cbildren
& Family Services
(20S) 242-9S00

PRIMARY ALLEGATIC75: (1) The Department failed to make -reasonable of forts" as required by Title JV-B and ritle XV-5 Of the
Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children who are emotionally disturbed and/or developmentally disabled from
their homes and/or to rehabilitate families so that children can return home; and (2) that the Plaintiffs' constitutional
right to "due process" under the 14th amendment and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" urder the
lst, 9th, and 14th amendments have been violated.

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFF Non-proximity of childrens, out-of-home placements to their families; inappropriate use of
psychotropic medication, locked isolation, mechanical restraint, and physical restraint; inadequacy of initial assessmnts;
inadequacy of educational plans; non-availability of therapeutic foster homes to avoid residential treatment or psychiatric
hospitalization.

STATUS: Settlement proposal has been agreed upon requiring the Department to significantly expand its preventive and
reunification services. A consultant is being selected by the parties to assist in developing an implementation plan.

National Center 7/8/91
for Youth Law
(San Francisco)
William Grimm

4/92 Debby Nye
(501) 682-8934
Bruce Hurlbut
(501) 682-8934

N/A Judith Faust,
Director, Division
of Children and
Family Services
(501) 682-8772

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONS: (1) The Department failed to make "reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-E of the
Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families so that the
children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs, constitutional right to "due process" under the 14th amendment, and their

constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the 1st, 9th, and 14th amendments have been violated.

ISSUES EfWEASIZED iy PLAINTIFF Inadequacy of case plans; excessive replacement of children in out-of-home care; excessive
caseload size; inadequate foster home recruiting; inadequate training for foster parents and foster care staff.

STAVJ$: Settlement proposal was agreed to and submitted to the court for approval. Before approval was granted, the Supreme
court's decision in the Artiste M. v Suter was announced. The State filed a petition challenging the court's jurisdiction

and asking that the case be dismissed. The court rejected the state's petition and issued the settlement a reement. The

State is appealing the court's order. Simultaneously with the legal activity, the Governor called a special posee'in of the
legislature which passed the Arkansas Child Welfare Reform Act. The settlement agrement is contained in Act I of the
statute. The State's position is that the settlement agreement is enforcable in state court but not federal court.

STATE/
AGENCY

Arknes,.
Department of
Human Services

Aagela R.
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at at -
Connectict CLU
Martha Stone and
ACLU Children's
Rights Project,
Marcia Lowry

12/19/89 1/7/91 Susan Pearlman
(203) 566-3696

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONS: (1) The Department failed to make - ,

OUTSIDE LAW aBUNiny

FIRM or LEaL Cner AT

N/A Rose Alms Senetoce,

Department of5Children end Youth
Service*(2031 566-3536 •+*

e... eorU ae required by Title TV-B and Title TV-K oftha -41Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their fitlie so
that the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs- constitutional right to "due process" under the 14thamendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity' under the let, 9th, and 14th amendeentahave been violated.

ISSUES ZEMnASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The lack of quality regarding the of health and mental health services provide by theDepartment.

STATUS: A settlement proposal has been negotiated and accepted by the court. A court appointed panel must approve all
changes in policy prior to implementation by the Department. Planning and implementation efforts have begun.

n , Children's
Rights Project,
Marcia Lowry

1989 7/91 T. Britt Reynolds
(202) 727-1913
Charles Reischel
Donna Huraski(202) 727-6252

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONS: (1) The Department failed to make "reasonable efforts" ae required by Title IV-B and Title TV-K of
the Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families so
that the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs constitutional right to "due process" under the 14th
amendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the 13t, 9th, and 14th amended tohave been violated.

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFFS The lack of quality and timeliness of child protective investigations; establishment of
a Fatality Review Committee; expansion of placement prevention services including the establishment of an "intensivefamily preservation' program; changes to the placement process including new rules designed to limit the stay of
"boarder babies in hospitals; improved case review and came planning process; establishment of caseload standards; andincreased recruitment of foster and adoptive homes.
STATUS: A settlement proposal has been agreed upon. An independent court monitor has been selected who will be
responsible for preparing and ensuring the implementation of an Implementation Plan and reporting to the courtregarding the District's progress in complying with the settlement. Although the settlement reins ineffect, the
District has filed an appeal baled in part on the Supreme Court*s decision in the Artiste M. v Suter case. Oralarguments are scheduled for November, 1992.

Elizabeth Parker
Acting Administrator
Family ServicesAdministration
(202) 727-5947

Connecticut
Department of
Chlf Z rinYouth Services

Columbia
Department of
Human Services

et al v
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Florida H.1z Legal Services 1990 N/A Linda Harris Colodny, Fage a V. Sheffield Kenya
Department of 9hLen of Greater Miami (904) 488-2381 Talenfeld Deputy Secretar
Health and Chris Zawinza Charles Finkel Howard Talenfeld (904) 487-1111
Rehabilitation (904) 487-1573 (305) 891-0066 /

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONS The Department failed to provide mental health services to children in out-of-hbme care as minited
by Title IV-B, Title IV-E, and Title XIX of the Social Security Act and by the Rehabilitation Act and by the "dun
process, clause of the 14th amendment.

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFFs The illegality of waiting lists for therapeutic residential services.

STATUSz The class has not been certified and defendant's motions for summary judgement are pending. The parties bavs
agreed to a stay of the litigation pending implementation of the Governor's new children's services initiatives. '

Children Karen Gievers
chLg
Ch1ue

1990 N/A Linda Harris
(904) 488-2381
Charles Finkel
(904) 488-1573

Sheridan Weisen- V. Sheffield genyon
born Deputy Secretary
(305) 446-5100 (904) 487-1111

PRIMARY ALLEGATION: The Department failed to make reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-Z of the
Social Security Act to rehabilitate families so that children can return home.

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The illegality of maintaining children in out-of-home care more th&n 18 months.

STATUS: The class has not been certified and defendant's motions for summary judgement are pending. The parties have
agreed to a stay of the litigation pending implementation of the Governor's nw children's services initiatives.
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Florida
Department of
Health and
Rehabilitation
Services

Ilthe

Willians!R& aof

Legal Services
of Greater Miami

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONS This case is technically not a class action lawsuit because the issue was raised by the Guardiin AdLitem alsigned to represent the child at a "dependency" hearing brought in state court. However, the Departmstexpects that it will eventually be refilod as a class action lawsuit alleging the Department's failure to make"reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-E of the Social Security Act to prevent the removal ofchildren from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families so that the children can return home.
ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFFS Children placed in out-of-home care or at risk of being placed in out-of-home care havea legal right to housing and related services.

STATUSs The case was dismissed on procedural grounds.

Florida
Department of
Health and
Rehabilitation
Services

NelIn brown Legal Services 11/91
V Chiles of Greater Miami
Ital Bernard Perlmutter

N/A Linda Harris
(904) 488-2381
Charles Finkel
(904) 488-1573

PRIMARY ALLEGATION: The Department failed to make "reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-H and Title IV-Z of theSocial Security Act and the "due process- clause of the 14th amendment to prevent the removal of children from theirhomes and/or to rehabilitate their families so that the children can return home. (X212: Although this case istechnically not a class action lawsuit, it raises issues that could lead to a change in policy that would have asystem-wide impact on child welfare services.)

1SSU EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFFS Children placed in out-of-home care or at risk of being placed in out-of-home care :avea legal right to housing and related services.

STATUS: The department agreed to pay the housing costs in this case but has not agreed to provide this service to allcases in which lack of housing is a significant problem. The state has filed a motion for summary judgemeft. Ahearing is scheduled for October, 1992.

STaTs/
AGENCY

1991 N/A Linda Harris
(904) 488-2381
Charles Finkel
(904) 488-1573

N/A

John Perry
(904) 488-9440
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Georgia J n aDepartment of Ledbetter 984 1985 Linda Jones N/A
Human Resources (404) 894-6386

PRIMARY ALLSGATIOI: The Department failed to provide fair hearing rights an required by Title IV-8 of the SocialSecurity Act to those parents of children in foster care whoae services are being reduced or terminated.
ISSUES EMPEASIZED BY PLAINTIFF, The primary issue was whether parents whose children were removed in order to provide"protective services' had a right to a fair hearing to contest services that were being reduced or terminated.
STATUSi The court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs that parents "are entitled to procedural due process when theirsocial services and visitation rights to their children are terminated...' The Department has implemented the courtorder.

Illinois A Office of the Beverly KleinDepartment of V Johnson Public Guardian (312) 814-6SChildren and
Family Services

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONSs (1) The Department failed to make "reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-E of
the Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families sothat the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due process* under the 14thamendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the 1t, 9th, and 14th amendmentshave been violated.

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFF-2 The untimeliness of assigning Department staff to cases "with Juvenile Courtinvolvement."

STATUS2 The court issued an injunction requiring the Department to assign caseworkers within three working days ofcourt involvement. The Department appealed to the federal district court, arguing that the case should be dimissedbecause Title IV-B and Title IV-E do not permit individual causes of action. The federal district court ruled againstthe Department. This decision was appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court which overturned the lower court's ruling byruling by declaring that Title IV-B and Title IV-E did not create a private cause of action.

Illinois P Office of the Beverly KleinDepartment of v Johson Public Guardian (312) 814-4650Children and
Family Services

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONt Alleged violation of constitutional rights.
ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIF"Ps Failure to place siblings together in foster care and insufficient frequency ofvisitation between siblings when they are placed apart.
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&E.V Illinois
Civil Liberties
Union, Benjamin
Wolf

ZEAL CONTACT
AT AazEcy FIRM or L

-fl-v

1988 9/91 Beverly Klein
(312) 814-4650

PRIMARY A.LEGATIONuI (1) The Department failed to make -reasonable efforts as required bythe Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabthat the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due proamendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the lit,have been violated.

D 9 A L 
° •  

A 2

ITIVI WHOMC

Title IV-B and Title V-I of
litate their families so
es*" under the 14th
9th, and 14th amenmnts

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The caseloads of caseworkers are too large thereby resulting in children "languishing"in out-of-home care; and appropriate educational, medical, and mental health services are not being provided.

STATUS: Settlement proposal has been agreed upon and implementation efforts have begun.

Illinois
Department of
Children and
Family Services

sa~ls
iohns2n

Legal Assistance
Foundation

1986 Beverly Klein
(312) 814-4650

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFF Failure of the Department to ensure weekly parent/child visits.

STATUS: Consent decree remains in effects.

Illinois
Department of
Children and
Family Services

Burgos
Johnsonl

1977 Beverly Klein
(312) 814-4650

ISSUES MPASIZED BY PLAINTIFFs Failure of the Department to provide Spanish-speaking caseworkers and foster parents to
Spanish-speaking children placed in out-of-home care.

STATUSt Order remains in effect.

4

Illinois
Department of
Children and
Family Services
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Illinois
Department of
Children and
Family Services

Dan& W. x Office of the
Johnson Public Guardian

PRIMARY ALLEGATION: Alleged violations of the Title IV-B and Title IV-E of the Social Security Act (&t2: This actionwas brought in state court).

ISSJX EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFFs The failure of the Department to obtain timely 18-month disposltional hearings inJuvenile Court for all children who are placed in out-of-home care.

Illinois
Department of
Children and
Family services

Rlill v Legal Assistance
Foundation

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONi Alleged constitutional and statutory violations (opt_: This action was brought in state court).

ISSUES ZUW XSIZED BY PLAINTIFFs The failure of the Department to provide adequate services to pregnant and/or parenting
teenagers who are placed in out-of-home care.

Illinois
Department of
Children and
Family Services

Rid IEFl Office of the
Public Guardian
and Northwestern
Legal Clinic

IS1UZS ENPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFF2 The failure of the Department to inform relatives caring for children who are in theDepartment's custody that the relatives may become relative foster parents" rather than private guardians.

sTATZ/
AGENCY

Beverly Klein
(312) 814-4650

Beverly Klein
(312) 814-4650

Beverly Klein
(312) 814-4650
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COMPLAIT NEW or
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Illinois
Department of
Children and
Family Services

Horman V Legal Assistance
iohnson Foundation

PRIKAY ALLEGATION: Alleged violations of the Title rV-B and Title IV-E of the Social Security Act.

ISSUES ENPEASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The failure of the Department to provide housing and other services to reunify families
in poverty whose children are placed in out-of-home care.

Indiana
Department of
Public Welfare

Legal Services
Organization of
Indiana, Kenneth
Fulk

9/29/89 7/92 Gordon White
(317) 232-6307
Rachel McGeever
(317) 4641

Suzanne Turner, Dir.
Division of Family
& Children
(317) 232-4705

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONS: The Marion County (Indianapolis) Department of Public Welfare failed to make reasonable efforts'
as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-E of the Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes
and/or to rehabilitate their families so that the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs, constitutional
right to "due process, under the 14th amendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity"
under the let, 9th, and 14th amendments have been violated.

ISSUES EMPEASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The caseloads of caseworkers are too large to allow the provision of adequate care:
preventive services are not being provided resulting in the unnecessary removal of children from their families; and
the safety of children is not being assured when they are placed in foster homes (1!=: The State Department of Family
and Social Services Administration is a co-defendant in the case).

STATUS: A settlement proposal has been agreed upon requiring Marion County to limit child protective caseloads to 25
new cases per month and foster care caseloads to an average of 35 cases. The proposal is being circulated for public

comment prior to consideration by the court.

sTATZ/
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Beverly Klein
(312) 815-4650
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Kansas Shel As
Department of iL &1
social and Haden
Rehabilitative
Services

ACLU, Children's
Rights Project,
Chris Hanson and
Chris Dunn

8AT31 OF
DA2 OP 33l Z- LUOAI, Caom
COSWL&IT MW or A? AOXNI

2/20/90

OmmSIDS LAW
FIRM or L/GAL

Michael George Debra Purse Jones
Roberta Sue McKenna (913) 235-3961
(913) 296-3967

ALLWGATIOmSs The Department failed to make a "reasonable effort" as required by Title IV-8 and Title IV-Z of the Social
Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes or to rehabilitate families so that children can
return home and that the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due process" under the 14th amendment and constitutional
right to "liberty and family integrity" under the let, 9th, and 14th amendments have been violated.

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The plaintiffs are attacking the entirety of the child welfare system.

STATUS3 A trial date has been scheduled for April, 1993.

ACLU, Children's
Rights Project,
Chris Hanson

1981 1982
1986

Stanley Stratford
(502; 564-7900

John Karman
Division of
Family Services
(502) 564-6852

ALLEGATIONSt The Department failed to provide adoption services in a timely manner as required by state and federal law
(&11e: This case originated in state juvenile court and was never refiled in federal court as a class action case).

ISSUES EMPEASISZD BY PLAINTIFF% The length of time a child remained in the Department's care and custody after parental
rights had been terminated.

STATUS: A settlement was agreed upon in 1982 that established specific time frames for the Department to meet regarding
various steps in the adoption process. A contempt petition was filed in 1986 that led to a renegotiation of the
settlement. The Department was required to make quarterly reports to the court. After four consecutive quarters in
which the Delartment was in compliance with the settlement, the court terminated the consent decree in 1990.

STAT/
AGENCY CaA KT AT

Caroline H
Acting
Commission
Commission
Youth SeAv
(913) 296-

Onrea

46S3

Kentucky
Department
for Social
Services

Prewitt v

for Human
128l lOUX991I
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Kentucky
Department for
Social Services

7 Cainst
for nm-

ACLU, Children's 1979
Rights Project,
Chris Hanson

1990 Stanley Stratford N/A
(502) 564-7900

Peggy Wallace
Deputy Cmolisioner
(S02) 564-4650

PRIMARY ALLEGATION: The Department failed to provide fair hearing rights to foster parents as required by Title IV-B ofthe Social Security Act.

ISSUES O4PEASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The sole issue was the fair hearing rights of foster parents to contest the removal ofa foster child from their care.

STATUS: A settlement was never negotiated. The court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs and the Department amended itsfair hearing procedure to allow foster parents the right to contest the removal of a child from their care. Thispolicy remains in force.

Kentucky
Department for
Social Services

Central Kentucky
Legal Services,
Steven Sanders

1987 1989 Stanley Stratford N/A
(502) 564-7900

Peggy Wallace,
Deputy Comissioner
(502) 564-4650

PRIMARY ALLEGATIOUSs (1) The Department failed to make "reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-E ofthe Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families sothat the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due process" under the 14thamendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the lst, 9th, and 14th amendmentshave been violated.

ISSUES EWRASIZED BY PLAZNTIFF After numerous amendments to the original complaint, the plaintiffs focused on theDepartment's fair hearing rights available to foster parents (N9: This issue was already under litigation in theTinny . case described above).

STATUS: A settlement was never negotiated. The court ordered the Department to adopt new regulations concerning thefair hearing rights of foster parents anc it did so.
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Los Angeles
County Depart-
ment of Social
Services

imcthYJZJ. National Center 1988
v Chaffsa for Youth Law

(San Francisco)
Carol Shauffer

Baker, MacKenzie Bruce Ruben-
stein, Deputy
Director
(223) 351-5626

PRIMARY ALLEGATION: The Departmeat violated the rights of foster children under state child welfare statutes andregulations.

ISSUES EP]ASIZSED BY PLAINTIFFs The failure of the County to meet the home visitation requirements of state regulatLn(Nlt: The State of California is a co-defendant in the case).
STATUS: The court never certified the class. Discussions are continuing betwea the County and the State regarding theCounty's compliance with the visitation requirements. No settlement discussions are currently being held with theplaintiffs.

Louisiana
Department of
Social Services

et al

ACLU, Children's
Rights Project,
Chris Hanson
Steven Schackman

1985 N/A Mary Whidman
(504) 342-1125

Lemann, O'Hara
& Miles,
Buddy Lemann,
(504) 522-8104

PRIMARY ALLEGATIOES: (1) The Department failed to make "reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-E ofthe Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families sothat the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due process" under the 14thamendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity' under the 1st, 9th, and 14th amendmentshave been violated.

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFF The court accepted testimony regarding only the named plaintiffs thereby limiting thecase tc, services provided to children in out-of-home care.

STATUS: Trial was completed in March, 1991. In October, 1991 the Gourt ruled in favor of the state and dismissed thelawsuit "with prejudice."

44y"

Brenda Kelly,
Assistant
Secretary
(504) 342-4000
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Maryland L.. et al
Department of V Massinga
Human Resources

Legal Aid Bureau
Gail Haffner

DATE OF
DATE OF 5'TZZ-
COMPLAINT W? or

anavDwlree

12/84

LZGAL CXWTACT
AT AGENCT

DEFENDANT
OUTSIDE
FIRM or L

4/88 Katherine Schultz N/A
6/91 (301) 333-0019

.5

am ADMNISTRATIVE
COAL CONTACT AT
ACTIVE AGEmIC

Charlotte King,
Executive Director
Social Service
Administration
(301) 333-0102

PRIMARY ALLEOATIONS: (1) The Department failed to make "reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-E of

the Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families so

that the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs, constitutional right to "due process" under the 14th

amendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the let, 9th, and 14th amendments

have been violated.

ISSUES EMPEASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The main issue related to the manner in which the Department investigated in-caze

abuse/neglect reports, the actions which the Department took when the reports were indicated, and who was informed of

the results of the investigation. A secondary issue was the adequacy of medical care provided to children in out-of-
home care.

STATUS: A trial was held in 1987. The court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs and ordered the Department to adopt

specific caseload standards for all social work functions and to alter many policies and procedures of the Department

including: social worker training requirements; visitation requirements; rescreening of all foster homes where there

had been allegations of abuse or neglect; and providing reports of abuse and neglect in foster homes to the children'

attorneys. An amendment to the original settlement covering children placed with relatives was developed based on a

separate study of this population and is awaiting court approval.

Massachusetts
Department of
Social Services

1acFsrland
(formerly
Lynch)

E Dukakis

Greater Boston
Legal Services,
Daniel Manning

2/80 9/82 Alexander Gray
10/82 (617) 727-0900
12/88 Ruth Bourquin
10/89 (617) 727-2200

Gerald Robinson
commissioner
(617) 727-0900

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONSt The most recent amended Complaint alleged that the Department failed to make "reasonable efforts"

as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-E of the Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes

and/or to rehabilitate their families so that the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs' constitutional

right to -due process" under the 14th amendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family 
integrity"

under the let, 9th, and 14th amendments have been violated.

ISSUES EMPHASIIED by PLAINTIFF: The Department's failure to provide housing services; to place siblings together and

close proximity to their home; to place children in appropriate and safe foster homes; to late adequate placements

for adolescents, thereby resulting in multiple replacements; to free children for adoption in a timely 
manner when

indicated; to provide adequate prevention and reunification services; and to maintain 
reasonable caseload levels.

STATUS: A preliminary settlement concerning caseloads remains in effect. The merits of the case remain to be

litigated.

in
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Michigan
Department of
Social services

QRobert Sadler

imChi ae

Ystem and
QIzLMa
manuo

10/85 4/86 Stephen Gerrard N/A
(517) 373-7700

Richard Noecktra
(517) 373-4021

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONs The Department violated the constitutional rights of foster parents by removing foster children in
their care solely because they were of a different race than the foster children.

ISSUES EMPNASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: Criteria and circumstances under which children in out-of-home care can be replaced.

STATUS: A settlement was agreed upon requiring the Department to specify the factors that would determine thereplacement of foster children. it required the Department to report to the court for three years regardingimplementation of the policy. The consent decr~ee has expired.

Missouri
Department of Zumwalt
Social' Services

Legal Aid of
Western Miss-uri,
Chris Hanson
Robin Dahlberg

1977 1985 William Rapps
(314) 751-3229
Robert Presson
(3:4) 751-3321

bo
CaP

Fred Simmen
Division of Family
Services
(314) 751-4329

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONS The Jackson County (K-nsas City) Department of Social Services failed to provide thdchildren placed in out-of-home care aj required by federal law (ffQof: this lawsuit applied only to Jack
services to

son County).

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFF The caseloads of caseworkers are too large to permit sufficient child visits, therebyresulting in children "languishing" in out-of-home care; and appropriate medical not being provided.
STATUS Consent decree remains in force and implemented. A court appointed Monitoring Comittee makes periodic reportsto the court. The court held a hearing in January, 1992 regarding a contempt motion thac was filed by plaintiffs. Themotion argued that the State had violated the settlement agreement in the areas of caseload size, the training offoster parents, preplacement and postplacemant visitation requirements, and the matching of foster children with fosterhomes. The State in response has filed a motion to modify the original settlement.
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New Hampshire zXLVgjj. Franklin Pierce 8/91 N/A Dan Mullen ,/A Paul Sanderson ;0
Department of m Law Center, Civil (603) 271-3658 (603) 271-4684
Health and Birdj21_J Practice Clinic 7
Human Services Bruce Friedman,

PRIMARY ALLSOATION88 (1) The DePartment failed to make *reasonable efforts to prevent the removal of children fromtheir home. and/or to rehabilitate their families so that the children can return home as required by the Adoption
Assistance and Child Welfare Act ; (2) the Department violated the Child Abuse and Ne*a!ct Treatment Act; (3) the
Department has violated the Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the xehabilitation Act; and (4) theDepartment violated the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due process" under the 14th amendment, and their
constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the let, 9th, and 14th amendments have been violated.

ISSUES Emp UU zDE BY PLAINTIFF: The plaintiffs are attacking the entirety of the child welfare system. Issues which
have been emphasized are the Department's practice of screening out certain reports of child abuse or neglect withoutinitiating a formal investigation and the failing to place children in close proximity to their home including the
excessive use of out-of-state placements.

STATUSE A motion for class certification is pending which the State has opposed. '-

New Mexico Joseph ACLU Children's 1980 1983 Rob Booms Wayne Bingham Angela Adams,
Human Services 9al Rights Project, 1988 (505) 827-6020 Steven Looney (505) 827-7444
Department 0 Marcia Lowery (505) 881-4545

PRIMARY ALLEGATION: The Department failed to provide the following services which are required by Title IV-B and Title
IV-E of the Social Security Act: achieve permanency for children in a timely manner; terminate parental rights in a
timely manner; and locate adoptive placements for children freed for adoption in a timely manner.

ISSUES IPUASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The plaintiff's focused on the timeliness of the permanency planning and adoption
process anC the length of time children remained in out-of-home placements.

STATUS: Tht first consent decree was issued in 1983. A trial was held in 1988 in which a Special Master found the
State in substantial compliance with the consent decree. The judge ordered that further evidence be presented to the
Special Master and a subsequent trial was held in March, 1991. Settlement negotiations have not led to an agreement.The court process has been reinstituted and both parties are awaiting the judgement of the Special Master regarding the
March, 1991 trial.
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New York City Wilder v ACLU ChLldren's 1978 1987 Carol Marcus N/A Beth Meador,Department of Bornsteln Rights Project, (212) 274-6174 Wilder CoordinatorSocial Services t1 MarcLa Lowery 
(212) 266-2626

PRIXMARY ALLEGATIONt The New York City Department of Social Services violated the constitutional rights of black,protestant foster children by placing foster children according to their religion (jf.t.: This case was preceded byWilder Y Suoarman which argued that the Department's placement practices violated the separation of church and state.The plaintiffs lost the original case but the court suggested that there might be a constitutional violation if theeffect of the Department's practices were discriminatory. The plaintiffs then refiled the case as Wilder V Bernstein).

ISSUES EMPWASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The plaintiffs argued that New York City's policy of placing children with privateagencies operated by the same religion as practiced by the child's family had the effect of discriminating againstblack, Protestant children because they were systematically prevented from being placed with Catholic or Jewishagencies. The plaintiffs argued that because Catholic and Jewish agencies were, on average, wealthier than Protestantagencies that the effect of the Department's placement practice was discriminatory. The plaintiffs also argued thatthe Catholic agencies' policy of withholding information and services regarding family planning and abortion fromchildren placed with them violated the children's constitutional rights (Note: The State Department of Social Services aand all Catholic and Jewish operated child care agencies are co-defendants in the case).
STATUS: Consent decree remains in effect. A court-appointed panel monitors agency compliance with the consent decree.Consultants have been hired to conduct feasibility studies and to assist with implementing changes to the City'splacement practice.

New York City Martin A ACLU Children's 1984 N/A Martin Baron N/A
Department of yoss Rights Unit (212) 274-6006
Social Services Lucy Billings

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONS: (1) The Department failed to make "reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-E Ofthe Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabili 2te their families sothat the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due process" under the 14thamendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the lot, 9th, and 14th amendments
have been violated.

ISSUES m'EASIZZED BY PLAINTIFFs The plaintiffs are attacking the entirety of the child welfare system (N_1: The State
Department of Social Services is a co-defendant in the case).

STATUSt: A preliminary injunction was granted but was partially reversed at the Appellate Court and has been returned to
the trial judge for reconsideration.
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New York City CQREniR Legal Aid Society,
Department of X Pal*s Housing Litigation
Social Services Unit, Steven Banks

1986 K/A Martin Baron
(212) 274-6006

PRIMARY ALLEGATION5s (1) The Department failed to make "reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-S and Title IV-E of
the Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families 50

that the children can return home: and (2) the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due pL3cess" under the 14th
amendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the lot, 9th, and 14th amendments
have been violated.

ISSUES EPEASIZED BY PLAiNTIFFs The plaintiffs argued that children were being removed from their families solely
because of inadequate housing, and that the Department was required to provide housing services to prevent such
placements (Note: Although the State Commissioner of Social Services, Cesar A. Perales, is the first named defendant in
the case, the primary defendant is the New York City Department of Social Service).

STATUS: Negotiations and trial preparation are proceeding simultaneously.

New York City Euaene F.
Department of v Now York
Social Services City P58

Legal aid Society,
Juvenile Rights
Division,
Kay McNally

1986 N/A Martin Baron
(212) 274-6006

Ruth Barrantine
(212) 266-247S

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONS: (1) The Department failed to make "reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-5 of
the Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families so

that the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due process" under the 14th

amendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the lot, 9th, and 14th amendments
have been violated.

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The plaintiffs argued that children removed from their families and placed with

relatives (i.e., a "kinship" foster home) should receive the same services and payments that they would receive if they
were placed in a regular foster home. Plaintiffs also argued that the Department failed to provide appropriate
reunification services to all children who are placed in out-of-home care (Ho12: The State Department of Social
Services is a co-defendant in the case).

STATUSt Thw Department has agreed to treat children placed in kinship homes in the same manner as if they were placed

in regular foster homes, and has been in the process of implementing this policy since 1988. No consent decree-has
been entered into and discussions regarding other issues raised in the case are continuing.
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Legal Aid Society, 5/20/86 1990
Rose FLertetin

Fran Winter
(212) 274-6167

*'~ ~k:~

PRIMARY ALIZGAA IONS (1) The Department failed to make "reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title XV-K of

the Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families 50

that the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due process" under the 14th

amendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the let, 
9th, and 14th amendment

have been violated. Plaintiffs also alleged violations of Now York State statute and constitution.

ISSUES XPNAZSIZlD BY PLAINTIFF: The plaintiffs argued that children were being placed in out-of-home care for extremely

short stays (i.e., one or two nights) many times before the Department located a regular placement.

STATUS: A trial was held in 1987 resulting in a preliminary injunction to end the practice of "overnight placements'.

A contempt petition was filed in 1988. A settlement agreement was reached in 1990 which is currently being

implemented.

New York City
Department of
Social Services

Ana -
labol

Brooklyn Legal Aid 6/7/90
Society,
John C. Gray, Jr.

N/A Charles
Hollander
(212) 433-4533

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONSt The Department and various public and private 
hospitals in New York City violated the Plaintiffs'

constitutional right to "due process" under the 14th amendment and THEIR constitutional 
rightS to privacy under the

let. 9th, and 14th amendments by removing children from their parent's 
care solely on the basis of a toxicological test

it birth.

ISSUES EMPASIED BY PLAINTIFFt The plaintiffs argued that the Department removed children from their parent's 
custody

solely ecaura of toxicological tests that were released without the patient's permission (Nole: Several public and

private hospitals in New York City am well as the State Dwpartment 
of Social Services are co-defendants in the case).

STATUS: The Department has altered its policy so that positive toxicological tests are grounds for making a child-

abuse/ neglect report but that a child's removal can occur only after an investigation 
into the family's ability to

care for the child.
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FA Steven sornberger
'Doe Project
Manager
(212) 266-2S97

Terry WeL8,
Director
of Quality
Assurance
(212) 266-2658
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Now York Citj Jsg. v
Department of Eft York
Social services CLflhR

Legal Aid Society,
Rose Fierstein

PRIMARY LLEGATIONs: (1) The Department fai
the Social Security Act to prevent the remo
that the children can return home; and (2)
amendment, and their constitutional rights
have been violated. Plaintiffs also allege

SSU EMPASZED BY PLAINTIFF: The plaintiffs argued that siblings have a right to be placed together wheneverpossible and that they have a right to reunification services while in foster care (Vote: The State Department ofSocial Services is a co-defendant in the case).

STATUSt Plaintiffs are conducting discovery in preparation for trial.

North Carolina
Department of
Human Res urces
Administrator

Will* M. Sandra Johnson
et alv
R=n21-A1

1979 1980 David Parker
(919) 733-4618

K/A Marci White
Review Panel
(919) 733-0696

PRIMARY AILJWATION: The Department failed to provide educational services as required by the federal and stateconstitutions to children who have a history of mental, emotional, or neurological disorders or who are a danger to
themselves or others.

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The plaintiff's argued that the Department was required to provide various mental
health and social services in order for the class of children to be able to be educated.

STATUS: Consent decree remains in effect. Implementation is being monitored by a court-appointed review parel.
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1991. N/A Carol Marcus N/A
(212) 274-6174

led to make reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-D and Title XV-E Of
val of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families so
the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due process" under the 14th
to "liberty and family integrity" under the let, 9th, and 14th amendments
Pd violations of New York State statute and constitution.
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822 v Cincinnati
stanlez Legal Aid,

Frank Wassermann

1983 1986 Randy Louis
(614) 466-4605
Alan Schwep.
(614) 466-8600

David Schwertfager
(614) 466-1213
Jan Flory, Hamilton.
County DHR
(513) 632-6111

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONS: (1) The Department of Human Services of Hamilton County (Cincinnati) failed to make "reasonable
of forts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-E of the Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from
their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families so that the children can return home and (2) the Plaintiffs*
constitutional right to "due process" under the 14t, amendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family
integrity" under the lot, 9th, and 14th amendments have been violated.

ISSUES EMPHASIZED BY PLAINTIFFs The absence of rules on the part of the Ohio Department of Human Services to define
what counties must do to comply with federal requirements (e.g., the "reasonable efforts" language of PL 96-272); the
inadequate manner in which the state Department of Human Services monitors the adequacy of services provided by the
counties; and the absence of a state-wide needs assessment especially regarding preventive and reunification services.

STATUS: The consent decree remains in effect. A contempt motion filed in 2/90 is pending.

WArd v Southeastern Ohio 12/87
Keller Legal Services,

Gary Smith

NA Randy Louis
(614) 466-4605
Karen Lazorishak
(614) 466-8600

N/A David Schwertfager
Assistant to Deputy
Director, Child Care
and Family Services
(614) 466-1213

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONS: (1) The Department of Human Services of Jackson County (a rural county in southeastern Ohio)
failed to make reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-E of the Social Security Act to prevent the
removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families so that the children can return home; and
(2) the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due process" under the 14th amendment, and their constitutional rights to
"liberty and family integrity" under the lt, 9th, and 14th amendments have been violated.

ISSUES EMPEASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: fhe absence of a fair hearing process for parents and others to contest the termination
or inadequacy of services; the inadequate manner in which the state Department of Human Services monitors the adequacy
of services provided by the counties; and the inadequate manner in which the state supervises the provision of
children's services.

STATUS: The court has ruled that parents have no -fair hearing" rights with respect to the termination or reductCes'of
services. All other issues are under discussion.
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Ohio
Department of
Human Services
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kX2&jini ACLU, Children's
2%al Rights Project
fa~9 _~.L M Marcia Lowery

5/90 N/A Doris Leisch
(215) 560-2192
Lorray Brown
(215) 686-5257

Wolf Block Assoc.
Jerome Shestack
(215) 231-4000

Thomas Jenkins
Ann Schenberger
Office of Children
Youth & Families
(717) 787-6292

PRIMARY ALLEOATIONSt (1) The Department failed to make 'reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-Z ofthe Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families sothat the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs, constitutional right to 'due process" under the 14thamendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the 1st, 9th, and 14th amendmentshave been violated. Plaintiffs also alleged violations.

ISSUES EWPHASIZED BY PLAINTXFF The plaintiffs are attacking the entirety of the child welfare system but especiallythe absence of permanency plans and sibling visits (No=e: The State of Pensylvania is a co-defendant in this case).

STATUSt In January, 1992, the judge refused to certify the class. His reasoning was that the needs of each namedplaintiff were so individualized that a case-by-case review was necessary to determine whether services were inadequateor unconstitutional. The defendants have filed a motion for summary judgement based on the U.S. Supreme Court's 2urerdecision and on the absence of any violations of constitutional rights. Plaintiffs have opposed the motion and filed aseparate motion for the certification of seven sub-classes.

O'Del Community Legal
ROOTOX Services (Phila-

delphia),
Cindy Rosenthal
Alba Martinez

1979 1987 Doris Leisch
1989 (215) 560-2192

N/A Maxine Tucker,
Deputy
Commissioner
(215) 560-2900

PRIKARY ALEGATIO~s The Philadelphia Department of Public Welfare failed to provide placement prevention services andfamily reunification services as required by Title IV-B of the Social Security Act and by the State and Federalconstitutions.

ISSUES EMPHASISED BY PLAINTIFFt Reunification services to parents of children in out-of-home care and weekly socialworker/child visits.

STATUSs Immediately upon signing a consent decree in 1987, the plaintiffs filed a contempt motion which led to anamended consent decree in 1989. Plaintiff, were permitted to monitor the Department's compliance with the consentdecree until September, 1991. The consent decree has lapsed in part because the case ham been superseded by thaftluyMeal case (see above).

Philadelphia
Department of
Public Welfare

Pennsylvania
Department of
Public Welfare
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Rhode Island
Departm et for
Children and
Their families

Laureen
D * Ambra

1986 9/88 Kevin AuCoin
10/89 (401) 457-4719

Office of

Advocate
State of
Nmetslaud

Thomas Doban
ExecUtive DLrector
(401) 4S7-4702
Steven Iebezuam
Assistant Director
Division of
CoannLty

Resources
(401)457-450

PRIMARY ALL2GATIONSs (1) The Department failed to make 'reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-t and Title IV-Z of
the Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families so
that the children can return home; and (2) the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due process" under the 14th
amendment, and their constitutional rights to 'liberty and family integrity" under the let, 9th, and 14th amendments
have been violated. Plaintiffs also alleged violations (Note: The Office of Child Advocate is a state funded office
established as an independent agency authorized to monitor services provided to children by various state departments
and, if necessary, to bring lawsuits against them).

ISSUES EMPEASIZED BY PLAINTIFFt Excessive replacement of children in out-of-home care (in this case, referred to as

"night-to-night placements').

STATUS: The consent decree remains in effect.

grif finSToga
MYuu

Neil Cogan 3/88 NA Rick Garza
(512) 450-3114

IN

I-'

w

I-' i

Patsy Sanders
(512) 4S0-4986

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONs The Department failed to provide services as required by Title IV-Z of the Social Security Act to
adoptive parents of "special needs" children.

ISSUES EMPASIZED BY PLAINIFF: The plaintiffs argued that adopted children have a right to the same services 5a

children in out-of-home care, including medical services, roo and board payments, etc.

STATUS& Federal district court has ruled that there is no constitutional basis for the "equal protection" argument of

the lawsuit. Negotiations are continuing regarding the rules that govern the determination of the adoption subsidy for

"special needs" children.
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Vermont
Department of
Social and
Rehabilitation

JUzl 1  Vermont Legal Aid 1986
aL &I Developmental
Normsa l Disabilities Project

Judy Dickson

N/A Michael Dwayne
(802) 241-2821

Steven Dale,
Director of Social
Services (802) 241-
2136

PRIMARy ALUZATIONSt (1) The Department failed to make -reasonable efforts" as required by Title IV-B and Title IV-2 ofthe Social Security Act to prevent the removal of children from their homes and/or to rehabilitate their families sothat the children can return home and (2) the Plaintiffs' constitutional right to "due process" under the 14thamendment, and their constitutional rights to "liberty and family integrity" under the let, 9th, and 14th amendmentshave been violated.

ISSUES 0PASIZED BY PLAINTIFFs The plaintiffs argued that an inadequate system existed for coordinating educational
services and educational placements for disabled individuals in the custody of the Department.

NTATUSs Settlement discussions are continuing.

Westchester
County
Department of
Social Services

ftck et &I George Aket
v County of
Westchatsts

2/89 10/91 Marilyn Slaatten N/A
(914) 285-2660

PRIMARY ALLEGATIONs The Department violated state and federal constitution protections in the manner via which theyinvestigate child abuse/neglect reports (,121t This case was brought as an individual action but it has the effect of aclass action lawsuit because the changes mandated by the settlement must be implemented on a system-wide basis).
ISSUES 0EPEASIZED BY PLAINTIFF: The plaintiffs argued that a case of mistaken identity with respect to the allegedperpetrator of a child abuse/neglect report had the effect of an unconstitutional invasion of privacy.
STATUS: A s 3ttlement has been agreed to that will require the Department to alter in procedures during an investigationof a child abuse/neglect report.
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STATEMENT OF THE KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICES

Gentlemens

I understand the scheduling of a hearing on a provision of a bill after mark
up is not a normal procedure. Thank you for the opportunity to address this
Issue.

This proposal is an attempt to reverse a recent U. S. Supreme Court decision in
which the Court upheld the integrity of the provisions of the Social Security
Act. This case arose out of an allegation that a State human services agt ncy
41d not exercise *reasonable efforts' to retain an abused or neglected ih:ld in
the home, although a local court had found that the efforts in the case were
reasonable, as required by the social Security Act. The court held that there
is no cause of action under this section of the Social Security Act because
there is no statutory or regulatory definition of *reasonable effort' to which a
State can expect to be held. Instead, the Social Security Act requires that a
State court make a finding that the State has taken reasonable efforts' in that
specific case '... to prevent or eliminate the need for removal of the child
from his home, and (a) to oake it possible for the child to return to his home
... 42 U.S.C. 671(a)(3), (15).

I believe this proposal, although well Intentioned, is poor public policy.
There are two primary reasons for this position. 1) This proposal is an
inappropriate court intervention into legislative and administrative matters.
2) This language inappropriately expands the conditions under which an
individual has standing to seek damages under 42 USC 1983.

I) Kansas and many other States have been sued to increase the level of services
provided to children. The result in many States has been a dramatic increase in
child welfare services at the expense of other state programs. The Court,
ordering services be delivered at specified levels - including staffing levels -
sets the budget, replacing their judgement for the policy and priority setting
function of the Uegislative branch. Because these services are typically
matched with Federal funds, the Courts effectively budget both Federal and State
funds.

If implemented, this proposal replaces the decision making process of the
executive branch (approving State plans) with the judgement of the Judicial
branch each time an applicant for or recipient of assistance disagrees with a
decision made or the level of benefits provided. When a court makes these
decisions they effectively budget whatever resources are necessary to implement
their orders. The result is a reduction of resources available for all
g"' ,ernment activities other than those covered by the court order. Thus ir.
adopting this proposal, Congress has transferred another portion of the
Legislative power to the Judicial branch.

2) The statute anticipates that there is no single definition of *reasonable
effort' because of the uniqueness of the situations which child abuse and
neglect cases present. Therefore a judicial check is built into the process to
compensate for the inability to set universal standards which balance the needs
of the State and the public. The Suter decision did not close the courthouse
doors on children who have been harmed, it only said that 42 USC 1983 is not the
appropriate avenue for redress.

AFDC recipients are given a cause of action under this proposal to sue to have
benefits increased by alleging that benefits in the State are not 'reasonable'.
If one such plaintiff succeeds, the effect would be to set a national AFDC
benefit level. When a State with higher benefits than this court established
standard attempts to lower benefits to the new standard, it can anticipate being
sued for reducing benefits because it isn't reasonable to reduce the incomes of
people who are already poor, and if successful a new higher standard is
established. This same scenario applies to all Social Security Act programs
which include State plan requirements. (If the same requirements were applied
to the Federal Government all social security recipients would have the right to
sue because their disability checks are not sufficient to cover thai r ads and
retirees could sue because their checks are not a reasonable return n he
investment they have made through witholding from their checks over the years.)
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The Court has stated before that when the statute or regulations establish a
measurable performance standard there is a right to sue under 42 USC 1983. This
proposal establishes that private cause of action in oases where the State has
no standard against whioh to determine if their actions are reasonable. This is
like writing speeding tickets on a stretch of highway where there is no speed
limit posted.

Typically litigation is considered a last resort, not a statutorily recommended
means of changing public policy. Litigation is an expensive and protracted
means of establishing public policy. Kansas has spent nearly $1 million
defending an ACL lawsuit alleging that we do not meet reasonable standards of
care in spite of passing all Federal audits. That is $1 million which otherwise
could have gone to providing care to children.

Why is it so important to have access to the courts through 42 USC 19837 There
are other legal remedies available to children and families who believe they
have been harmed. The arguments for this legislation ignore the fact that
before removing a child from the home a court met make a finding that
reasonable efforts have been made to prevent the removal. The court must also
find within 18 months and periodically review the child's case. Administrative
appeals are required to be available by the Social Security Act. Could the
primary reason that 42 USC 1983 acoos to the courts is so important is that
this statute is commonly referred to as tte 'attorneys' full employment statute'
because under 42 USC 1983 prevailing attorneys are guarenteeA their fees?

Enriching attorneys from the public purse is neither the best or the only course
of action available to remedy what the groups proposing this legislation
perceive to be a problem of inadequate services to children. There are 4 number
of proposals before Congress right nov to provide additional services to
children. All, however require additional resources, and are predicted to not
be enacted because they are too expensive. Increasing funding of Title XV-h
programs under the Social Security Act would be a much more effective way of
providing additional services to children. Instead of siphoning millions of
dollars per lawsuit from the child welfare system, this would allow the States
to invest all available funds in the additional services the Children's Defense
Fund and other advocates believe are necessary.

If, in fact, what is needed is a private cause of action to enforce State plans,
modify the statute to establish standards which put the States on notice of the
level of service they must provide. This change to the statute would provide to
citizens the right to sue under 42 USC 1983 by making the statute neet the test
promulgated in the Suter decision.

Another option is to provide additional enforcement mechanisms for the
Department of Health and Human Services to determine if plans will result in
"reasonable" services and to force states to abide by the plans they hav*
submitted. This avoids the proliferation of lawsuits, making it a less
expensive and more effective alternative, even it less flam boyant.

If courts are certifying efforts which are not reasonable, the solution is not
to encourage more lawsui.,s against state human service agencies, but rather for
Congress to better define what its policy directives moan. Reasonable efforts
in child protection cases are different for each case and differ according to
one's philosophy of government. Even within the field of child welfare there is
much disagreement on what constitutes reasonable service.

I encourage this body to remove the Suter andment language from this
legislation and give more careful consideration to either continuing current
methods of having the State courts define reasonable efforts for each case or to
more explicitly define the expectations of Congress in the legislation. In the
alternative, I offer the following aditional language as an acceptable
compromises
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It a oourt of competent jurisdiotion is oxerooing jurisdiotion over
individuals alleging a violation of rights under this aot and ooncerning
mtters related to said alleged violations, then any action alleging
violation of rights secured by this aot shall be filed in the same court.
No action shall be tiled without Cirst exhausting all administrative
remedies. Only prospective injunctive relief may be granted and under no
oiroumstanoes shall additional attorneys Cees be awarded.

Thank you again for the opportunity to address this important issue.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Committee: I am pleased to have the
opportunity to comment upon the proposed Suter Amendment to the Social Security
Act.

My name is Ellen M. Alvine and I am President of the National Child Support
Enforcement Association (NCSEA). NCSEA is a national organization dedicated to
the enforcement of children's rights to adequate parental support. NCSEA is com-
prised of over 1,500 individuals and agencies representing the entire spectrum of
the child support enforcement community.

NCSEA opposes the Suter Amendment, as indicated by the attached Resolution
of the Board of Directors. NCSEA's objections revolve around neither the signifi-
cance of Supreme Court precedent nor Congressional intent; other individuals have
eloquently provided scholarly testimony on those topics, indicating that there is lit-
tle consensus on either subject. Instead, NCSEA has four key concerns about the
impact that the Suter Amendment will have on the child support enforcement pro-
gram established by Congress under Title IV, Part D, of the Social Security Act.

First, NCSEA questions the wisdom of responding to the Supreme Court decision
in Suter by simultaneously creating a private right of action for all State plan pro-
grams under the Social Security Act. Suter involved State administration of foster
care and adoption services under the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of
1980. NCSEA is concerned that the sweeping nature of the proposed amendment
overlooks the distinction between the purposes and mandates of the individual State
plan programs, especially the child support enforcement program, and seeks to cure
the problems raised by Suter with too strong a remedy.

Second, NCSFA is concerned that a tide of litigation will be unleashed if Congress
enacts the Suter Amendment. To the detriment of children and their families, scarce
resources will be diverted front the IV-D agencies' essential duties of establishing
paternity and establishing, enforcing and modifying child support obligations.

Third, child support enforcement is inextricably intertwined with issues of cus-
tody, alimony and property division-areas of the law traditionally reserved to the
States. The Suter Amendment will create a major new infringement upon State sov-
ereignty and increasingly subject State law to interpretation by the federal courts.

Last, the Suter Amendment will greatly expand the superintendence power of the
federal courts. NCSEA believes that it would be inappropriate for the federal judici-
ary to become a monitor of the wisdom and soundness of State executive action. In-
stead, NCSEA believes that auditors from the Executive Branch of the federal gov-
ernment, using carefully developed performance indicators and evaluation stand-
ards, are better suited to monitor the compliance of State IV-D agencies with the
provision and terms of their State child support enforcement plans.

Instead of holding State IV-D agencies accountable in a federal judicial forum for
deficiencies which may, in part, be attributable to a lack of adequate funding, it
would be more constructive for Conress to improve the existing state-based system;
that issue, moreover, is the focus of yet another critical debate now pending in Con-
gress.

In closing, NCSEA does not contend that the Congressional creation of a private
right of action in response to the Supreme Court's holding in Suter is inappropriate
for every program under the Soc&. security Act; rather, NCSEA cautions that if
Congress enacts the Suter Amendmen., it will have misdiagnosed the problems as-
sociated with child support enforcement-and applied the wrong remedy.
Attament.
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National Child Support Enforcement Association

NCSEA BOARD OF DIRECTORS RESOLUTION
(OPPOSING HR 11, SECTION 1123 AMENDMENT)

WHEREAS, the National Child Support Enforcement Association (NCSEA) is
the organization which represents the nationwide child support community,
including state and local IV-D administrators, case workers, judges, hearing
officers, court administrators, legislators, prosecutors, private attorneys, profit
and non-profit private sector corporations, state family support councils, and
advocates, all joined by a common interest to improve the lives of children
through" the equitable, efficient and effective enforcement of parental
res. on.ibility for support; and

WHEREAS, the United States Supreme Court recenty held in the case of Swer
v. Artist M. that the 'reasonable efforts' provision of the Adoption Assistance
and Child Welfare Act of 1980 creates neither an enforceable right for
individuals to sue in federal court nor an implied cause of action to obtain
services specified in the law; and

WHEREAS, the House of Represeitatives responded to the Suter decision by
proposing, in H.R. 11, Section 1123, an amendment to Title XI of the Social
Security Act that creates a new and express right to sue in federal court for all
services and benefits covered by all State plans under all titles of the Social
Security Act; and

WHEREAS, the Section 1123 amendment to Title XI of the Social Security Act
was passed by the House on July 2, 1992; and

WHEREAS, NCSEA's Board of Directors believes that:

9 the amendment is unnecessary since Title IV, Part D, of the
Social Security Act already embodies a comprehensive remedial
scheme for individuals who seek redress;

* the amendment will be detrimental to the interests of children,
custodial parents and non-custodial rorents seeking child support
services because it will divert th .,.arce resources of IV-D
agencies to costly and time-consuming litigation and away from
the provision of essential services;
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* the amendment will create a major new intson into State

sovereignty insofar as child support law is inextricably linked to
custody, alimony and property division - areas of the law

historically reserved to the State-

* federal auditors from the Executive Branch, using the elaborate
system of performance indicators developed by the federal Office
of Child Support Enforement and contained in the federal
regulations, are in a better position than federal judges to monitor
the compliance of IV-D agencies with State plan requirements;

0 several comprehensive proposals to improve child support
enforcement are currently pending in Congress; and

WHEREAS, the United States Senate has not yet acted on the proposed
amendment;

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the National
Child Support Enforcement Association hereby opposes the Section 1123
provision in H.R. II and urges the United States Senate not to enact the
amendment.
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4. August 7. 1,99

The Honorable Thomas s. Foley
Speaker of the House

of Representatives
The Calitol, Rom 1-204
Weehingbgto, D.C. 20515-4705

near Mr. Speakers

10 are writing to convey our support far hearings to provide a
public and thorough airing of the issues surrounding the &uLer v.
AiALt X. Supreme Court decLiins and the potential advantages ad
disadvantages of a legislative response at this juncture.
specifically, the Governorat

* Ask that Congress conduct a thorough review of the
complicated Implications of the Court's decision before
far-reaching legislation is enacted. We mst have a more
vorkable alternative than the provision included in the
House urban aid package, and pledge to work with you as we
mutually strive to serve our ne"Lest citizens.

e Support provisions included in S. 6 and N.R. 5600 to create
an advisory comittee to study and make recomendations on
the reasonable efforts requirement in the Adoption
Assistance end Child Welfare Act.

The House included in its urban aid bill 'R.I. 11) a provision
referred to as the "IJUZ amendment." Involving the Illinois child
Welfare system, the cutm v Aruis IL ce related to whether the
Adoption AsSistance ad Child Welfare Act of 1960 creates a right to
sue the state in federal court to enforce the provision requiring
"reasonable efforts" in preventing out-of-home placement and
returning foster children tn their families. The State end local
Legal Center filed an emicus brief with the Supreme Court on behalf
of NOA. the National League of Cities, the National Association of
Counties, the National Conference of State Legisleatures, and others
is support of Illiois.

Whi P its proponents contend that the purpose of the provision is to
restore individual rights of action to a "pre-Suter" statue. we
believe that is fact the amendment goes well beyond the scope of
that ruling. While It is difficult to pre4ct with certainty the
full Implicatione of this complex provision, we believe that it
would create a nae and express right to sue in federal court for all
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August 7, 1992
Page Two

services and benefits covered by a state plan in all titles of the Social
Security Act, regardless of whether the underlying statutes or regulations
were intended to create enforceable rights or sufficiently define state
requirements. We fear that the Suter amendment would radically expand state
exposure to law suits. We oppose the House language for a number of reasons:

a Suter v. Artist M. still protects families and children by retaining
strong avenues for redress. Beneficiaries continue to have
opportunities for redress in instances when services and benefits are
not forthcoming. These include federal administrative and state
court remedies, as well as actions brought on constitutional
grounds. The federal government has broad authority to cause
compliance with statutory and regulatory requirements; individuals
have protections through administrative hearings; and inividuals may
also continue to bring suit when Congress has provider' c.ear guidance
on program performance. It is important to note that in Suter, the
Supreme Court did not rule out the use of Section 1983 of the Civil
Rights Act in future litigation. Prior to Suter, the enforceability
of Social Security Act plan requirements was determined on a
case-by-case basis. The high court's decision still permits this
case-by-case analysis to continue.

* There are no direct benefits to children assured by this action. By
encouraging the proliferation of litigation, the provision could
actually harm, rather than help, the children it is designed to
protect. It could undermine the capacity of state and federal
governments to serve children. The threat of exposure to litigation
of this magnitude will require states to be more cautious in their
state plans to provide services for children and other needy
individuals. Additionally, time and money spent on litigation are
resources not spent on providing direct services to children.

" The provision vould cede to the courts responsibilities that nov rest
with Congress and state and federal agencies. Although ve recognize
that state and federal courts have an important role to play, we fear
that this provision would abrogate to the courts responsibilities
that presently rest with Congress and state and federal governments.

" The provision undoubtedly will have very significant fiscal impacts
to both state and federal governments. House Ways and Means
Committee staff noted in a table on the budget impact of H.R. 11 that
"it is difficult to estimate the magnitude of the potential effects"
of the Suter amendment on both state and federal spending since the
provision could influence the way in which states administer such
programs as Medicaid, AFDC, foster care, child support, %nd all other
Social Security Act programs that are matched with federal' funds.
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Ve look forward to continuing to york vith you to ensure that our combined

efforts result in enginee laprovsuents In services for our comtry'e children

in need.

Sincerely,

colors

Massachusetts
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STATEMENT OF THE TEXAS OFFICE OF THE AI'RNEY GENERAL

The Texas Office of the Attorney General administers the child support
enforcement program mandated by Title IV, Part D of the Social Security Act. As the
state program administrator, we are concerned about calls to mandate or create
private causes of action under the Social Security Act. Any judicial or legislative
mandate In this regard may have unintended consequences that should be carefully
considered.

Currently, Congress is considering legislative language that would clearly
mandate a private cause of action under all titles of the Social Security Act. We
believe that this provision would create new causes of action; that this extension is
not necessary to protect the rights of program beneficiaries; and that no private
cause of action should exist for the effective enforcement of child support.
Furthermore, the program can't afford it; the judiciary should not be expected to
work out detailed specifics of program operation by court decision; and the program
is not designed for a private cause of action. Finally, litigation brought under
private causes of action in IV-D cases have historically failed to bring about program
improvements.

We are providing this testimony to the Congress to illustrate the effects that
extending a private cause of action may have on the Title IV-D child support
enforcement program of the Social Security Act. This testimony is limited solely to
the effects on the IV-D program. We cannot speak to the effects that a private right
of action might have on programs of the other titles of the Social Security Act.
However, we would ask that any and all possible consequences be considered
carefully so that we can concentrate on delivering services to children instead of
defending against a prolife:ation of litigation which may not serve any worthwhile
purpose.

BACKGROUND

In a majority opinion in Suter v. Artist M. (112 S. Ct. 1360), delivered March
25, 1992, the Supreme Court held that the "reasonable efforts" provision of the
Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 (94 Stat. 500, 42 USC §§ 620-628,
670-679a) could not be enforced through an action brought under 42 USC § 1983 and
that the Act itself did not create an implied right of action entitling the respondents
in the case to bring suit.

42 USC § 671 (a) (15) requires, as part of a state plan, state agencies
administering foster care and adoption services under Title IV-E of the Social
Security Act make "reasonable efforts" tc eventt removal of children from their
homes and to facilitate reunification of fanu,. s where removal has occurred.

The Court found that, lacking statutory guidance as to how to measure
"reasonable efforts," compliance with the directive was left, within broad limits, to
each state. Moreover, because other sections of the Act provide mechanisms
whereby the Secretary of Health and Human Services may enforce "reasonable
efforts" by the states under their state plans, through a finding of "substantial
failure" in the administration of the plan, it cannot be said that the Act conveys an
implicit cause of action for private enforcement.

The decision dealt s with Title IV-E of the Social Security Act.
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In response to the a= decision, the United States House of Representatives

passed a provision in H.R. 11 amending the Social Security Act to permit private
individuals to sue in federal court for any and all services and benefits identified in
a state plan funded under any title of the Social Security Act.

THE LANGUAGE OF KR. 11 CREATES NEW CAUSES OF ACTION

The provision in HR 11 goes well beyond overturning Suter. New causes of
action are created by the legislative provision in HR 11. The Suter decision dealt
solel with Title IV-E of the Social Security Act. If the decision was wrong, its
legislative reversal should be limited solely to Title IV-E of the Social Security Act.

In point of fact, the text of H.R. 11 would go much further tha,1 L.e negation
of the Suter decision. Whereas courts have, hitherto, determined on a case-by-case
basis the enforceability of state plan requirements, the proposed provision would
make all state plan requirements in all programs enforceable by private cause of
action. The language of the amendment clearly creates a private cause of action for
all titles of the Social Security Act whether or not they existed prior to the Suter
decision. Whereas the Suter decision applied only to Title IV-E, the text of H.R. 11
would apply to all titles of the Social Security Act.

Proponents of overturning the Suter decision are contending that "this
amendment does not create any new rights." The proponents argue that, if the
language of the proposed provision is imprecise, legislative history will be
sufficient. This confusion and conflict can be corrected now by simply clarifying that
a private cause of action exists under Title IV-E of the Social Security Act. Clearly,
this would be sufficient if all the proponents of this provision want to do, as they
claim, is "to assure that individuals who have injured by a state's failure to comply
with the state plan requirements are able to seek redress in the federal courts to the
extent they were able to prior to the decision in Suter v. Artist M." (Our testimony
does not deal with what a private cause of action would do to the Title IV-E
program, because we are not familiar enough with that program to comment. We
would like to make it clear that we are not suggesting that an extension of a private
cause of action to the IV-E program is appropriate.).

Despite claims to the contrary, it is not true that courts have held that there is
a private cause of action against the IV-D program. Numerous cases including
Wehunt v. Ledbetter decided in 1989 and Carelli v. Howser decided in January of
1991, have held that Title IV-D of the Social Security Act did not create any
enforceable private rights of action.

Congress should be very careful when it considers new causes of action. It
must consider all of the program implications and only extend a private cause of
action when no other alternatives exist. Clearly, there are more appropriate
alternatives for the child support enforcement program.

CREATION OF A PRIVATE CAUSE OF ACTION IS NOT NECESSARY TO
PROTECT THE INTERESTS OF CHILD SUPPORT PROGRAM BENEFICIARIES

The interests of Title IV-D beneficiaries are appropriately protected by the
Congressionally-mandated federal audit and penalty process administered by the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

I , .
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Protection Through the Audit and Penalty Process
A) Congress has provided a rigorous audit process to ensure compliance by

state IV-D agencies with federal statutory and regulatory requirements.
Title IV-D is unique among programs under the Social Security Act in having

its own triennial audit process especially created by Congress to evaluate the
effectiveness of state IV-D programs against performance standards created and
administered by a special audit section of the Office of Child Support Enforcement.

The Title IV-D audit is not a pro-forma process. It is a rigorous evaluation of
state IV-D program performance, taking upwards of 24 months to complete and
employing dozens of criteria and subcriteria to measure the fun range of state agency
activity. Failure in any one of the 36 "plan-related" or program administration
criteria can result in a finding of substantial non-compliance for the entire program.

Moreover, the failure of a state IV-D agency to take appropriate actions within
the audit period for 75 percent of the cases reviewed in each of the 22 "performance-
related" or program services criteria can also result in a finding of substantial non-
compliance for the entire state program. Such finding carries severe sanctions,
including a loss of federal funds for the state's IV-A program.

The history of the triennial IV-D audit clearly shows that states have not been
dealt with lightly by the federal government. For the audit year 1985, 19 states out of
the 23 audited received notices of substantial non-compliance. In 1986, 13 out of 16
state agencies audited that year received notices of non-compliance. In 1987, 8 out of
12 states audited received such notice. In 1988, 10 states were found out of
compliance; in 1989, nine states; and in 1990, six states were informed that their
programs were not in substantial compliance with federal requirements.
Cumulatively, since 1984, only four out of the 54 states or territories operating IV-D
plans have escaped notice of non-compliance following the federal audit

The penalty for a finding of non-compliance is held in abeyance for a period
of up to one year to allow a state the opportunity to implement corrective action to
remedy the program deficiency. The corrective action must follow a plan approved
by the Office of Child Support Enforcement. At the end of the corrective action
period, a follow-up audit is conducted, and, if this audit is passed, the penalty is
rescinded. However, if the state is still found out of compliance, a graduated
penalty, as provided by acts of Congress, is assessed with the actual amount of the
penalty depending upon the severity and duration of the deficiency. In Fiscal Year
1990, half of the states for which a follow-up audit had been conducted were still
found to be out of compliance, and penalties were assessed for these states.

This federal audit process serves as the statutory procedure to ensure
compliance with statutory and regulatory requirements. Although state child
support programs believe that this compliance process may be substantially
improved, it is generally recognized as the type of process best designed to enforce
compliance without seriously obstructing the program's continuing delivery of
enforcement services.

B) A more appropriate legislative remedy than a private cause of action
would be reform of the audit process.

If the audit and penalty process is flawed, then it should be legislatively
reformed instead of being complicated by the addition of a federal judiciary overseer
role that a private cause of action would entail. Such a duplication of effective
authority over program operations would split the authority over program
requirements and inevitably lead to increased inconsistency in the federal direction
of the program. IV-D programs across the country have been advocating
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improvements to the audit process that would increase the accountability of state
programs; clarify what state programs are supposed to accomplish; and shift the
emphasis from regulatory process to program results.

Reform of the audit process in this manner would promote the program
performance hoped for by the Congress. Merely legislating a private right of action
withouL reform of the audit process will guarantee program failure. Clearly, with
regard to the IV-D program, reform of the audit process is the only necessary,
potentially successful and sufficient solution to the concerns about program
accountability.

The notion that "widespread violations of federal law will increase and go
unredressed" and that "States will be relativo1y free to take federal funds... while
ignoring federal rules" is not correct. Procedures exist to prevent this and the states
are taking the lead in advocating a process which will make state IV-D programs
more effective in responding to the needs of the children of this nation.

C) The Congressionally mandated audit and penalty process is inconsistent
with a private cause of action.

Th, provision by Congress of the triennial audit of Title IV-D state programs
forecloses a private enforcement of federal requirements for the progr ,n.
Moreover, the application of the quantitative 75 percent substantial compliance
standard effectively undercuts a cause of action by a private individual. If Congress
were to apply the proposed amendment to the operation of the Title IV-D program,
it would have the effect of requiring 100 percent achievement of compliance with
the minute detail of operational procedure. Without discussing the realism of such
an expect.l-ion of perfection, suffice it to say t.at operation of the program at the 100
percent level would necessitate a massive infusion of additional resources.
Operation of the program at the present 75 percent level has been viewed for years
by state program operators as seriously underfunded.

*The Right of Private Petition Still Exists
Perhaps, the most basic misunderstanding about the Suter decision is the -

belief that it foreclosed a private cause of action under § 1983. This is not the case.
The Supreme Court in Suter did not foreclose future litigation under § 1983;
indeed, it made clear that there have been, and will continue to be, cases in which
private individuals could enforce state plan requirements of programs under the
Social Security Act (See, e.g. Wilder v. Virginia Hospital Assn., 496 U.S. 498 (1990);
also, Wright v. Roanoke Redevelopment and Housing. 107 S. Ct. 766 (1987)).
However, there has never been, as this amendment would provide, a blanket
enforceable right of action for the state plan requirements of all titles of the Social
Security Act.

The Supreme Court has established two exceptions to the general rule that §
1983 is the vehicle for bringing a cause of action for an alleged violation of federal
statutes. A plairiff will not be permitted to sue under § 1983 if Congress has
precluded private enforcement either explicitly or implicitly by failing to create
enforceable rights, privileges or immunities in the relevant statutory provision
according to Pennhurst State School and Hospital v. Halderman 451 U.S. 1 (1981).
Also, a plaintiff will not be permitted to sue under § 1983 if Congress intended to
foreclose such action by providing an exclusive remedy or enforcement scheme
with the federal statute according to Wilder v. Virginia Hospital Association. supra;
Middlesex County Sewerage Authority v. National Sea Clammer Association, 453
U.S. 1 (1981). See also Wright v. Roanoke Redevelopment and Housing. supra:
Smith v. Robinson 468 U.S. 1, 20 (1981).
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The decision in Suter has not abrogated the right of private petition in the
federal court- under § 1983 for alleged violation of rights, privileges and immunities
with respect to titles of the Social Security Act. Nor has the Court qualified in any
manner the right of access to protection offered through administrative and state
court remedies. Finally, Suter does not abridge the authority and power of the
federal government to cause compliance with statutory and regulatory requirements
imposed upon state agencies charged with responsibility to administer programs
under titles of the Social Security Act.

WHY THERE SHOULD BE NO P'AVATE CAUSE OF ACTION FOR THE CHILD
SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

Title IV-D is clearly one of the programs under the Social Security Act for
which no private cause of action was intended or designed. Improving the
administration of child support enforcement can only be accomplished in a
cooperative atmosphere between legislators, administrators, advocates and the
public, not through a prolif, 'tion of lawsuits that a private right of action would
create.

The proposed amendment to the Social Security Act has the potential of
exposing the child support enforcement program to a proliferation of litigation.
This would result in a waste of limited resources, confusion about program
requirements and a needless delay in the delivery of the services for which the
program was created.

The resources available to the program are too scarce; a private cause of
action will lead to operational confusion; and a private right of action is inimical to
the program nature and operation

1) Resources are too Scarce
The problems that the child support enforcement program encounters are

caused by lack of resources and the burden of over-regulation. Litigation will not
solve this. Only legislative reform that provides sufficient resources and proper
regulation will.

IV-D programs have become overwhelmed by the increasing caseloads and
diminishing resources provided to the program. Congress has cut program funding
levels from a level of 75 percent Federal Financial Participation (FFP) to 70 percent
in 1982 to 68 percent in 1988 and, finally, to 66 percent in 1990. All the while,
Congress and the federal regulatory agencies have required more and more of the
state IV-D agencies in terms of the types of services to be offered and the procedures
to be followed. For example, IV-D programs are being given the added burden of
conducting periodic review and modifications of support orders for both custodial
and non-custodial parents without additional financial support.

During this same time period, child support caseloads have been increasing at
an explosive rate due to the changing demographics of our society. During the last
year, Texas alone has seen its caseload grow from 580,000 to almost 800,000 cases.
The caseload will top one million by the end of 1994.

In effect, states are being forced to do more tasks for more people with fewer
resources.
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Congress can and should increase the percentage of the FFP. For example,
there can be no doubt that the Congress wishes the states to increase the states'
automation capacity. Congress is funding development of a New Systems
automated project for all states at a rate of 90 percent FFP, and state participation in
the project has been good.

It is our position that the child support enforcement program should be fully
federally funded at a FFP rate of 100 percent. The largest problem we face in the
program is our lack of resources. States simply lack adequate financial resources to
do all the tasks required by federal statute. By fully funding the program with
federal funds, the provision of resources will become a much more simplified
process. By mandating a FFP of 100 percent, states would no longer have to gear the
design of their programs to the method of finance. States would be able to
concentrate on improving the delivery of services. It is clear that no significant
enhancement of the program can take place without a new funding structure and
that is why we believe in full federal funding of the program.

States should not be held liable for the effective administration of a federal
program that the federal government has been unwilling to adequately fund.

2) Operational Confusion
The proposed amendment would have the effect of forcing state IV-D

agencies to comply with, not only a great number of federal regulations, but also,
with an ever-expanding body of case law exhibiting diverse and divergent opinions
among the federal courts. The result would not be more effective delivery of
services, but a confusion of directives to state IV-D agencies.

Child support enforcement does not lend itself to judicial administration for
several reason,. The need for swift action to allow the program to adapt to ever-
increasing caseloads will make any judicial ruling moot by the time it is finally
decided. Courts also tend to look at program administration in the micro sense.
Child supp -t enforcement has become, by necessity, a macro administrative
program.

T1 is .1ected in the court case of Carelli et al v. Howser et al (6th Circuit,
January 18. 1991) where the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals found that the
comprehe- Lve triennial federal audit of state IV-D programs clearly demonstrated
that:

"Congress intended to foi,.,Jose a private right of action... notwithstanding
that it was brought by a 'beneficiary'.... Simply stated, plaintiffs seek to have a
federal court interpret Section 1983 in a manner that will enable the court to
order state and local officials to do a better job of enforcing child support
orders in the State of Ohio.

"We conclude that the nature of the relief sought by the plaintiffs here would
cause a federal court to carry out an oversight function-beyond that intended
by Congress, given the comprehensiveness of the remedial scheme provided
in the statute."

The child support program runs best when the legislative branch develops
innovations and the executive branch administers operations.
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3) A Private Right of Action is Inimical to the Program Nature and Operation
The child support enforcement program is not, sensu stricto0 an entitlement

program. It was created by Congress for the dual purpose of "cost-rr-overy" and
"cost-avoidance" so that state and federal agenc,-s could recover public expenditures
for welfare assistance; help families on welfare to leave the public assistance rolls;
and help families not on welfare avoid turning to public assistance.

A review of all legislative enactments concerning the child support
enforcement program indicates that the intent of Congress was primarily to save
public monies. The program was originally intended to recover welfare
expenditures and to get people of AFDC. When the program was expanded to
include non-public assistance cases, it was done so with the intent of cost avoidance
by preventing these families from having to turn to welfare.

The court has found that Title IV-D is in the nature of a contract between the
state and federal governments, pursuant to the spending powers of Congress.
Because the participation of the states in Title IV-D is voluntary, the funding statute
did not condition the receipt of federal funds in a manner which created a privately
enforceable entitlement. If Congress wants to create a new purpose of the program,
it must provide for their change. Otherwise, there can be no expectation of the
program being administered in an effective manner.

LITIGATION FAILS

Where it has been used, litigation has not proven to be an effective way to
improve the performance of state and local IV-D agencies, nor does it remedy the
conditions which tend to prevent IV-D agencies from performing at their optimal
levels.

At best, law suits brought against state and local IV-D agencies under § 1983
have accomplished no more than what is achieved through the federal regulatory
process or by the defendant agency itself in the course of fully implementing federal
mandates. The injunctive relief gained is usually no more than a "hurry up" order
of the court. Thus, in assessing the nature of the relief sought by the plaintiffs in the
Carelli case, the court observed:

"Since the plaintiffs seek no monetary relief, there would be no particularized
individual relief forthcoming, if this lawsuit were to go forward. What we
envision happening would be an order coming from the court directing the
State of Ohio to increase staff size, do a better job of establishing priorities, and
setting time limits for performing required tasks as well as responding to calls
for service. In short, the court's order would address all the shortcomings the
Secretary has already ordered [as a result of the triennial audit]."

At worst, law suits cost the tax-paying litigant and the tax-supported
respondent valuable time and resources, with little good effect. The fact is that
litigation in the federal judicial system is time-consuming and costly for both the
plaintiff and state defendant.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, legislatively mandating a private cause of action for all of the
provisions of the Social Security Act would be a very dangerous public policy
decision with potentially disastrous unintended consequences. It is not needed; it
will go much further than intended; it will be detrimental to the programs of the
Social Security Act; and it will ultimately fail to achieve its objective. The
disadvantages of such an action are very severe and the advantages will not
materialize. The costs far outweigh the benefits.

Simply put, creating this new cause of action will keep children from getting
the support and assistance that we are striving to provide for them.

Instead of trying to solve the problems of Social Security Act program
administration through the creation of a judicial fiat, we urge the Congress to look
at providing full resources and establishing innovations to improve the programs.
This would truly help the children of this country and we are more than willing to
serve as a resource to the Congress in providing information from the front lines of
child support enforcement.

We want to thank the Senate Finance Committee for the opportunity to
present our perspectives on this issue. Please feel free to contact us if you have any
questions regarding our testimony.
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